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DEGREE: MCom 
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SUMMARY 

SUBJECT: Industrial Psychology 

Vocatiom1l interest is a dynamic, subjective, positive attraction towards a job, occupa

tion or occupational field, based on the individual's perception of the structure of 

occupations and situations already experienced or expected to produce pleasurable 

feelings. Interest test tields are usually statistically derived from characteristics of 

individuals. This study develops and validates an interest test based on the perceived 

occu pa tiona I structure. 

A tler examining V<lrious classification models and occupational classification systems, 

including work by Holland, Gati and Roe, a new network access model was pro

posed, b<lsed on many-to-many correspondence in set theory. Categories are arranged 

on levels. Choice ol' a category on one level precludes access to another category on 

the sanK level, but does not restrict access to categories on other levels. It was 

hypothesised that occupational structure is perceived to consist of the three levels of 

lields, environments and duties. Each category is a horizontal situs group and includes 

all vertical status levels. Career choice is based on preferences at each level. 1200 

jobs have been classified by allocation to one category on each level, and each is 

described by a tielcl, environment and duty. 

The field-environment-duty (FED) system was operationalised in a ten minute interest 

rest asking testees to choose from each level the three categories that interest them 

for a job. Extensive use was made of X2 and 8 2 statistics in analysing nominal mea

surement scores. 

The FED test was applied to 1280 school-leavers in Gauteng, South Africa. Research 

supports G<Hi's division of occupations into "soft" (people-oriented occupations 

preferred by females), and "hard" (not-people-oriented occupations preferred by 

males), and introduces a third "neutral" division which is preferred equally by both 

lll(lles and females. Construct and concurrent validity was shown with the I 9Fll, VIQ, 

SDS and l6PF. 



In a four to five year longitudinal study the FED was found to predict future studies 

(80%) and occupation (86%). Research with working adults found that the FED test 

predicts concurrent job satisfaction, job tenure and self-assessed performance. Inter

rater reliability in assigning jobs to categories is around 80%. Test-retest reliability 

was significant to the 0,0001 level using the X2 goodness of fit test. 

KEY WORDS Occupational classification; Job classification; Interest tests; 

Career guidance; Situs groups; Career choice; Gati; Holland types; Field - Environ

ment- Duty classitication; Network access model 
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CHAPTER 1- INTRODUCTION 

.\'COPE OF THE CHAPTER 

Tlte needfor a link between vocational guidance interest tests and 

occupati~mal cla.'is~fication systems will he discussed The reason 

for this study will he established and a prohlem statement proposed. 

INTRODUCTION TO THlS STUDY 

In their extensive use of interest tests for career guidance, psychologists assume 

that interest tlelds are related to jobs or occupations. Patterns of scores on interest 

test fields are presumed to reflect the relationship between jobs. An interest test is 

thus seen as a classification or operationalisation of the perceived occupational 

structure. 

Present interest tests are generally limited to classifying occupations according to 

fields, each of which is generalised to require a unique set of abilities and to take 

place in particular circumstances. For example, the legal field is assumed to consist 

of lawyers who have a law degree and work in a legal practice. It does not include, 

say, accountants specialising in tax law and working in large corporations. 

This study proposes the use of an intet·est test based on a multi-level, overlap

ping stntctut·e of occupations which, in addition to classifying jobs by fields, 

tal.:cs into account the tnvironmcnt in which the johs take place and the 

duties performed. Existing occupational classification systems and interest 

tests will be discussed. A new three dimensional model of occup<ttional 

structure will be presented and validated as both an occupational classifica-

tion system <llld as an interest test. 
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A BRIEF I-IISTORY OF CAREER GUIDANCE 

Although man has always engaged in work, there was initially no need for career 

guidance. Work in pre-historic societies was directed at individual survival. 

Specialisations arose with time, and in Ancient Rome and Athens people could 

usually choose their careers. This changed when the ancient world collapsed. 

Throughout the 1\tliddle Ages, Renaissance and Industrial Revolution, choice of 

career was mainly determined by social class and family occupation. According to 

Brown and Brooks ( 1991 ), it was only after the growth of the humanitarian 

movement at the turn of the t:vventieth century that placing workers in the right 

jobs was emphasised, and there was freedom of individual career choice (Borow, 

1979). 

Parsons ( 1909) started a Vocation Bureau in Boston in 1908 to help low-income 

children ( 14 years and older) decide on suitable occupations after leaving school. 

According to Brcl\vn and Brooks ( 1991 ), he wanted to prevent exploitation of 

workers by industrial monopolists. It is generally accepted that career develop-

ment theory and practice began with his conceptual framework for career decision 

making, which involved three aspects: 

o information about the individual 

o information about jobs, and 

o a matching of the two. 

Ginzberg ( 1972) and Gysbers (1984) trace the development of career guidance 

after the depression of the 1930's. Work become more plentiful and productivity 

more important. Researchers began to develop measurements to match people's 

aptitudes to skill requirements for specific jobs. 
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DiJTerential techniques which statistically identify traits were used by Paterson 

( 1941) and others at the University of Minnesota to develop psychometric instru

ments and tools for personal analysis. Use of special aptitude and attitude tests 

became known as the Jvlinnesota point of vie IF and scielllific development. During 

the Second World War research was extended to placing military staff in the USA 

armed forces (Weinrach, 1979b ). 

During the 1950's career development theories began appearing in the literature. 

Ginzberg ( 1951) and Super ( 1951) spearheaded a p.,ychological development 

approach to career guidance, in which values, attitudes, feelings and aspirations 

became central. The term vocational developtneut became popular. 

Holland's ( 1959) theory (l careers, which classitles people and job environments 

into six groups, dominated research in the 1960's and 1970's. Dawis and Lofquist 

(1964) introduced the p.~ychology (?[work ac(jllstmelll, matching job "reinforcers" 

to an individual's "work needs". This process has been discussed under various 

names such as "congruence" (Holland, 1985; Weinrach, 1 979b ), "matching" 

(Schein, 1978), and "person-environment fit" (Muchinsky and Monahan, 1987). 

In the late 1970's and 1980's minority groups, including women and the disadvan-

taged became major issues politically and in career guidance. This is retlected in a 

book edited by Brown and Brooks ( 1991 ), where each career guidance method is 

examined with regard to its effect on these groups. Schein (1978) introduced 

career anchors, which he described as "an occupational se(f-concept broader than 

the 1)pica! concept (?f.Job value or motivation to work; an internaljorce guiding, 

constraining, stabilising and integrating a person's career". It was operationa-

lised in the Career Orientation Inventory (Schein, 1985). 
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Business and industrial organisations began to take an interest in adult-focussed 

career guidance, leading to.the concept of career development for adults (Gysbers, 

1984 ). There has since been a proliferation of vocational guidance instruments 

(Gysbers, 1984 ), including theory-based and self-assessment instruments, particu

larly based on Holland's (1959) work. Various career decision making models and 

theories are described and criticised in Brown and Brooks (1991 ). 

Nearly a century after Parsons (1909) set out the basis for career guidance, the 

emphasis is still on increasing an individual's chance of job success and satisfaction 

by using tests, techniques an? assessments to describe and fulfil self-concept. 

Choice of occupation is recognised as involving many personal-social needs such 

as socio-economic status, friends, self-esteem, the quality of leisure time, and 

personal and geographic freedom. 

INTEREST TESTS- TI-lE BACKGROUND 

Research into the interests of ditTerent groups of people began in the 1920's. By 

the mid 1930's, Strong (1943) had developed Vocational Interest Blanks, provi

ding interest protiles of men and women in particular jobs. From the early 1940's, 

after the great depression, research focussed on placing people in the right jobs 

and activity directed at developing interest tests accelerated. 

During the 1950's multi-variate psychometric techniques were applied to studying 

interests ( Gu i I ford, Christensen, Bond and Sutton, 1954 ). Strong revised his 

Interest Blanks (13erdie and Campbell, 1968 ). The Kuder Preference Records 

(Kuder, 1963) and various derivatives were devised, categorising interests into 

broad fields. 
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Holland ( 1959) presented his the01y of careers. Development of interest tests to 

operationalise the theory, particularly with self-assessment instruments, has largely 

dominated United States research since then, and South African research since the 

1980's. Much effort in the USA has also been directed at adapting the Strong 

Interest Blanks to accommodate women's interests (Hansen, 1992), resulting in the 

Strong-Campbell Interest Inventory (Campbell, 1974). 

A South African adaptation of the Kuder Preference Records was made available 

in the 1960's (Protea educational services, undated). This was followed by various 

locally developed interest tests in the 1970's (19 Field Interest Inventory, 1970; 

High School Interest Questionnaire, 1973; Vocational Interest Questionnaire, 

1974). Two widely used interest tests based on Holland's (1959) theory are the 

Self Directed Search (Gevers, du Toit and Harilall, 1992) and the South African 

Vocational Interest Inventory (Du Toit, 1992). 

OCCUPATIONAL CLASSIFICATION SYSTEMS- THE BACKGROUND 

A classification system organises items into categories. In occupational classitica-

tion systems the items organised are jobs and occupations. 

The first oflicial occupational classification systems were introduced in the late 

1800's by governments for census information. In the work situation, work study 

and personnel practitioners have been describing jobs since the early 1900's but it 

was only in the late 1930's that scientific methods were introduced to classify job.s 

for career guidance. As part of the movement to get the United States working 

after the depression, the US Employment Services published the first edition of the 

Dictionary of Occupational Titles (DOT) in 1939 (Brown and Brooks, 1991 ). 
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The DOT gave a broad range of information about the content and characteristics 

of occupations, for use by USA government employment interviewers (Miller, 

Treiman, Cain and Roos, 1980, p 18). 

The psychology and structure of occupations were extensively researched imme

diately after the Second World War. Sociologists began querying the traditional 

classification of workers into status levels, resulting in the proposition of a non

hierarchical, "situs" classification of occupations (Hatt, 1950). Roe's (1956) 

p.,yclwlogy ul occupotio11s was the first attempt to classify occupations into 

groups. 

The theory of careers proposed by Holland ( 1959) is considered a breakthrough in 

job classification. He proposed six interest/personality types, previously suggested 

by Spranger ( 1928) and operationalised in Allport, Vernon and Lindzey's (1931) 

Study ql vo/ues scale. Holland's contribution was to suggest that most people in a 

particular occupation fall into one of the types, thus facilitating a match between 

workers and jobs. In the early 1960's the classification of tens of thousands of jobs 

into six categories was criticised as simplistic. It was also pointed out that it was 

more a classification of workers than of jobs. These issues were sidestepped when 

Holland (1966) suggested that his theory could be represenred as a hexagonal 

model with adjacent occupational types having the highest correlations. This 

started ongoing research into the structure of occupations during the late 1970's. 

The latest research, in Israel, is on statistically derived structural models (Gati, 

1979, 1991). 
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TI-lE PI{ESENT SITlJATION 

Interest tests fields have not been researched as occupational classification 

systems. In general, the t1elds are derived from descriptions of groups of people 

doing particular work, rather than tl-om the jobs themselves. The t1elds describe 

interest factors rather than reflecting peoples' perception of occupational structure. 

Because the fields are int1exible and insensitive to changes in technology and 

perceptions of the job structure they tend to go out of date. For example, jobs in 

the computer industry are covered only by inference in most interest tests. On the 

other hand, occupational classi.fication research and systems, which have never 

entirely met the needs of career counsellors, are becoming more mathematical and 

theoretical; with consequently reduced practical applications in career guidance. 

A comprehensive occupational classification system, going beyond interest test 

tlelds is needed for matching individuals to jobs. According to Lofquist and Dawis 

(1969), career counselling is limited by the lack of a systematic system for descri

bing work, its problems and solutions. Without a "psychology of work", career 

guidance practitioners face the impossible task of knowing in detail about each one 

of thousands of occupations. An interest test based on the similarity between jobs, 

rather than the characteristics of people doing the jobs, would assist career gui

dance practitioners to improve the quality of help given to people with their career 

choices. 
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PROBLE!Vl STATEMENT 

This study sets out to develop and validate an occupational classification system 

and show that it can be used as an interest test. The problem statement to be 

addressed is: 

Can an occuoational classification system 

be devised. ooerationalised and validated 

as an interest test for career guidance? 

OVERVIEW OF CHAPTERS 

CHAPTER 2: 

CH_t.PTER 3: 

CHAPTER4: 

VOCA TJONAL INTEREST TESTS. The definition and 

nature f~( interests. The theory behind interest tests and 

factors f~{fecting the measuremellf (~f interests. Interest tests 

m ll.'ie. 

OCCUPATIONAL CLASSIFICATION SYSTEMS. A 

description t~f class(fication models. A di.\·cussion ami 

criticism t~( occupational class(fication systems in use. 

THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE FIELD - ENVIRON

MENT - DUTY OCCUPATIONAL CLASSJFfCATION 

SYSTEM AND INTEREST TEST (FED). 

Conceptualisation (~( the FED occupational closs(fication 

.\ystem. Operalionalisation of the interest test to be used as 

the measuring instrument in this study. 

RESEARCH DESIGN. An outline (~(research to be con

ducted, including procedures for validating the FED as an 

occupational clw•slficotion .~ystem and as au interestle~•t. 



CHAPTER 6: 

CHAPTER 7: 

CHAPTER 8: 

9 

EVALUATION OF THE FED AS AN OCCUPATIONAL 

CLASSIFICATION SYSTEM. Evaluation of' the FED as rm 

occupational class~fication system. Scient~fic basis, compre

ltensil'eness, cohesion and rationality r~f the system. 

EVALUATION OF THE FED AS AN INTEREST TEST. 

Psychometric evaluation t~f the FED test. Test rationale, 

Construct l'alidity, predictil'e validity, concurreut validity 

ami reliability, standardisation ami o~;ectil'i~JI. 

DISCUSSION AND SU:NLMARY. SummmJ! of the study. 

Tlte impact of the networl1 access model, the FED occupa

tional c/a.\s~/ict~tion system ami the FED interest test. Areas 

for.filrt/ier resean:lt. 
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CHAPTER 2 -VOCATIONAL INTEREST TESTS 

.\'COPE OF THE CHAPTER 

Tlte definition am/ nature (~l interests .. The theory behind 

interest tests andfactors t~ffecting the measurement (~{interest. 

Interest tests in use .. 

TilE DEFINITION OF VOCATIONAL INTEREST 

Lt is generally accepted that interest tests are measurements of sentiment. Nunnally 

( 1970, p 162) distinguishes between jlt((r;ments and sentiments. A judgment is 

either right or wrong because it can be compared with a correct answer. A senti-

ment is a subjective statement of personal likes, attitudes and reactions, reflecting a 

positive sensation concerned with an ideal state. When someone is asked whether 

they Clre interested in, say, gardening, their answer cannot be judged to be correct 

or incorrect. It is not right or wrong to have a certain level of interest in 

gardening. Responses of "yes", "no" or "it depends" are all satisfactory. Interest, 

or lack thereo( is felt within the individual. 

Subjective evaluation of sentiment is shown in definitions of interest. Bordin 

( 1943) describes interest as a measurement of self-concept. Strong (1945) talked 

of "our awareness and disposition towards an object". Super and Crites ( 1962) 

analysed interests CIS resulting fi·om various individual physiological and socialising 

factors. Guilford (1959) proposed that interest is a dynamic factor of personality. 

This is the view taken by developers of South African interest tests (Van Vuuren, 

1962; Fouche and Alberts, 1971; Gevers, du Toit and Harilall, 1992). 
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A common tl1ctor in the definition of interest is that an individual makes a decision 

that something is liked or disliked. This need not be rational or cognitively based, 

but can arise from vague needs, drives and feelings. As Guilford (1959) points out, 

interest involves emotions, about previous experiences and beliefs about personal 

reactions in similar situations. In expressing an interest towards an occupation, an 

individual draws on personal experience of known related jobs, including ability to 

handle the work and the interpersonal situations which may arise. The potential is 

considered of the occupation to satisfy life stage needs (Super and Hall, 1978), 

work values (Langley, 199::n: and career anchors (Schein, 1978). The way the 

individual rei<Hes jobs to each other is his or her perceived occupational structure. 

A school Ieaver with no work experience has to rely on stereotypes of occupations 

in perceiving the occupational structure and in stating a vocational interest. The 

statement, "I hate desk work" could be based on not enjoying sitting in a class-

room, and on complaints overheard from a parent about the boss in the o111ce. As 

people gain work experience their perceptions of inter-relationships between jobs, 

working situations and occupational fields become more accurate. This is a factor 

of career maturity (Langley, du Toit and Herbst, 1978) and highlights that interest 

is dynamic and can be learnt. ln full career maturity, the individual's perceived 

occupational structure should reflect the actual structure of occupations. A 

comprehensive cletinition of vocational interest includes all the aspects discussed. 

VOC"1 TION.iiL INTEREST is a t~J'IWIIIic, sul~jcctivc, posith'e attrac

tion towartl.'i a job, occupatiou or occupational .field, based on the 

individual's perception r~( the structure t~( occupations am/ situations 

alrc:at~l' e.\]Jcrienced or expected to produce plem;urablefeelings. 
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INTEI~EST TESTS IN CAI~EEI~ GUIDANCE 

Psychologists use vocational interest tests (with tests of intelligence, abilities, 

personality, values, career anchors, career maturity and biographical detail blanks) 

to gain a composite picture of a testee. ]ntelligence is assumed to indicate scholar-

ship ability. Abilities influence successful performance of work. Personality could 

indicate the interpersonal situations which will best suit the testee. Values and 

career anchors may affect the rewards wanted from a job. Career maturity can 

indicate how much input is needed to make a "rational" choice, and biographical 

details may give relevant details of personal achievements and parents' 

occupations. But interest tests are important because they provide a direct link to 

occupations. It is only when interest is taken into account that a conclusion can be 

reached regarding career direction. 

Table 2. I g1ves an example of how knmvledge of interests simplilies career 

guidance. Most jobs could be suggested based on the information given. It is only 

when it is known that the person has a high tested interest in logic, and plays 

chess, that computer programming becomes an option. Alternatively, if the person 

Gest-~d~inistered ! Result l 
~- -----·--------------,----- ---1 l Intelligence ! JQ=ll3 --~ 
~------Abilitie-s---·-. -·---~~-;-gh numerical : 
r--- ··----------·--- ;·· . -- ----···------·-

Values Money 

C1rccr anchor Geographical 

Low M (indicates 
precision. 10\Y creativity) 

Father- Salesman 

. 1 

F':JrCIIIS' OCCllp:lliOIIS 
Mot her - Secretary , 

1 .... ; 

I 1 University entrance. ! 
1
L' School achievemetll i borclerlil{e fail. best II 

: subject maths 
---·-- ---------- ···--·-· - _______________________ j 

has a high tested interest in 

working with equipment and 

spends weekends drawing, 

eng111eenng draughting tS a 

possibility. 

Table 2.1: Hypothetical test results for 
career guidance 

This example shows why Nunnally (1970, p 148) suggests that interest tests are 

second only in importance to intelligence tests as aids to career guidance. 
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INTEREST IVIEASUREI\H=NTS IN lJSE 

According to Lowman ( 1991, p 3 7) the most commonly used measures for testing 

interests in the USA are the Self directed Search (SDS), Vocational preference 

inventory (VPI) and the Strong Vocational Interest Blank (SVJB). ln South 

Africa, the Human Sciences Research Council (HSRC) advise that the 19 Field 

Interest Inventory ( 19Fll) is most ordered by psychologists. The South African 

Vocational Interest Inventory (SAVIl), used with the MENTOR computerised 

career guidance system and available to teachers, has replaced the Self Directed 

Search (SDS) <lS the next best ·selling interest test. Both the SDS and SAVII are 

based on Holland's ( 1959) theory of careers. The High School Interest Question-

nai re ( 1-1 S I Q) and Vocational 1 nterest Questionnaire (VI Q) are also in demand. 

Historin1l perspective- USA 

Research into interests began in the 1920's. Berdie and Campbell ( 1968) discuss 

the bre<lkthrough that Strong (1943) made in interest measurement when he 

measured the interests of people in specific occupations against a control group of 

"men in general". By the mid 1930's he had developed Vocatioual f111eresl Blanks 

(SVlB) for both men and women. 

From the early I9"!0's vocational guidance activity increased, aimed at placing 

people in the right jobs. The SVlB remained the standard interest measurement 

until the Kuder Preference Scales (Kuder, 1963) were introduced in the 1950's. ln 

contrast to the SV113, which \vas emjJiricolly-hosed, the Kuder scales were theoty-

hosed. They measured interest tlelds and not occupational groups. The Rothwell

J'vliller Interest Blank (Miller, 1968), based on Kuder's work, was introduced to 

Australia in the late 1950's, and Britain in the 1960's. 
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The 1\'linnesota Vocational Interest Inventory (Clarke and Campbell, 1 965) and the 

Career Assessment Inventory (Kapes and Mastie, 1988) were derived from the 

SVIB. By this time .1-l.olland (1959) had introduced his theory of careers. The 

accompanying SelfDirected Search (SDS), Vocational Preference Inventory (VPI) 

and American College Testing (ACT) instruments appeared in the 1970's. The 

ACT career planning programme incorporated Roe's ( 1956) occupational classifi-

cation (l'rediger, 1976). Pressure from the women's liberation movement led to a 

revision of the SVIB with the Strong-Campbell Interest Inventory (Campbell, 

1974) which measured males and females on the same form. In the mid-1980's 

revised editions of the SVIB, SDS and Kuder Occupational Interest Survey were 

published. Lesser known tests are discussed in Kapes and Mastie (1988). 

Historkal perspective- South Africa 

A Sourh African adaptation of the Kuder Preference Records was available in the 

I 060's for vocational guidance (Prorea Educational Services, undated). The 

University Gu ida11ce I merest Questionnaire ( ( Jniversiteitsvourligtinghelclllg.';lel-

liugs\·roely.~) (Van Vuuren, 1962) was not generally used. It concentrated only on 

study direction and applied only to Afl·ikaans speaking matriculants and university 

students (Smit, 1981 ). 

During the 1970's the BSRC developed a number of South African interest 

instruments, namely the 19 Field Interest Inventory ( 19FH) (Fouche and Alberts, 

1970), the High School Interest Questionnaire (HS1Q) (Wolfaart, 1973) and the 

Vocational Interest Questionnaire (VIQ) (Coetzee, 1974). The HSIQ was specific 

to colomed school pupils and the VIQ to black pupils under the Apartheid regime. 
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The Cape Education Department (in association with Stellenbosch University) 

published the Koclus Interest lest (Psychological and Guidance Studies, 1978). In 

1981 the Picture Vocational Interest Questionnaire (PVIQ) (Taljaard, 1981) for 

"illiterate adults" (sic) was introduced at the request of the Department of Prisons. 

The latest developments in South African interest measurements are based on 

Holland's (1959) work. These include validation of the SDS for South African 

conditions in I 985 and 1988, and MENTOR, a computerised self-assessment 

career guidance system for schools. The Easy Steps Guide (Pickworth, 1993) uses 

some of the subdivisions of Holland's categories from the ACT occupational 

classitlcation (Prediger, 1976). The South African Vocational Interest Jnventory 

(SA VII) \.vas introduced in the early 1990's (Du Toit, 1992) based on the Easy 

Steps Guide. 

Orsnip1ions or intrrest tests 

General descriptions of the following interest tests are given: 

• Strong Vocationallnterest Blank (SVIB) 
• Kuder Preference Record 
• 19 Field Interest Inventory ( l9Fll) 
• Vocational Interest Questionnaire (VIQ) 
• Holland-based tests: SelfDirected Search (SDS) 

and South AJi·ican Vocational Interest Inventory (SA VII) 

Strong Vocational Interest Blank (SVIB) 

The original 193 5 version had separate blue and· pink interest blanks for men and 

for women. The tests were developed by comparing interest protlles of successful 

people in various occupations with profiles for the general population. Fifty 

occupational scales were given for men and thirty for women. The test is interpre-

ted by marching an individual's profile to the occupational profiles. 
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Normalised symbols are provided: an A or B+ indicates an occupation is suitable 

as a job choice. Selected items are used for special scales of interest maturity, 

occupational status level, specialisation level and masculinity/femininity. Eleven 

occupational groups were iclentitied by factor analysis. 

The SVIB \vas updated in 1969, 1974, 1981 and 1985. The MVII was an adapta-

tion for 11 non-professional occupations compared with tradesmen in general. 

Most of the revision work resulted from user suggestions (Hansen (1 992). A 

major advance was the introduction in 1969 of:Z:Z hasic interest sco/es, comprising 

clusters of items with high inter correlations. Male and female scales were merged 

ancl made equivalent in 1974. Later revisions included more non-professional and 

technical occupatioiiS and introduced further special scales. 

The S V 113 measunng instrument is particularly comprehensive. Twelve indica-

tions of preference are included in 400 items. Testees score occupational titles, 

school subjects, amusements/hobbies, activities/ways to spend time, and peculiari-

ties/mannerisms of people on a scale of "Like, Indifferent, Dislike". They pick their 

three favourite and three least-liked production stages, values and positions in a 

social club. Items regarding occupations, activities, characteristics of different 

work situations, types of people, individual work habits, abilities, personality and 

emotional reactions are rated. 
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Kuder took diftl~rellt 21pproach, developing a H1mily of tests (including the Kuder 

Preference Record: Vocational, the Kuder Pretcrence Record: Personal, and the 

computerised Kuder Occupational Interest Sut'vey) to measure ten general areas of 

interest. 

The testee indicates the rnost-likccl and least-liked of a group of three activities. A 

verilication scale indicates how seriously the testee has treated the test. The 

resultant indiviclwil pmfile of interests can be used tor general guidance to indicate 

an occupational direction. 

The Kuder interest llelds are the basis for the Australian .Rothweli-Miller lnterest 

Blank, subsequently adapted for British use. Twelve fields of interest are called 

stun:n~\'f>L: coteguri,'s of ucCIIJXIIions. Testees are required to rank order lists of 

twelve occupations according to prt .. ~terence. The test is marketed in South Africa 

through the Johannesburg HSRC oftice. 

19 Field I nteresl Inventory ( 19FII) 

This test is based un the Californian Occupational Preterence Scale (Kapes and 

i'v'lastie, 1988) and is £he most popular interest test in South AJhca. It is normalised 

for pupils in standards 8, 9 and 10, but is also used for adult career guidance and 

lor standard 7 sub.iect choices. 

Testc.-:~s indicate how much they would like to do each of 285 activities, irrespec-

tiv..: of ability. hems cover work and leisure activities. Raw scores for each of 

nineteen interest t;elds are calculated hy adding item scores. A protile is drawn of 

standard scores which a;·e ()btainecl rh)lll nom1 tables. 
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Si:-.: groupings indiu1tc study direction, namely aesthetic (humanities), social ser-

vice (social sciences), intellectual/scientific (sciences), practical (engineering and 

trades), business and law (commerce) and outdoors. Two special scales assess 

whether interests are work or hobby related, and whether the testee prefers to be 

active or passive. 

The test has never been revised. Many items are out of date and modern occupa-

tions ·in the computer or health/aerobics/human movement industries are not 

covered. Despite this, the test is popular because of the wealth of information it 

delivers. Even if a testee has n low interest in all the tlelds, conclusions can be 

drnwn fl-c1m preferred items about possible career directions. 

Vnc<1tion<11 Interest Questionnaire (VJQ) 

The High School Interest Questionnaire and Vocational Interest Questionnaire are 

very similar. The former was developed for coloured schools in 1973 (Wolfaa11, 

1973) and the latter for black pupils in 1975 (Coetzee, 1975). Both consist of lists 

of activities. Testees have to indicate whether they like, dislike or are inclitferent to 

each activity. HSIQ fields are adapted from the 19FII and the VIQ fields are based 

on Roe's ( 1956) job classification. Scores are prot! led by percentiles. Both tests 

are used in practice for school pupils and adults of all race groups. 

J-lnllcmci type tests 

The "Holland types" were first identified by Spranger (1928) and operationalised 

in the ,)'u/((v qj',Ytlues (Allport, Vernon and Lindzey, 1931). Holland (1959) used 

the si;..; values as the basis of his theory of careers. 
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The self assessmenr Self Directed Search was developed by Holland in 1970 to 

operationalise this theory. There are four sections in the test. Testees have to state 

whether they like to do or think they would like to do an activity (rated as yes), or 

whether they are inditYerent to, have never done or do not like to do the activity 

(rated as no). Interest thus cannot be shown in activities the testce has never 

experienced. Testees then assess their competency in various activities and choose 

occupational titles that appeal to them from an inventory. Lastly, a self rating of 

abiliti;;.~s <llld skills relevant to each of the Holland types is obtained. Additive 

scores are calculated for each type. A three-digit code of the three types with till.' 

highest scores is matched to occupational codes. 

The test was adapted to South Atl·ican conditions in 1985 and 1988. This involved 

changing the wording of some items and verit)1ing with samples of South African 

school pupils some of Hollnnd's previous research. 

The South African Vocational Interest Inventory (SA VII) (Du Toil, 1992) is based 

on 1 he Easy Steps Guide (Pickworth, 1993), in turn derived fl·om the ACT occupa-

tiona! classitication subdivisions of the Holland categories (Prediger, 1976). 

Because of its link with rhe computerised MENTOR career guidance system, 

SA Vll is sold to teachers and outsells the SDS which is only available to psycholo-

gists. Testees are asked to indicate their interests in 126 work activity items. Each 

Holland type is split into three sub-fields represented by seven items. Raw scores 

ror the 11 sub-lields can be compared and directly related to jobs. 
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PSYCJ-IOMETHIC QUALITH~S OF INTEI~EST TESTS 

Classification of interest tests 

Super's ( 1949) classification of interest measurements distinguishes the following 

categories: 

0 Expn·_.)s_e_d__i_n~r_esLs - whot the indil•iduo/ _,,~ys he or she is iuterested ill doing. 

The response to the question, "what do you want to do when you leave 

school'!" is an expressed interest. This is a specific case of predicting ability 

through self <tssessment of ability (in this case the ability to remain enthusiastic 

about the interest). Dolliver and Nelson (1975) cite comparative studies show-

ing that expressed interest is more often accurate in predicting future occupa-

tion than are other interest measurements. Asking an open question about 

ll.tturL· intentions does not limit the answer to the list of activities, occupations 

or interest liclds included in an interest test. Career guidance counsellors usually 

suppkmem interest tests witl1 a question about expressed interests. 

0 lllLCJHruied..juleLt;;_ili- 1rhot the iudivid11ol clwoses.fi·mll u list r?f iuterests. The 

test developer decides what will be included in the inventory. Items are usually 

grouped into imcrest tields. All of the tests discussed in this chapter are mea-

surements of inventoried (listed) interests. The Rothwell-Miller test is a true 

test of inventoried vocational interests because testees rank order their occupa-

tiomtl preferenct~S. Other tests measure the individual's interest in a tield by 

summing scores ctcross the relevant items. 
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0 Manifest interests - IFhat the individual does to pursue un interest. A child who 

spends hours playing the guitar is manifesting an interest in music. Time spent 

on an interest may predict a higher than normal ability in the area, either due to 

natural talent and enjoyment of the status that goes with performing well, or 

because skills improve with practice. The inter-relationship of manifest interests 

and ability is taken into account in the SDS, where ability/skill in various areas 

is rated as well as competency/knowledge of specific skilled activities. 

0 Ieslf'iLulLeLe.s.LS- o~jectively obtained intere.">l measurements by a third party 

ohserving ur testing the individual ond compLII'ing interest levels to a norm 

gmup. When tested interests can be observed, they are manifested interests. 

Expressed or inventoried interests are measured in a testing situation. Psycholo-

gists do not usually observe interests for career guidance purposes unless they 

are attached to a school, assessment centre or similar institution. Interest tests 

using inventories are the most common way of assessing interests, especially for 

career guidance. 

Criteria for psychometric tests 

Not every test is a psychometric test. For example, an English essay topic set for 

the purpose of esti111ating a person's ability to use the language is not a psycho-

metric test. Psychometric tests are aimed at scientitlcally observing and describing 

psychological constructs. To be regarded as scientific procedures, tests have to be 

systematic, both with regard to application of the test and also as to conclusions 

which can be drawn. 
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Smit ( 1981, pp 20-23), concurring with classical works (Thurstone, 1938; Guil-

ford, 1954; Cronbach, 1970) sets out evaluation criteria for a psychometric test. 

0 Efllii:Ulcll.e_- lhe hosis r!/the test m11s1 be set o111. This includes what is being 

measured, why it is measured, the theory on which the test is based, and how 

the measurement will be carried out. The rationale restricts the use of the test. 

It is closely connected to the development design which describes how items 

will be chosen, the sample for validating the instrument and the statistical 

techniques that will be used to determine validity and reliability. 

0 .Ya_lj_gjJ~: - J he test Ill/lSI mea.mre lFhat it is s11pposed to meos11re. 

• Tests must havej(tce vulit!itp. They must "look right". For example, a mathe-

maries test which aims to evaluate the skill of standard 6 pupils must include 

work covered in standard 6. An interest test must ask about interest in various 

activities or occupations. It cannot ask questions about, say, family communica-

tion patterns, because there is no public perception of a relationship between 

these patterns and interests. Without face validity a test lacks credibility and is 

not accepted by testers or testees. Face validity makes a test usable. 

• Co11srmcr J'olidit!' measures whether the the test corresponds with the theory 

behind it. lt_Q_Qes not ex<11nine whether the theory is correct. (This is the realm 

of scientific research which will in time discredit or advance the thl'ory.) 

Construct va I id it y does_ control whether the theory is represented by the test. 

For exat11ple .. ira personality test is b:lsed on a theory which states that there are 

ten personality 1:1,' ,,-s_ then the test l'i! •';t measlll, ,il ten tors. i i · 1 here is 

:tnOtllt'r teSt Of the same tL'I1 !~tCtOrS, reSJII' -1m the two tests must be com-

parecltll determine whether they lllL';ISut c the same constructs. 
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This c:riteno11 reltited vo/idirv indicates whether test items represent the theory 

and its constructs. lt does not include a broad sweep of correlations with all 

other tests on any subject (this is dealt with later as concurrent validity). 

• Lo<.:ica/l'(i/idit)' is concerned with whether there are enough items in the test. If 

a personality trait is shown in tive different types of behaviours, there must be at 

least tlve items covering the behaviours. Because a testee may not relate to one 

item, more items may be needed to cover the behaviour. The test should have 

enough items to discriminate between levels of the characteristic in individuals 

(di.,criminohility_ of the test). The logical problem is how many items to include 

bell_>re reaching the point of diminishing returns fi·om including another item. 

• Factorial validitF is shown in the relationship between each item and the 

central characteristic it measures. Test items inevitably overlap: they apply to 

many factors and measure the same things. Ideally, an item should contribute 

to only one factor. Items for a factor should also be highly related to one 

another and not to other items. This is termed convergence. 

• Predictive "'iliditl' is the ability to draw conclusions from the test. True 

predictive validity measures whether the test predicts what it is supposed to 

predict. For example, if a test measures that a child is aggressive, the test is 

preclicrively valid if she actually hits someone. Conc:lltH~/11 vo/iditv is a special 

case of predictive validity and measures how accurately other test results can be 

predicted from the rest in question. Thus, it may be possible to predict that the 

aggressive child (personality test result) will have an interest in martial arts 

(although an interest test has not been administered) if there is a known link 

(high correlation) between aggression and an interest in martial arts. 
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0 KrJjallililJ.;- lhe ucu11·acy qftesl res/Ills 1111/SI he ah/e to be tms!ed. 

Slotulardi.wtion controls extraneous variables, that is the external circum-

stances which could influence the result. A written procedure ensures that 

the test is administered and scored in exactly the same way by different 

testers. Testing conditions are described to ta~e account of situational 

f~1ctors which could affect results. For example, a mechanical aptitude test 

may g1ve different results if it is conducted in the dark. Standardisation 

reduces the chance of a tester influencing results in the administration or 

scoring of the rest. 

• /Vorm laMes supplied with most psychometric tests determine the level of 

the tesrce's measured characteristic compared with or her people. lnitial 

validation or "proof' that the test works is performed on a defined group of 

people termed the norm gronp. Reliability is increased if the test is not 

generalised to any person who would not have been included in the norm 

group. To give an extreme example, if a test has been validated on a group 

of young male long-term prisoners, the application of the test to a middle-

aged female would not produce reliable results. 

• Results must not be significantly intluenced by the addition or deletion of 

one 1tem. This is a design problem closely related to logical validity. The 

reliability of the test can be measured by correlating the scores on two 

halves of the test, referred to as .wlit hoi[ reliability. The standard error of 

measurement indicates the extent to which differences between the two 

halves of the test may influence results. 
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• Some conditions atfecting testees cannot be controlled in test development 

or administration. For example, a testee may score low on an intelligence 

test because of a bad cold. The etfect on the test of what is happening in 

peoples' lives is statistically estimated by applying the test to the same group 

of people arter an interval oftime to determine test-rete.\! reliability. Correia-

t ions between scores indicate how much the results can be relied on, while 

the standard error of measurement estimates the extent of introduction of 

errors into the results from other sources. 

O.Qb.i.ec.titll:~- /his rednces the chance that o testee moy lie or 'fake" re.\ponses 

to present o .fcn'Ollrctble or an 111{/(tvourab/e vieH' (?f him or herse(f. There are 

many ways of handling this, one being to conceal what is being measured fi·om 

the testee. Thus, if "sociability" is being measured, a better reflection of its true 

level \viii be obtained ir'the testee doesn't know what is being tested, than if it is 

known that the factor has to do with "how you get on with other people". 

The impact of psychometric tests 

A feature of scientitlc psychometric tests, not dealt with in the literature, is that, 

when results are communicated to testees, there is an impact on their "selves" and 

their emotional quality of life. 1 nformation about the self is accepted or rejected by 

an individual, and there is an adjustment of attitude or behaviour to prove or 

disprove the information. This is the underlying benetlt of a self assessment test, 

where testees communicate their results to themselves. 

Psychometric tests, contrasted to other tests which do not have the same impact 

on individuals, will play an important role in the process of helping South Africans 

in the post-Apartheid era to improve themselves and their qualities of life. 
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Evaluation of interest tests 

·It is possible to compile a non-psychometric interest test. The magazme qUiz m 

WHATARE YOUR INTERESJS'! 

I" or e<JCh qtH~:;LJOJJ, JJJiiJ'k I he allenJ<tlive I hal best describes your rc;•clioJJ. 

You are asked away for the weekend by a friend. Would you prefer 

a) to go to a hotel with many pubs and an entertainment schedule for guests 
b) to stay in a small town where you can visit historical monuments 
c) to take up a timeshare option in a game reserve 

2. It is Saturday night and you are alone at home. What do you do? 

a) phone a friend to find out whether she knows of any good parties tonight 
b) curl up with the cat and a good book 
c) get an early night in preparation for the big hike tomorrow 

3. What kind of conversation do you prefer? 

a) a lighthearted discussion with a stranger 
b) an intellectual conversation about the crisis in health services 
c) a discussion about the weather 

4. What kind of people do you relate to best? 

a) I get on with everybody 
b) people who have opinions and can contribute to ideas 
c) nature conservationists 

5. What kind of job would you most like? 

a) interviewing people for jobs 
b) reading books for a publisher 
c) managing a farm 

SCOH!i\(;; .\<Ill your a. h ;nul,. n·spoiiM'S. Turn topa~•· 1234 for a <kS<Ti[•liou 
of your inten:sts. 

figure 2. J may meas-

ure whether readers 

are interested m 

social, intellectual or 

outdoor activities. A 

self description and 

suggestion of suitable 

hobbies could be 

attached in a table 

with the key "If you 

have marked most 

A's, then you are the 

kind of person who 

Figure 2.1: Example of a 
non-psychometric interest 
test 

At face value this type of test may appear to be useful. It has face validity, discri-

minates between people, seems to have norms and to predict or explain something 

about people. ltems may be so obscure (and the key on another page) that the 

reader does not know what is being measured. 

Despite these qualities, this test is not a psychometric interest measurement 

because it has nut been scientitically developed. It took less than ten minutes to 

write. It does not take uno account existing scientitlc research or a theory of 

interests. It 1s impossible to show construct validity because there are no con-

structs involved. Criterion related validity with other measures of social, outdoor 

and intellectual interests is not established. 
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The tive items do twt assess a variety of activities related to each interest. The test 

is not rt:liable. Testing conditions are not standardised. Leaving out one item or 

adding another could change the results. There is no guarantee that readers will 

not obtain ditlerent results if they repeat the test. Most importantly, it makes no 

cli!rerence whether the test is predictive or not, because readers will probably agree 

with the descriptions given of the different types of people, but not do anything to 

change themselves or their spare time pursuits. Predictive and concurrent validity 

are nor ot issue. The test is meant as an amusement for magazine readers and was 

never intended to be a psychometric measurement of interests. 

Psvchomt•tril' properties of inten~st tl~sts 

Rationale 

South Ali·ican interest tests state clear rationales setting out underlying theories 

and restrictions for use of the test. However, the practical impact of the rationales 

is questionable. The SA VII is in practice available to teachers who could be using 

the test l"l1r any purpose. Norm groups tor the VIO and HSIO (black and coloured 

school pupils) do not apply in the New South Atl'ica and the tests are extensively 

used by psychologists tor all ages and race groups. 1t is openly acknowledged that 

the 19Fil is used l·ix groups and purposes other than those stated in the rationale 

of the test. 

Wider u~e than originally envisaged may indicate that restrictions were too bureau-

craric and srrict, or that none of the tests fully meers the needs of the our unique 

conditions, with testers using anything and everything that is available 111 an 

attempt to obtain a picture of relevant interest patterns in our community. 
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Extensive use of inrerest tests by South African psychologists suggests that face 

validity is high. The tests probably "look right" to testers. Certainly the care taken 

in developing the 19FI I ensured face validity, as substantiated by Nicol (I 978). 

The t~tce validity or the YlQ is questionable. According to the manual (Coetzee, 

1975 ), testees did not understand the items in the first application of the question-

naire. Items were subsequently simplitled by a panel of white linguists. Subsequent 

application of the rest was characterised by "ruined, unusable answer sheets" which 

may indicate that testees still could not understand the test. According to the SDS 

manual (Gevers, du Toit and Harillal, 1992) , the test had face validity among the 

panel \VIlO evaluated it. This appears to be a self-serving recommendation. 

Constmct IYJiiditv 

The SVJ Band Rothweii-Miller tests are directly linked to occupations. Apart from 

these tesrs, Lowlll<lll ( 199 I, p 16) feels that there is little connection between 

theories of interests and the empirically tested measures in use. Theorists and 

empiricists have worked from diJTerent viewpoints. Empirical measures are not 

based in theory, and theoretical models cannot be adequately applied in practice. 

This is particularly true of the SDS and other instruments of Holland's (1959) 

theory of careers. Tests to prove the hexagonal model have consistently failed to 

support the hypothesis that adjacent occupational types have the highest correla-

tions. For example, in the 1985 validation of the SDS (Gevers, clu Toit and 

l-larilnll, I CJ92) thl: ;1rtistic rype was our of sequence apparemly clue ro "cultural 

diflerences". The I CJ87 valiclation of the test lett rhis aspect out. 
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Independently or the hexagonal model, the construct validity of the six l~tctors has 

been extensively researched by Holland ( 1966, 1985) and appears to be satisfac-

tory. It has also been the subject of various South African dissertations and theses 

(Neethling, 1986; Uys, 1986; Theron, 1991 ). 

Fields ol' interest of the VIO were selected to correspond with Roe's (1956) 

ciClssification of occupations. The manual (Coetzee, 1985) states that "if factor 

analysis is taken as a criterion for construct validity, the questionnClire in this 

respect seems to satisfy the requirements". Government intervention, based on 

what were consider~.:·d by the Apartheid regime as suitable occupations for the 

black population. interfered with its statistical validity. 

Construct validity ofthe 19FII is based on extensive item analysis and selection of 

the items to ensure that the fields are well-defined constructs. The test was also 

applied simultaneously with the Kuder interest inventOty (Kll), as the only other 

interest test adapted for South African use at that time. Lt was found that all the 

lielcls oft he 1<. II \Vere covered by the 19FII (the exception being a low correlation 

between Public Spl·aking as a tield on the 19Fll and the Persuasive field of the 

Kuder), and that the 19FII covers ten tlelds not covered by the Kll. 

Applying criterion-related validity can be a disadvantage in measuring interests, 

especially with t~1st advancing technology. Few interest tests, tor example, include 

items on computer work. Sundberg ( 1977, preface) points out that interest tests 

arc static and do not reflect social changes. Because they are based on existing 

models anct fields, they perpetuate the status quo. Dolliver and Nelson (1975) feel 

that traditional interest measures narrow personality differences within occupa-

tions .. restricting changes and growth within occupations and individuals. 
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Ongoing research on South Afl·ican tests is not coordinated. Researchers move on 

to new developments instead or' consolidating and improving existing instruments. 

This i11creases the possibility that test items will become outdated, and construct 

validity will reduce over time. 

Foctorio/ ond los;iml vo/idiiJ!. 

The I 0FI1 was developed h·om 710 items representing 21 fields of interest. It was 

applied to 1648 standard I 0 pupils and the 20 best items per field selected. Factor 

analysis including items hom the Kll led to rields being combined to form 14 

fields. Six other rields were added. The 20FII was then applied to 13 77 standard 

I 0 pupils. Creativity and thinking were combined in the final inventory, which was 

compikd by selecting the 15 best items per field rl·om the 20Fll. Logical and 

t~JCtorial validity of the ICJFII <lppears to be adequate. 

VIQ fields were based on Roe's (1956) work "with due allowance for the particu-

Jar requirements ancl occupational possibilities of black men in South Afl-ica and at 

the specitic request of the department of Bantu Education" (C:oetzee, 1975, p 2). 

A trial <1pplicarion of the test in 1972 fl.1und that testees did not understand the 

items. Item analysis reduced the number ofitems tl·om 240 to 154. No information 

is given on how this was done, but any procedure must be questionable if the 

testees clid not understand the items in the first place. The comment is made that 

"an item committ(:t' tried (sic) to ensure that items were classified in the fields for 

which they were intended and did not overlap other fields. An "attempt was made 

to ensure satisn1ctory Cllll!Ct1t validity with the aid of factor analysis ... (which) 

showed that the t~Ktors correspond in bro8cl outline to the fields of the VlQ" 

(p 32). 
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lmercorrclations ol' the tields indicated that Ot1ice Work (Numerical) and Otlice 

Work (non-numerical) should be combined, but "because the Department of Bantu 

Education specilically requested that both tlelcls be included separately •.• it was 

deciclccl to leave the lields as they were." (p 29). Reading between the lines in the 

manu;d, it seems that the designers started their research in good f~1ith and based 

on a comprehensive research design including lessons learnt tl·om working with the 

I-ISIQ. Committees of e:\perts were set up to make decisions on matters that 

should have been researched. It appears that predetermined and hurried results 

may have been lc>rced by government department intervention and Apartheid 

idealism. Factorial validity ofthe VfQ is suspect. 

The South Ail·ican <Jdaptation ofthe SDS was based on the American version with 

son1e item amendments. A viability study involving 11 139 standard ten pupils in 

Lebowa and Gazankulu was conducted in I 985. This included vocabulary tests to 

determine whether the iten1s would be unclerstoocl by testces with vernacular home 

languagL:s. In the I (JXX study a panel of e\perts judged logical validity by examin-

ing items allCi their intercorrelations, (Gevers, du Toit and Harillal, 1992, p 43). 

The critl:ria for including an item with a factor was a product-moment correlation 

of 0,20, which is rather low. There are diiTerences > 0,1 between intercorrelations 

of scores ll.'r the two test groups, making factorial validity questionable. 

No inl'tlllnation is given on logical validity for the SDS. However, a warnmg IS 

sounded (Holland, 1985) that score diiYerences of less than eight bet ween two 

tielcls are within the limits of measurement error. This is more than half the re-

sponscs on any ol· the rour sections of the test, which have II or 14 items. There 

m<lY be too few ilt'llls in the rest, and logical validity is thus suspect. 
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Predictil•e and coi!CJI/Tent validity 

Predictions of future occupations for the 19Fll are suggested by 35 occupational 

pro tiles based on average scores of 5 500 adults. Nicol ( 1978) found that the 

19FII accurately predicts subsequent field of study for over 60% of testees, but no 

research has been done into whether the test predicts occupation. Concurrent 

validity studies of the SDS found that around 70% of Holland type scores 

corresponded with envisaged (not actual) occupations. No data is provided on the 

predictive validity of the YI.Q. South African interest tests have not been concurr-

ently validated against personality or ability factors. 

Reliahilitp 

Interest test manuals give standardised instructions for applying and scoring tests. 

Norms are provided lor all interest tests except the SDS, which is interpreted from 

raw (ip~ative) scur~:~. However the control of the te~ts is inadequate, with non-

psychologists having access to the SA VII, and psychologists applying the VIQ, 

HSIQ and 19FU for groups for which the tests have not been validated. 

Reliability coetlicients have been calculated for all the tests. Studies on the SVTB 

gave a split-half reliability coeftlcient of 0,86 and test-retest coeftlcients for the 

occupational scales ranging from 0,48 to 0, 79. 

The SDS has test-retest reliability indices of mainly between 0, 70 and 0,88 for all 

factors and validation groups. Standard errors ofmeasurement are not given. 

Split half reliability coetlicients tor the 19FII tields range tl·om 0,85 to 0,98. 

Standard errors of 111easurement (which appear to be Z-scores although this is not 

specitied in the manual) lie between 0,28 and 0,55. 
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Although the VIO manual gives reliability coetlicients for interest fields ranging 

from 0,77 to 0,95 and standard errors of measurement ofbetween 1,15 and 1,75, 

these cannot be interpreted as no details are given as to the measurement methods. 

Objecth·itp 

Interest tests are generally recognised as being transparent. It is argued that testees 

tend not 10 fake imerest tests because the results are intended to help them choose 

careers. Most interest tests therefore make only cursory attempts to reduce 

transparency and testees can take results towards a desired outcome. Nunnally 

( 1970, p 419) gives the example of a person \.vho wants a job as an electrician 

auromati.cally replying "yes" to the question, "Do you like to repair electric 

motors'!". Young people may be unrealistic in stating preferences for occupations 

if they do not know the jobs and base their decisions on TV -glamourised stereo

types (Nunnally, 1970, p 415). It is generally accepted that interests stabilise in the 

mid-teens. (Smit 1981, p 284; Costa, McCrae and Holland, J 984). 

In the 19Fll, every nineteenth item applies to a particular field. The fields are listed 

on the back of the answer sheet in another order. Testees often notice that the 

lines across the answer sheet apply to the same field, and can fake their responses. 

No attempt is made to reduce transparency for the VIQ and HSIQ. Questions 

relating to fields of interest are presented to testees in the same order, with re-

sponses for each field in a column. The fields are listed on the front of the answer 

sheet in the order of the columns. Testees can read which fields are being tested 

and take their answers. 
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The S DS, as a self-assessment tool, is particularly transparent. ln each section of 

the test items are grouped under the initial letters of the Holland groups. A testee 

can thus realise that a particular group is being scored highly, and deliberately 

continue or change the pattern of responses. 

DISCOSSION 

Interest testing IS impot1ant. Psychologists and other career counsellors spend 

count less hours applying and interpreting. interest tests. The impact of the results 

on testees' lives is immeasurable. It is small wonder that extensive time and 

resources are allocated to developing these measurement instruments. 

Patterns of developing interest tests are quite different in the USA and South 

Ati·ica. In the US::\ etTorts have concentrated on refining the SVIB over 60 years, 

and 111 the past 30 years operationalising the Holland ( 1959) categories. South 

AJi·ican research is clone on a start-stop basis. Since 1970 at least six instruments 

with totally diflerent formats have been published. Research into a new interest 

measurement seems to sta11 with a rigorous research proposal. Tests and a manual 

are issued with strict instructions about who may apply the test and for what 

groups it applies. The rules are then ignored. Manuals, which should set out 

enough technical detail to ensure tester confidence, omit or gloss over large 

sections or validity information, leaving the reader wondering whether the manuals 

are incomplete or whether unfavourable information was deliberately left out. True 

predictive validity is not adequately addressed. 
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No rdlnement or updating of tests takes place. Even the 19Fil, still the most 

comprehensive and popular test in South Atl-ica, is available in its original form 

after 25 years, although new norms for teachers' training college students were 

issued in 1982. Follow-up research is not coordinated and appears to only be 

conducted in master's dissertations and doctoral theses so that new information is 

not easily accessible to testers. Instead of consolidating existing research, there is a 

constant move to develop new instruments. The state of interest tests in South 

Africa could be described as "so gemaak en so laat staan". 

South African research tends to follow USA methodologies. Development of the 

basic interest scales by factor analysis of the SVIB in the late 1960's was followed 

by a factor analysis of interest items which resulted in publishing the 19FU in l 970, 

using the 1966 Calitornia Occupation Scale rating scale (Kapes and Mastie, 1988). 

Roe's (I 0So) occupational classification was used as the basis tor the HSIQ and 

VIQ. Operationalisation of Holland's ( 1959) theory in the USA in the early to mid 

1970's has become and remained fashionable in South Afl·ica since the late 1970's. 

Computerised inventories in the USA appeared shortly before the South African 

l'viENTOR programme and accompanying SAVll. 

This does not imply that the tests are not valuable. The fact that they are extens-

ively used, even if ll_!r groups other than those tor which they were designed, is 

testimony to their value. What this may indicate is that none of the tests available 

in South At'rica is adequate in meeting the needs of the market. The time may 

have come to look at occupational structure as it is perceived in South Atl·ica and 

develop around it a test to suit our conditions. 
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SUMiVIrH~Y 

Interest tests are measurements of sentiment and not of judgment. Vocational 

interest is a dynamic, subjective, positive attraction towards a job, occupation or 

occupMional field, based on the individual's perception of the structure of occupa-

tions and related situations already experienced or expected to produce pleasurable 

feelings. 
'-

Vocational interest tests are important because they provide a direct link with 

occupations for career guidance. The most commonly used test in the USA in the 

SVII3, devised in 1935 and the forerunner of modern interest measurements. In 

South Afi·ica the 19FI I is the most popular measurement. Holland (1959) based 

instruments, including the SDS, are popular in both countries. 

Super ( 1957) ciClssifled interest tests as expressed, inventoried, manifest and 

tested. Psychometric interest tests are scientific procedures using inventories. To 

qualit\1 as psychometric measures, tests must be based on scientifically thorough 

research methodology. Th~y must be valid and reliable. When results from tests 

meeting these criteria are communicated to testees, there is an impact on their 

perception oft hem selves and hence on their psychological well-being. 

Generally South Ail·ican interest tests, excluding the VIQ, have been rigorously 

developed and meet most psychometric criteria. ln line with all interest tests they 

tend to be transparent to testees. 
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A more senous problem arises from the lack of coordinated follow-up research 

and refinement of inrerest tests in South Afric8. Researchers tend to come up with 

a new instrument every few years, based on USA trends, rather than consolidating 

previous research. Together with use of the tests for unauthorised purposes, this 

nwy indicate that none of the available tests meets the needs ofthe market. 

This study sets out to examine occup8tional structure as it is perceived in South 

Atl-ica and develop around it a test to suit our conditions. The test must must be 

able to make an impact in post-Apa11heid South Africa on individuals who were 

previously restricted by the use of biased or inappropriate interest test measure-

ments. 

The next chapter will examine occupational structure as described by 

ofcupational classification systems, including the fields measured by 

interest tests. 
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CHAPTER 3- OCCUPATIONAL CLASSIFICATION SYSTEMS 

SCOPE OF THE CHAPTER 

A description r~f c/ass€fication models. A discus.<·>ion and 

criticism l!{ occupational class{fication .\)'Stem.\' in use. 

THE NATURE OF CLASSIFICATION SYST~-::MS 

A classification system results whenever units, items, ideas, things or people are put 

into categories. There can be a few or many categories in the system. People can be 

classitied by gender (two categories) or by religion (many categories). Citizenship 

classifies people according to country of nationality. lt is a dynamic classification 

system because the categories change constantly with political developments. An 

example of a static classification system is the division of matter into solids, liquids, 

gases and plasma. These static categories may change if scientists build new matter. 

The fact that the units change (water is a solid at tl-eezing point, a gas at boiling point 

and a liquid between these two temperatures) does not affect the static nature of the 

system. 

Categories arise only from item similarity. Classification is the process of organising 

or arranging units into categories on the basis of their interrelationships. A 

classiJication system is the end product of this process. A list of items like an alphabe-

tical book index is not a classification system unless all units are organised under 

headings. 
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Organising data into categories 1s probably a natural human activity. Plural word 

forms and collective nouns are found 111 any language. Social groups develop their 

own categories. For example houses have an "outside" and an "inside", which means 

di1Terent things for different families. I![/(Jrmal classification systems are not recorded 

because they have no impact on society. 

Fleishman and Quaintance ( 1984, p 22) set out the reasons for classifying units into 

j(mnal categories. For illustration, assume that a town's dwelling places are being 

counted in the categories house/cottage, flat/townhouse and squatter hut. This 

classification system allows for: 

• eosier comnlltllication because people con talk abo11t the categories without 

explaillillg the 1vords they are using. Once the definition of "house" is given, it 

cannot be confused with "townhouse". Despite technical details of definition, 

when the basic concept of "house" is understood, it can be discussed with non

experts. Experts can discuss theoretical issues. 

• observation a11d CO/lilting 1vitho11t d11plicatiou or overlappi11g (?!. il!formation. 

Once a dwelling is placed in one category, it cannot belong to another. 

• recording and easy retrieval of information abo11t the categories. 

• geneml stotements including descriptions (~l relotiouships between categories 

(for example, houses are not in the flatlands). 

• comiJ{.fl'iso/1 (ldata over time or geographical dista/lce. 
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FORMAL CLASSIFICATION SYSTEMS 

Particular needs must be met by formal classification systems used in scientific 

research. Science seeks new information, generates new concepts, develops new 

methods and states new truths. All this activity is pointless without classification 

systems to describe or store the new knowledge. 

A university is organised into faculties and departments. The kind of scientific (in a 

broad sense) truths sought in the physics, archaeology and linguistics departments is 

unique and ditTerent skills are needed. Before research takes place hypotheses are 

generated about the interactiot) of the units to be studied, in other words how new 

knowledge will slot into the established structure. Existing knowledge and inter

relationships are investigated. Scholars tl-om other parts of the world can access 

kno,vledge through specialised journals and by using keywords to explore related 

topics. Construct validity after the research proves that relationships exist between 

the newly established and existing constructs. The prospect of conducting scientific 

research without classification systems would be daunting. 

Evaluation criteria for formal classification systems 

Fleishman and Quaintance ( 1984, p 82) set out five criteria for evaluating formal 

classification systems. They are sciemijic basis, cohesion, comprehensiveness, 

rationality and use.fitlness. The first four are similar to criteria used for evaluating 

psychometric tests, as is shown in table 3.1 overleaf: 
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Classification 
Psychometric test 

system 

[ Scientific basis tRationale, predictive validity 
~--------·-------- ·----- -----------~~-

Cohesion Face and factorial validity 
---·------~ --------~3 I Comprehensiveness Logical validity 

·~--~------

L . R~tionalit~~ ~ L Reliability __ 

Scientific hasis 

Table 3.1: Comparison of eval
uation criteria for classification 
systems and psychometric tests 

The classitication system must be based on previous knowledge. lt must take into 

account the known characteristics of the units being classitied, but not necessarily 

copy previous classifications either in structure or content. Rules for classifying units 

into categories may be deductive and subjective, but must be stated. Gaps in know-

ledge, existing and possible relationships among the units and categories should be 

able to be identitied for fl.1ture research. 

Cohesion 

This could also be referred to as the intemal validity of the system. The system must 

have a structure and be logical in itself and to the people who use it. 

Com,wchensivencss 

Powerful classification systems are those where every unit can be put somewhere. 

The system must provide for mutually exclusive and exhaustive classification. Dyna-

mic systems allow for the addition of new categories or units. Classification takes 

place either when a natural structure of units is being sought and/or when fitting data 

to existing classes. 
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The processes of devising the classification system and assigning units to the classes 

initially take place at the same time. After the classification system is in place, further 

units are added to it and, if necessary, more categories are created. 

Ra tionalitv 

DitTerent people should classify units into the same categories under different circum

stances and at ditTerent times. This is dictated largely by whether adequate definitions 

are laid down for categories and for differentiating between units. 

Usefulness 

In the end, there is no need for a formal classification system unless it can be used. 

Usefulness includes all the communication aspects of informal systems. It is proved 

when the system is successfully used. 

Cl(lssification models 

McCormick ( 1979, p 155) listed five classification models. These are teleological, 

linnaean, Darwinian, statistically derived and co-societive models. Two that he 

omitted were numbered category and matrix classification models. A new network 

classification model is suggested by the author. 

Teleological model 

This is the oldest type of classification system and involves an a priori, subjective 

judgment about the "essence" (intrinsic property) of the units being classified. It 

introduced the idea that there is more to informal classification systems than our own 

choices or points of view. Everything in Ancient Greek experience was classified by 

its purpose in nature or essence. 
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Aristotelian science, which divided elements into metals and the others into sulphurs, 

spirits, salts etc. was based on this precept (O'Hear, 1985). lt is seen in classifications 

based on the usefulness to man of the units. Thus a political scientist might classify 

systems of government by aims (economic, social upliftment, power etc.) 

The teleological classification model was developed when all thought and science was 

philosophical. Face validity was more important than factorial validity, and depended 

on philosophical argument. Arguments attempted to include everything, leaving no 

missing data or space for future research and resulting in exhaustively defined cate-

gories. A new unit (for example, a new system of government) meant adding a new 

category. This could affect the arguments used to define previous categories and 

result in reclassitication ofunits. 

Teleological classification is viewed as ideological by modern scientists. Philosophical 

argument is more important than scientific proof in establishing relationships between 

units. It does not provide for future research. Validity is questionable. However, it is 

still applied in historical classifications and in the social sciences. 

Linnaean (hierarchical) model 

A major breakthrough came when Carolus Linnaes, the founder of taxonomic botany 

published his ~);stema natume .fimdamenta botanica (1735), Genera p/cmtemm 

( 1 73 7) and SjJecies plantamm ( 1753 ). He introduced the biological hierarchical 

classification system. Until then plants had been classified one-dimensionally, accord

ing to the nature of the fruit in one system, and whether they had f1owers or not in 

another system. 
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Linnaes subjectively (and temporarily) classified plants into genera, classes and 

orders, according to plant sex organs, and named them by genenc (genus) and 

specific (species) elements. The system has been taken into other biological 

disciplines. Thus, in zoology, the scientific name of a lion is panthero leo and that of a 

tiger panthero tigris. They both belong to the same genus, but are different species. 

Face validity is high because people can understand the model in terms of surnames 

and tirst names. Every type of animal is its own category, but the interrelationships 

are clear, just as John and Joan Smith are different, but related. 

Linnaes' work is an example of how a classification system, to be scientifically based, 

need not depend on the structure and content of previous systems, but does have to 

take into account observed and known characteristics of the units being studied. 

Newly discovered species are easily added into the hierarchy without atfecting the 

classification of other units, partly because definition of each unit is exact. 

Linnea en models meet all the criteria of formal classification systems except that they 

are not panicularly helpful in generating hypotheses. Identifying minor differences 

bet ween species in different genera can show where sub-categories could be missing, 

but this is not a major priority of the system. Excess rationality leads to a static 

system. Darwin came up against this when he discovered new species in the Galapa

gos Islands which could not be classified within the system. 
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Darwinian model 

Faced with this practical problem, Darwin introduced a continuous dimension into 

classification systems. He hypothesised that units develop through stages to link the 

theory of evolution proposed in his Origin £!/.~pecies by means (!fnatural selection 

( 1859) to a classification system, and then identity and classify new species. 

His classitlcation system was scientilically ingenious although face validity was low 

because of the subject matter. His theories caught the interest of the general public 

who used ideological teleologically-based, arguments to criticise his work. The debate 

continues about evolution -vs- creation. 

Ideological issues apart, what Darwin did was to build into his classification all 

known biological science at that point, including his own observations. He allowed 

tor new discoveries to be added into his system. The continuous nature of his classifi

cation sysrem idenritied gaps in scientific knowledge (popularly known as the missing 

links). Reporting of new discoveries is facilitated by the system. 

Construct validity is a high priority in the system as similarities and differences to 

existing units have to be shown. The system is specifically designed to overlap criteria 

tor inclusion of units into categories and to enable these criteria to keep changing. 

The system is thus dynamic. Totally new categories may emerge. New discoveries 

slot into existing units and categories, and between units and categories. Datwinian 

classification systems meet all the evaluation criteria of a formal classification system. 
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Matrix model 

Sir George Cayley is credited with devising the concept of a matrix of algebraic 

functions in 1853 (Crystal, 1994). The idea of a matrix was to show, by means of a 

table, related characteristics both horizontally and vertically. In line with this concept 

(but possibly with no knowledge of it) Dmitri Mendeleev published the Periodic table 

(!/!he elc:mellls in I 869. His classification was based on previous discoveries of triads 

of related elements, and the octave system which proved that when elements are 

listed by increasing atomic weight each eighth element has similar properties. He 

adjusted for heavier elements by creating transitional elements with multiple valencies 

and split the elements into a table with metals on the left hand side and non-metals on 

the right hand side. 

Elements were arranged by ascending atomic mass, so that each row showed "heav

ier" atoms. Columns depicted increasing valencies (combining power of the 

elements). Many valuable groupings and characteristics of elements can be seen. The 

table was an ordering of facts as they were then known. The table had to wait for for 

the development of the modern theory of atomic structure betore it could be ex

plained. The strenglh of the classification system is shovm by the identification of 

gaps in knowledge and how these predictions can be made about units for empty 

cells. The properties of Scandium, Gallium and Germanium were predicted fifteen 

years be1ore they were discovered in Scandinavia, France and Germany respectively. 

Radionctive elements were described long before their discovery. Scientists are still 

building elements according to properties classified in the table. 
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Although mmrix classification systems should not all be judged by the periodic table, 

the scientific basis of a matrix system can be sound depending on the rationality of 

the categories. The creation of cells facilitates the allocation of units. A matrix has a 

delinite structure and can go beyond two or even three dimensions. Guilford's (1959) 

structure ofthe intellect is an example of a three dimensional matrix. 

Numhered category model 

ln this model, categories and subcategories are classified by number. In 1805 Peter 

Roger, a British scholar and physician, drew up a list of words arranged by ideas. 

After his retirement he took up .as a hobby the work of expanding his catalogue and in 

1852 published the lhesaums cl English 1vord-; and phrases c/ass!fied and arranged 

so as tofcicilitate th..: expre.-.·sion of ideas and assist ill /iterwy composition. lt was an 

instant success and had gone through 28 editions by Roget's death seventeen years 

later. 

Words are grouped according to ideas, rather than alphabetically as in a dictionary. 

Each idea is treated as a heading and is allocated a number. "Paragraphs" under the 

heading are identified by the number, followed by a decimal point and another 

number. The idea of "existence" is category I, with associated words arranged in 

paragraphs l.l, 1.2, 1.3 and so on. Categories and paragraphs are accessed from an 

alphabetical index which refers the reader to, say, 929.19. The thesaurus is constantly 

revised to include !'oreign words, American slang and new technology. By 1972 

Rogel's !ntematiouu/ Thesaums included more than 250 000 words in an index of 

over 600 pages. The number of categories has increased tl·om I 000 to l 040. 
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The Dewey Decimal System for classifying the subject matter of books is a further 

example. Devised in 1873 by Melvil Dewy, it recognises I 0 main classes of subject 

matter, each class containing I 00 numbers, with decimal subdivisions for unlimited 

supplementary classes. For example, class 600 is Applied sciences, Medicine, Techno

logy; 612 is Physiology, Human and comparative; and 612.1 is Blood and Circula

tion. Any number of digits can appear after the decimal point, allowing for an infinite 

number of subjects to be added into the classification. 

The scientific basis of this type of system is reasonable, bearing in mind that it is 

intended to be a convenient cat~logue and not a source of scientific truth. Numbered 

category systems do not identity gaps in knowledge or predict future research. 

Characteristics of the units being classified are known and taken into account, even if 

they are subjective. The systems are cohesive and their logic and structures are used 

worldwide. Comprehensiveness is ensured by providing for the addition of new 

categories and subcategories. Categories are cletined by their contents, so that differ

ent people could allocate units to ditTerent categories, depending on their own 

perception of the relationship between units already in the category. New subcate

gories can be added. 

In psycho-pathology, the ()iagnostic and statistical ma1111al for mental disorders 

(Carson and Butcher, 1992) is an example of a numbered category system. 
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Co-socictive model 

This model is are based on related rather than inherent characteristics of the units. 

Concurrent validity is important for co-societive systems. Classification takes into 

account what is known about apparently unrelated characteristics of the categories, 

but has to assume or prove that these are impot1ant. This model takes into account 

that people have a perceived structure for classifying units. 

Proof of the categories, units and associated characteristics can take so much energy 

that there is little further attempt to identify missing data or predict where future 

research is needed, and the systems tend to be static. Should a new unit have to be 

added, it involves investigating interacting relationships with all other elements of the 

system, however, detinitions of criteria are comprehensive as a result of the extensive 

research involved. 

Fleishman and Quaintance ((1984) consider McCormick's ( 1979) Positional Analysis 

Questionnaire to be a co-societive model of tasks which transcends inherent features 

of work in classifying the abilities and behaviours required for tasks. 

Sial is I ically derived model 

This model is based on weighting as many characteristics of a category as possible, as 

in the 16 Personality Factor scale (Cattell, Ebel and Tatsuoka, 1970). Systems aim at 

being objective and replicable through the use of stable, objectively derived data. 

They are derived from careful statistical analyses and reduction of items. Numerical 

rating scales make possible statistical analysis of the logical validity of the system. 

Through multiple regression, factor analysis and cluster analysis it is possible to 

check \,vhether all necessary units and categories are included, whether units or 

categories overlap and where there are gaps. 
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Statistically derived classitication models, together with inferential statistics, could be 

considered as providing the mathematical basis of modern scientitlc psychology. They 

are, however, not entirely satisfactory. Fleishman and Quaintance (1984, p 44) 

suggest that psychologists often organise and discuss data without first checking the 

underlying classification basis. As a result subjective leaps of intuition, based on 

correlations and factors or clusters, characterise particularly industrial psychological 

research and conclusions. For example, a psychologist may construct a test consist

ing of hundreds of items, apply the test to a sample group, and "discover" two main 

personality factors \Vhich can be conveniently depicted on a four-quadrant graph for 

popular, and lucrative, management training. 

On a smaller scale, an industrial psychologist may research common successful 

management behaviours in an organisation, apply these in a performance appraisal, 

and derive "performance domains" with weightings which describe company culture. 

Similarly, training evaluation and selection criteria can be weighted and presented as 

scicntillc classifications on which management decisions can be based. 

The methodology is discounted by physical scientists who consider mathematical 

series (where events logically follow one another) as the basis of science. ln terms of 

series, events are numerically predicted by additive, geometric and other rules. 
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In conlrast, statistically derived psychological models can only suggest that "if this, 

then maybe ..... that". Scientists from other disciplines see psychology as based on 

intuitive arguments of "this feels right to me". Models and psychological diagnoses 

appear to outsiders to be grounded in estimations. 

Research in terms of the statistically derived model is based entirely on items included 

by the individual or team doing the research, and probably excludes anything that 

does not "feel right" to the researchers. Underlying models are built on estimates. 

VeriHcation of theories is otlen qualitative and by replication - the more case studies 

that show the same features, and the more people who agree with it, the better the 

system or theory. Holland (1966) capitalised on this by encouraging extensive colla

bon-Hive research on his six factor theory of careers, leading to an impressive 700 

or more studies in less than twenty tive years (Hyland and Muchinsky, 1991 ). 

The nt~t~<l for a new modrl 

With the exception of the Darwinian model. all of the above models have been applied 

to the classification of occupations. None have led to a psychology of work which 

satisfactorily links perceived occupational structure to an interest test. In terms of the 

problem statement for this study, a new classification model is needed. 
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Network access model 

Computerisation has introduced a new way of thinking and making decisions. This is 

illustrated by a "net,vork access model" which is the original work of the author. The 

system is illustrated by a number of blocks, or coteguries, arranged on levels of 

access. Crisscrossing- lines join eve1y block with every other block one level above or 

below, as shown in figure 3.1. 

Level I (2 categories) 

Level 2 (3 categories) 

Level 3 (3 categories) 

Figure 3.1: Diagrammatic representation of a net
work access system 

Each of the two blocks on level one relates to all three categories on level two, but 

not to the categories on level three. Units are allocated according to level and cate-

gory within the level. The model is understood by anyone who has used an automatic 

bank teller, where the first level categories are banking institutions, the second 

transaction types and the third account types. Access must be possible at a higher 

level befc>re it is permitted at a lower level and any person can be blocked from access 

to any categories on any level. The automatic teller can allow access only to banks 

where an account is held, prevent certain transactions hom certain types of account. 
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The mathematical basis of the model derives from the corre.,polldence concept in set 

theory. According to Shanks, Brumfield, Flaenor and Eicholz (1965), this can be 

traced back to the geometry of the early Greeks, who identified dependence between 

two elements. For example, two angles on a straight line always add up to 180°, so 

that a11gle 1 = 180° - a11gle 2. They also recognised a one-to-one correspondence 

between sets of numbers, tor instance every number has a corresponding square. This 

correspondence was mapped in analytic geometry in Desca11es' Di~cour~e de Ia 

methode ( 1737), which combined geometry and algebra and made possible for the 

first time the graphical representation of the correspondence of numbers to each 

other. Leonhard Euler showed n1any-to-one correspondence in his number theory and 

concept of infinite series, propounded in the Lellres lt uue princesse d'AIIemagne 

( 1768 - 1972). Further work on series was done by Cauchy and Direchlet in the 

1820's. In the 1880's Georg Cantor worked out a highly original arithmetic of the 

infinite, which resulted in a theory of intlnite sets of different sizes, the units and sets 

having a many-to-many correspondence with other units and sets. 

A simplistic example of many-to-many correspondence is given in figure 3.2. 

LEVEL 1 LEVEL 2 I 

In this example, there are three cousins on one side of a family and two on the other. 

Two levels are created using the heading "children ot". The two sets of cousins are 

related to each other by the stated concept "cousin oC'. 
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This illustrates the following characteristics of the network access model: 

0 A model is /)/fill 011 a tlltmber of logical levels. In the example, there would 

have been more levels had James and Catherine had other brothers and sisters. 

0 N.elatiouships het1vee11 levels can be stated in huth directious. John, Mary and 

Jack are the cousins of Peter and Jane; Peter and Jane are the cousins of John, 

Mary and Jack. 

0 Categories ore logically placed 011 a level according 1o a stated mle. In this 

instance, the rule is that John and Catherine have the same mother and father. 

0 Knmvn characteristics cl units are b11ilt into the categories. Family relation-

ships are stipulated. These may include hidden factors such as DNA patterns. 

0 l luits are chtssdled by selecti11g from the available categories 011 each level. 

The children are the units classified, with their names used for convenience. Had 

there been larger families, the children could have been subdivided into categor

ies such as boys, girls, half-brothers and sisters. 

0 Gaps are identified 11here there are 110 1111its to .fit i111o a categoty. This would 

have happened, for example, had James had no children. 

0 Ouce a 1111it is c/ass{/ied into a categ01y at one level, it is deuied access to 

other categories at that level. John cannot be both son and daughter of James. 
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0 ,-/ 1111it is descrihed hy its ollocotiou to categories o11d levels. John is the son of 

James .. In the more complicated example of a bank transaction through an 

automatic teller, a transaction could be described as a "withdrawal of funds 

(category in level 2) from a savings account (category in level 3) from Incor

porated Bank (category in Level 1 ). The unit "belongs" to three categories 

simultaneously, the three categories being on three ditTerent levels. 

0 l'he doss!ficotion (l o llllil to a category 011 one level does not restrict the 

ullocation possible at olio/her lePel. The selection of Incorporated Bank on 

level I would not limit tbe types of banking transaction of accounts available. 

This is in contrast with the hierarchical model, where a choice on one level 

restricts the choices available at the next level. 

The model has internal validity or cohesion simply because it is designed as a system. 

Face validity is accepted by users because identified patterns are built into the system, 

and anyone who has studied set theory in school can relate to the underlying mathe

matical basis. From a psychological point of view, the network access model de

scribes a system ol' making choices or being allowed to make choices. 

This could illustrate the process of occupational choice. A person could choose a 

broad category of type of industt·y or profession (medical, commerce, chemi

stry), then go on to choose where to work (own business, government se1-vice, 

outdoors) and then choose what tasks will fill the working day (looking after 

peoplt~, working with figures, selling). 
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At this stage network access classification models have not been applied in any 

science. Its use for generating hypotheses and reporting research must still be shown. 

This study is concerned with the development and validation of this classification 

system. Before continuing with this, however, existing occupational classification 

systems will be critically examined. 

OCCUPATIONAL CLASSIFICATION SYSTEMS 

The importance and need for a standard occupational classification system was 

highlighted in June 1993 at the /11/emationa/ Occ11potiuna/ Class!fication Cm!ference 

"If I he l;d)()ur l!larkcl i,; !he cnviro11mcnl in whicli we seck. acccpl ilild 
rclai11 crnployrncnl. occupaliorlill classification syslcrns arc lhc "address 
book" fro111 which llw "place" of work is chosen. To survi.vc in a difficull 
job l!litr·kcl. one 11111sl. s<:lcel an occupation carefully ... 11111king sure il 
fils one's pcr:sorwlily. An occupalior1al classification syslcrn should rm:cl 
a IJI'Oitd l'i111ge of c1rsl.orrrcr· needs for sludcnls. job seekers and 
employers." (Moss. I!J!J:l) 

"The prrrpo:;r! of itn owrp;d.ional cinssificalion syslcrrr shoulrl be Lo help 
in Citrccr counselling and inrprovc quality and application of I'I!SC<treh on 
occupul iorr;d ;md labour Olitrkel slnrclurcs and trends." (llraycc. i"lcrrring. 
IJubirrsky 1111d l<lW. l!l!J:l) · 

"Arr occ1rpal.ionul clirssifi<:itl.ion system should match the needs of 
crnployccs and crnploycrs. specify similarities and riiffcrcrrccs among 
occup;d ions. diagnose ccouorrric needs und outline activities of vocill iorral 
cducatiorr. (llullllskil iind Wrlkowski. 19!J:l) 

held in Washington D.C., as 

shown in tlgure 3.3. 

Figure 3.3: Extracts from papers 
delivered at the International 
Occupational Classification Confer
ence in Washington D.C. 1993. 

An occupational classification system depicts the inter-relationship of occupations by 

organising them into categories. The process is the classification of units into categor-

ies, while the product is the occupational categories with associated occupations. The 

model to be used must be dynamic because categories will change with technological 

and social advances. 

Four maJOr players are interested in classifying occupations, namely commerce, 

governments, sociologists and career psychologists. 
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Com mercia I applications 

Within commerce, occupational classitication systems are used on a micro-economic 

level to organise resources into departments and to facilitate communication within 

them. Resultant classification systems are .spec[fic to jobs within an organisation and 

do not translate to other companies. The main users are personnel and work study 

practitioners. The Minnesota the01y of work adjustment and the Position Analysis 

Questionnaire are used in staff placement. 

Job analysis by personnel practitioners 

Conventional job analysis programs involve collection of job-related information by 

observation and interviews with workers. Job descriptions are usually prepared in 

essay form, (McCormick, 1979, p 188), or by checking a job inventory (Gael, 1983). 

DitTerent types of information, forms, procedures and formats of job description are 

used, with the result that job analysis by personnel practitioners has not been scientific 

and systematic (McCormick, Jeanneret and Mecham, J 972). Systems derived are 

largely teleological, subjective and based on the job or occupation as a unique entity 

instead of on generalised descriptive data. No occupational classification system has 

emerged from personnel practice due to a lack of scientific method in job analysis. 

Task analysis by work study practitioners 

The search for common tasks could lead to constructing a simplitied description of 

the similar tasks, jobs and occupations, according to Miller, Treiman, Cain and Roos 

( 1982 ). Bennett ( 1971) found that more than 80% of work study practitioners 

develop task analyses. They are more concerned with productivity than with scientific 

research. 
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Berliner, Angell and Shearer (1964) classified_.~~ tasks into processes tbr military jobs. 

Farinha and Wheaton ( 1971) classified tasks characteristics into task components 

such as goal, response and procedures. Lists of common tasks have been suggested 

by Bennett (1971) and Miller (1973). Landau and Rohme11 (1989) found that work 

content varies constantly with technological changes. 

Minnesota theory of work adjustment 

This theory includes work and individual attributes (Dawis and Lorctuist, 1959). 

Originally meant for placing people in jobs, it was not intended to be an occupation

al classification system. The tl1eory is that individuals have needs which, if met by 

occupational reit{j(;rcers, lead to job satisfaction, job performance and perseverance 

with a job. Twenty reinforcer dimensions are measured for a job to obtain a profile 

which can be matched to an individual's profile. By 1980 there were standard profiles 

for 14::) occupations. Dawis and Lofquist ( 1987) statistically identified six clusters of 

occupations. Ten years later I 161 occupations had been described. The latest version 

of the system (Dawis and Lofquist, 1991) describes occupations in terms of a two

dimensional matrix comprising ability requirements (for work with data, people and 

things) and reinforcer system characteristics. 

Continued use and development of this theory over half a century attests to its value 

to psychology. However, it has no scientific basis as an occupational classification 

system. No underlying theoretical structure was given for the system. The developers 

are undecided about whether it would be better as a matrix or a statistically derived 

system, and a decision will not affect its commercial or academic use. 
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The structure came after the theory, in rlrder to facilitate future hypotheses. Although 

some occupations can be classified within the (subsequently discovered) clusters it is 

important to realise that every statistical analysis by multiple regression, factor 

analysis or cluster analysis does not necessarily result in a classification system. 

The allocation of occupations to categories appears to be ditlicult. Less than one 

occupation per month was classified in ten years. Adequate definitions for allocation 

may be in place, but the collection and analysis of data may be too complex. 

The Position Analysis Questionnaire (PAQ) 

McCormick ( 1979, p 94) had ,a special interest in analysing jobs. He felt that task 

analysis could be taken beyond the simple description of activities. As a result, he 

developed the PAQ in 1976, analysing jobs according to the human behaviours 

involved. The PAQ is a co-societive classification system with worker characteristics 

used as common denominators between the jobs of various technologies. PAQ 

questions are in six divisions, concerning the input of information, mental processes, 

activities performed, relationships with others, physical and social work context and 

"other". The PAQ is usually applied to analyse a panicular job and so establish ideal 

characteristics for a JOb incumbent. It can also be used for establishing job classifica

tions in terms of the applicable co-societive characteristics. 

As with all co-societive classification systems, the system tends to be static once 

comprehensive definitions of criteria are established. Sho11ly after its introduction, the 

PAQ was fully developed, and research concentrated on proving its usefulness (see 

for example McCormick, Jeanneret and Mecham, 1972) or adapting its language to 

other countries. There was no need to identify missing data or predict future research. 

Should any new categories be added to the system, interacting relationships with all 

other elements of the system will have to be researched. 
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Govt~rnmcnt applications 

Occupations are classi1ied on a macro-economic level for census purposes, to plan 

legislation, public service and economic policies. Betore 1880 rhe US Bureau of the 

Census began g1·ouping, instead of listing, job titles according to work performed. 

The Dictionarv of Occupational Titles (DOT) 

1 n 1927 the Great Brita in Ministry of Labour compiled a DictiOIIWJ' C!f Occ11pational 

Terms. In the early 1930's the USA government tinanced a project to organise 

"occupations" (performed with minor variations in many establishments) into groups 

according to rhe demands placed on workers (job content), or in which workers with 

specilic qualifications or characteristics were likely to find satisfactory employment. 

According to the introduction to the dictionary (US Department of Labour, 1982), 

the first version was published in 1939 and contained almost 17 500 alphabetically 

arranged occupational titles. Occupations were defined and broken down into cate-

gories, divisions and groups. 

Blocks ofjobs were assigned 5- or 6- digit codes which placed them into 550 occupa

tional groups and indicated if the jobs were skilled, semi-skilled or unskilled. The 

revised second edition was issued in March 1949. It incorporated over 6 100 new 

occupations tJ·om the many supplements issued during the war period and was 

expanded to include new technologies in the plastics, paper and pulp, and radio 

manufacturing industries. A secondary occupational coding system, the eiiiiJl occupa

liollal c/ass{ji'caliou stmct11re grouped jobs in terms of factors that could indicate an 

applicant's readiness and preference for specific jobs. The third edition in 1965 

eliminated designations by status, substituting a classification by nature of work 

performed and the demands of work activities. Extra digits were added to codes. 
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The 1977 edition revised some occupational codes. Rapid technological advances 

since then have significantly changed the characteristics and job requirements of many 

occupations. The fourth edition of DOT in 1977 dealt with these changes by adding 

more than 2 I 00 new occupations and deleting 3 500. 

Many thousands of descriptions have been subsequently modified or combined to 

eliminate overlapping and duplication, and to reflect the restructuring of occupations. 

The latest version was published in 1982 (US Department oflabor, 1982) and there 

have also been subsequent supplements. 

DOT has served as a model and. provided basic data for other important classifica-

tions, including the lntemaliono/ Standard Classijimtion ofOccllpalions (lSCO) 

(International Labour Otlice, 1992). 

The International Standard Classification of Occupations (ISCO) 

The International Labour Office in Geneva maintains statistics of countries' active 

working population in a matrix format of industry group and status in employment. 

7 MANUFACTURE 
71 ~Manufacture of vehicles 
75381 Manufacture of motor vehicles 
75382 Manufacture ofbodies for motor vehicles 
75383 Manufacture of motor vehicle parts and accessories 
753820 I lvlonnfocture rlmdiators 
7538202 Actil•ities (l.~JXCia/ised automotil'e engineering 

\t'orkslwps 1vorking primm·i(vj(Jr the motor 
trade 

Figure 3.4: Extract from the International Standard Classification of Occupations 

(ILO, 1994, p 34). 

Job titles are ar-

ranged into num-

bered categories as 

shown in figure 3.4. 

Statistics of population numbers in major groups of occupations are maintained for 

global comparisons. There are seven major groups (for example, "professional, 

technical and related workers"), 83 minor groups (for example, "physical scientists 

and related technicians") and 284 unit groups (for example, chemists; physicists). 
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Comment on DOT and ISCO 

Both DOT and ISCO are numbered category classification systems. They are conve

nient catalogues of job titles with definitions. Characteristics of units are known but 

have changed over rhe years, particularly for the DOT which includes worker attri

butes and job demands. The systems are cohesive and logical. New categories and 

sub-categories are added as needed to ensure comprehensiveness. 

These systems are difficult to maintain. Adding a category means changing the 

allocation of existing units. Comprehensiveness becomes a problem instead of a 

benefit. 

A It hough DOT is used extensively in career counselling and guidance (Miller, Trei

man, Cain and Roos, 1980, p 32), it is cumbersome and quickly goes out of date. 

DOT has served as a model and provided basic data for other important occupational 

classifications, i nclucl i ng l he I utumotiuna/ Standord Class!fh:at ion of Occupations 

(I SCO) (International Labour Otlice, 1992). 

Sociologists 

Sociology studies individual characteristics and behaviour patterns typical of similarly 

socialised groups of people. People are categorised according to the behaviour of the 

group members to each other, or towards the social and natural environment. Work is 

studied in terms of its meaning to society and groups, occupational mobility and 

career patterns. 
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Status systems 

Status group is considered important for analysing relationships between people at 

work. The systems are based on a traditional classification into proprietors and 

managers. 1vhite collar workers, and blue collar workers. Sub classifications used 

over the years are given in table 3.2 overleaf: Blau and Duncan ( 1967, p 3) consider 

each of their categories as a meaningful social mobility grouping with members 

sharing life chances and social experiences and tending to stay in the same category 

all their lives. As early as 1921 the terms white-collar a11d bllfe-collar workers came 

into use in the LS.A, according to the Oxford English Dictionary. Origins of these 

terms are obscure but they may reflect the British class system of titled people and 

proprietors, white shirted salaried workers, and wage-earners who wore blue overalls. 

St<Hus systems are Ct)-societive. They are also teleological because people are classi

fied according to economic contribution to society. Hatt ( 1950) pointed out that 

status is a classification by \VOrking conditions when considered from a work environ

mental rather than a personal point of view. In either case the rationale is clear. The 

systems are dynamic and t1ew categories have been added over the years, for example, 

a category tbr unpaid family workers for third world countries was introduced in the 

ISCO classification. Existing and possible relationships among people and jobs can be 

described and hypotheses drawn up for future research. The scientific basis of status 

systems is strong although Morris and Murphy (1959) felt that using only status levels 

as categories is restrictive and leads to research findings which are rough approxima

tions. 
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--·-
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·------··- ~~-·-
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Housework 
- --·-· ·--·-

Farm 

IS CO 

--. 
Proprietors & own account workers 
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Unpaid family workers 

0> 
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Status classitlcation systems have cohesion and face validity. Individuals instinctively 

place people into status groups. The systems are comprehensive and dynamic, and 

new categories are added as needed. 

Situs systems 

An alternative classiilcation for work was suggested by Benolt-Smullyan (1944). He 

differentiated between .•;trotum and sit11s groupings of individuals or positions. A 

stratum category is placed above or below other categories in a hierarchical classifica-

tion. A situs grouping places individuals or positions together with other categories 

on the same level without evalufttion. Scottish clans and sex differentiation were used 

as examples of situs classitlcations. Hatt (1950) devised a situs occupational classifi-

cation system based on work environments. 

His idea was to have categories consisting of all status levels with all categories 

equally socially desirable. He suggested eight categories, namely political, profession-

al, business, recreation and aesthetics, agriculture, manual work, military, and service. 

Morris and Murphy ( 1957) considered that the professional, manual work and service 

categories could be interpreting as reflecting status. However, bearing in mind that 

the categories describe work environment, it is possible to consider both a civil 

engineer ancl a carpenter as involved in manual work, a lawyer and a legal secretary 

as being in a professional field, and Director of an electricity utility and a street 

sweeper as working in the service industry. 

Roe's ( 1956) introduced a p.\ycho!ogy (d' occ11potiuus, a two dimensional matrix, 

classit\,ing jobs by status level (as shown in table 3.2) and situs categories (table 3.3 

1 
overleal) based on relotiousl11p.fi111ction and institutional setting. Flanagan, Shaycoft, 

1 Relationsl1ip function: relationship between childhood environment, need development, personality and job choice. 
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Richards and Claudy ( 1971) noted that Roe's classification stresses type of work 

done. Inconsistent criteria for inclusion ofjobs in categories resulted in the categories 

not being mutually exclusive. Splits between groups arose because of the type of 

work done. For example, university lecturers are in both Science and General Culture 

groups, teachers are assigned to Arts and entet1ainment, and practical nurses are 

classified in the service group while other nurses are in the science group. 

Despite these minor drawbacks Brown (1991) states that the occupational classifica-

tion system was a major contribution to the understanding of work. 

Hall (1950) 

Work 
environments 

Political 

Roe (1956) 

Focus of work 
done 

I 
r 

Morris and Murphy 

Contribution to 
society 

Legal authority 

Flanagan et al (1971) 

' 
i Kind of education or training 

Law 

Business Organisation and j 
administration 1 

Finance and records Business administration 

~--- ________ _______ ---+~-------- --i-----s __ ec_r_e_t_a __ r_ia_l __ ' c __ le_r_ic_a_l, _o_ffi_c_e __ 1 
1 Business contact ! Proprietors, Sales 

- Rec~;atio~~-T ___ -;rts a~~--- -------------------~~------------------

aesthetic entertainment Arts and entertainment Fine and performing arts 

Service 

Agriculture 

Military 

Professional 

General culture 
----- ---------- ---- -- -----------------------

Service 

Technology 

·Education and 
research 

Health and welfare 

Manufacturing 

General teaching, Social service 

Medical and biological 

Humanities, social sciences 

Mechanics and industrial trades 

i Technical 
---------+-----------r--------------------

Building and 1 Engineering, science, maths, Science 
maintenance I architecture 

I Construction 

Extraction 

Outdoor i ,-
i 

T ransportat1on 
- -------- ------- --- I -

Table 3.3: Comparison of situs occupational classification categories 
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Morris and Murphy (1959) suggested that situses are characteristic sub-cultures 

expressmg common values, norms, understandings and attitudes, and reflecting the 

way occupations are perceived (thus people talk of the "medical field" and the 

"manufacturing industry"). They applied stratum and situs concepts for a two

dimensional occupational classification system. Each situs category contained occupa

tions from the lowest to highest status. "Contribution to society" was chosen as the 

basis for situs categories although they made the point that any non-status aspect 

such as task complexity or involvement with people could have been used. 

Flanagan, Shaycoft, Richards and Claudy (1971) conducted a follow up of the 

national TALENT survey for the USA department of education, based on the similar

ity of high school profiles of abilities and interests of people in ditlerent occupations 

tlve years atler high schooL They used a situs occupational classification system 

stressing kind of education or training. Twelve categories, similar to those of Roe 

( 1956), were used. The classification worked well, except for a vagueness in the 

service/teaching/medical categories. It was ditlicult to allocate jobs to categories 

where the actual tasks pertormed were not known. 

Samuel and Lewin-Epstein, 1979 most recently used situs levels to research work 

values. They concluded that occupational situs better predicts values than does status 

or background variables such as ethnicity, social class and education level. 

Apart from this study, Hall (1986, p 131) points out that work on situs classi~cation 

stopped with popularity of Holland's (1966) typology. There has been no work since 

then on conceptualising the horizontal dimension for an occupational classification. 
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Situs classification systems are either teleological and co-societive, depending on the 

criteria for selecting categories. Categories are similar even when different criteria are 

used, indicating thar researchers are careful to follow previous research, and/or that 

the categories are basically sound. The scientific basis, internal validity and compre

hensiveness of the systems are good. The systems are dynamic. Exclusion of categor

ies from some situs systems could be a function of the type of research being per

formed, for example high school graduates may not enter into transportation jobs. 

The time and place of research also influence categories. Occupations in agriculture 

and outdoor \:vork may have been more prevalent in the USA up to the mid 1950's, 

when commercial technology took a leap forward as war research became available. 

Certainly, the expansion of the manual/technology group fl·om 1950 to 1971 is in line 

with technological advancement, and it is interesting to note that added categories are 

almost subcategories of those originally suggested in 1950. Rationality of the systems 

also appears to be sound. 

Ca recr psychologists 

Psychologists are concerned with how people make career choices and with matching 

people to the correct jobs. Classifications usually rely on descriptions of individual 

characteristics rather than characteristics of work. Interest tests are examples of 

efforts to create occupational classification systems tor career psychology. 

Holland's (1959) classitlcation of people and jobs into six types was an important 

advance in career psychology. Research into his hexagonal model has led to the 

suggestion that the perceived structure of occupations is hierarchical (Gati, 1991 ). 
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The fields of an interest test can be considered as occupational classification systems. 

Table 3.4 overleaf sets out interest tlelds from the various tests. 

The tields measured by the different instruments are similar. Every test since 1950 has 

used fields fi·om the SVlB and/or Kuder with a few name changes and sub-divisions. 

Factor analysis of the S VI 8 in 1969 resulted in the discovery of 21 bosic interests. 

Factor analysis of interest items applied to South African school pupils for the 19Fll 

led to 19 fields, of which some are unique and school-related, for example break time 

(sociability), after school activities (sport) and holidays (travel). The Kodus test goes 

so far as to break language down into reading and writing, which reflects an educa-

tiona] perception based on subjects taught at school. The "clean hands" field in the 

MVU is unique and could measure a negative interest in machinery, blood, and work 

behind a desk. SVIB basic interests include religious activities, teaching, recreational 

leadership, military and adventure scales which may have resulted from special 

attention paid to traditionally male and female interests and occupations. Holland's 

( 1959) n1ctor analysis of all known interest tests resulted in six main interest factors, 

which corresponded to th~ work-values t~1ctors previously proposed by Spranger (no 

date), operationalised by Allport, Vernon and Lindzey ( 1931) and confirmed as the 

six main interest domains by Guilford, Christensen, Bond and Sutton ( 1954). 

With the exception of the SVIB, interest tests are classitlcations of interests and are 

not intended to classify occupations. Instruments were all derived from data on 

personal attributes obtained from individuals completing questionnaires about them

selves. It cannot be assumed that the structure of human interests is the same as the 

structure of occupations. 
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This would imply that new occupations arise if there are people interested in going 

into them. The resultant prediction for someone seeking career guidance could be, 

"you will do best in a job that hasn't been invented yet". The idea is interesting from 

both metaphysical and scientitic points of view. Philosophy would argue whether 

people are created in anticipation of society's needs (tor example, were ultra logical, 

introverted people born twenty years before the need for computer programmers?). 

Science must consider whether gaps in the known occupational structure are being 

filled by new jobs . .Interest tests, being co-societive and hence static in nature, cannot 

predict where new jobs will be created and do not meet the criteria of having a 

scientilic basis as occupational classification systems, although they may be ideal as 

psychometric tests. 

Holland's occupational types 

.Holland's ( 1959) typology consists of the follO\ving six types: realistic, investigative, 

artistic, social, enterprising and conventional. They are arranged in a hexagon and it is 

assumed that types that are closest are more similar to each other than those which 

are further away. Having established the six types fi·om factor analysis of interest 

tests, Holland ( 1959) set out to establish the concurrent validity of the factors with 

patterns of persom1lity and ability, as well as to find out what types of people charac

terise particular occupations. His the01y l?f careers sought to describe types of people 

and occupations in the same terms, so that people could be matched with work 

environments. 
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The type of person found most often in an occupation determines the occupational 

type. Thus there is a "social type" of person and greater numbers of this type of 

person is found in, say, public relations, so the public relations occupation is categor

ised as "social". A subsequent development was to allocate a 3-digit code comprising 

the three most common types of people found in each occupation. Moos ( 1987) 

describes Holland's model as describing how the aggregate characteristics of people in 

a work environment interact. 

By 199l there had been over 700 studies on various aspects of Holland's theory. 

(Hyland and Muchinsky, 1991) These included research into the structural validity of 

the hexagon model and assessments of the predictive validity of placing people into 

occupations. Research focussed on college students. Holcomb and Anderson (1977) 

found thRt 43% of all studies on Holland's theory used school, college and university 

students as subjects, a further 14,9% used children and adolescents, 5,9% used 

counsellors. Only 5% used employed people as subjects and only 2,9% of studies 

concerned job description and classification. 

Generalisation to an occupational structure is questionable. As a statistically derived 

classitication of interests, the theory is scientifically sound. It classifies the individual 

occupational preferences of youngsters in educational institutions. Existing and 

possible relationships among categories are represented in the hexagonal model. 

However, it does not describe processes and has not added to knowledge of how 

environmental factors such as work climate affect work outcomes. 
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Adler and Aranya ( 1985) found that job satisfaction of accountants is related to life 

stage irrespective of Holland type. Only 1% of employed men belong to the Holland 

group appropriate to their jobs and job satisfaction or job stability is not increased 

(Hughes, 1972). These findings raise questions about the predictive and concurrent 

validity of Holland types. 

Cohesion of the system is also questionable despite its neat hexagonal shape. Because 

measurement of occupations is indirect, with little attention paid to work performed 

or the skills required, strange equivalent job combinations are grouped together. An 

example in the /vfmnwl for tl?e SDS (Gevers, Du Toit and Harilall, 1992, p 59) 

suggests draughtsman, scientillc glass blower, forester, theatre technician, anthropo-

logist and geologist as equivalent occupations. These jobs cover many study fields, 

work environments and duties. It is diiJicult to imagine what they have in common 

other than the Holland type 3-digit code. Examples like this reduce face validity and 

indicate that the six types do not differentiate dirferent occupations well. The major 

problem could be that the use of only six categories is simplistic. Classifying thou

sands of jobs into 120 categories ( 6 x 5 x 4) inevitable leads to incongruous group

ings. Rationality is also atfected. The manual (Gevers, Du Toit and Harilall, 1992, p 

59) points out th<lt the occupational codes in the Dictionory qf Holland occupational 

cudes ( Gottfl-edson, Holland and Owega, 1985) and the ,\'o11th A.fi'icoll Diclionary of 

Occ11po1ions (Taljaard and rvtollendod1: 1987), do not always correspond. 
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Comment on 1-lolland's types 

The Holland system has a rationale and is comprehensive. Its extensive use and value 

derive from its simplicity. The small number of categories atfect validity and 

reliability. Despite these criticisms, Lowman ( 1991, p 16) considers Holland's integra

tion of theory and empirical measures to be the best available for career guidance as it 

accoullts for the factor structure of occupational preferences. He suggested that the 

six factors refined and expanded before they can be considered as an occupational 

classification system, as in ACT and SA Vll, as shown in table 3.5 overleaf. 

The ACT subcategories are an instinctive compromise between thousands of occupa-

tions in the DOT, Holland's six types and Roe's (1956) eight categories. Subcategor-

ies arc not ,.vithout problems. For example, is a degreed computer programmer 

,.vorking in a networking environment classitied under C (operation of business 

machines, including computers), R (engineering and related occupations e.g. compu

ters), or I (Natural sciences including computer sciences)'! To be empirically useful, 

subcategories will have to be derived more scientifically than has been done so far. 
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ACT 

TECHNICAL 

Rendering of personal services to others 

Growing/breeding of and caring for plants and animals 

Repairing, servicing and installation of home and 
office equipment. Construction and maintenance of 

roads buildings pipelines etc. 

Operating heavy vehicles and machinery 

Manufacturing, repairing and servicing machinery 

Engineering and related occupations e.g. surveyors, 
pilots, technicians, programmers 

SA VII 

PRACTICAL-REALISTIC 

Human services and crafts 

Nature: plants and animals 

Construction, service and maintenance, 
repair, engineering and technology 

---------'------------------------l-----------------1 

A 

SCIENCE 

Natural sciences e.g. biologists, chemists, 
statisticians, geologists, laboratory technicians 

Medical and related occupations 

I 

SCIENTIFIC/INVESTIGATING 

Physical, biological, mathematical and 
computer sciences 

Medical and related fields 

Social sciences and legal services I Social, legal and economic sciences 
·l--~ 

CREATIVE ARTS 

! 
, The creative arts e.g. authors, musicians, actors and 

related ! 
Applied arts where language is the main component I 

Applied or visual arts e.g. architects, photograpt1ers 1 
and related i 

! 

ARTISTIC 

Language 

Creative design 

i Popular entertainment, e g OJ, popular s1ngers and 1 E t 
11 

t 

------ --- -------- ----- ---- ------------- ----~------------ - -------- ------
s SOCIAL SERVICES I SOCIAL SERVICE I 

mus1c1ans \ n e a1nmen 

E 

c 

Welfare, education and teach1ng e g counsellors, j Ed t d 1 
I b I 

, uca 1on an persona serv1ces 
1 ranans, c ergymen 1 

Rendering of personal and household services I 

Nursing and caring for others Nursing and caring 

Law enforcement and the protection of persons and 
I 

Law enforcement and protective services 
property 

1--- -· ---------------------1------------------1 
BUSINESS CONTACT 

Promotions and direct sales 

Management and planning 

Retail sales in particular and rendering related 
services 

BUSINESS DETAIL 

Clerical and secretarial 

Money e g. paying and receiving money, bookkeep1ng 

Operation of business machines, including computers 

Storage, dispatching and delivery of goods 

BUSINESS and MANAGEMENT 

Business - buying and selling 

Management 

Promotion and persuasion 

CLERICAL and ADMINISTRATION 

Clerical routine 

Numerical routine 

Office machine operation 

Table 3.5: Comparison of the sub-categories of ACT and SA VII 
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Gati's SITIIftiiJ·e or O('('IIJ)ational interests 

Gati ( 1979) pointed out that major theorists attempt to illustrate their perceptions of 

how occupations relate to each other. Thus, Roe (1956) hypothesises a circular 

relationship among work focus groups based on intensity and nature of interpersonal 

relationships. Holland's ( 1966) model is depicted as a hexagon, in which the geo

metric distance between the types is inversely related to the psychological similarity 

between them. Gati ( 1991) describes both systems as circular-dimensional models of 

occupational structure and identifies their common problems. 

0 Occupations may be too qiverse to be described by the two dimensions of the 

models (Lunneborg and Lunneborg, 1977). 

0 There are occupations which cannot be classified into the categories. Gati 

( 1991) suggests that they "fall into a hole in the middle of the circle". 

0 The order in which occupational groups are shown is not always suppon;ed by 

research and expected predictions of the relationships bet ween the groups do 

not always occur. In particular, Holland types I, A and S pull the hexagonal out 

of shape. 

As an alternative to circular models, Gati ( 1979) proposed a hierarchy of occupations, 

shown in figure 3.5 overleaf. The basis is that there are two major groups of occupa-

tions: Orie11totio11 tmFords others (soft sciences) and orie11totio11 1101 tmvords others 

(hard sciences). 
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Fiqure 3.5: Diagrammatic representation of Gati's hierarchical model of occupational structure (from Gati. 
1979) 

Each group is subdivided into smaller groups, then partitioned into tields which are 

organised into occupations. Occupations develop specialised skills, leading to finer 

distinctions by, type of work done. According to this model, classification is carried 

out in a number of steps, with each step based on increasingly tiner distinctions. The 

pattern is retlected in the lirst three digits of the DOT code, which progressively 

classify jobs by categories, divisions and groups. Gati and Nathan ( 1986) proposed 

that people make career decisions in a step-by-step process. At each step criteria for 

selection and alternatives lacking in the aspect are eliminated. 

Gati and Winer ( 1987a) suggested that perceived occupational structure is universal 

in Western cultures, is similar to the structure of interests, and is a central factor in 

the career decision making process. This argument is used to justifY the hierarchical 

model as the basis for an occupational classification system. 
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Despite his criticisms of two-dimensional systems Gati chose to analyse occupations 

with the two-dimensional ADDTREE clustering technique. Gati's analysis was based 

on only 24 occupations ( Gati and Winer, 1987b ). His model shows glimmerings of a 

network access classitication system. The difference between the two models is that 

in the hierarchical model a choice at a higher level limits the choice at the next lower 

level, whereas in the network-access model all categories are available at all levels 

irrespective of choice of categories on another level. 

A criticism of H.olland's work and a direct comparison between Holland's hexagon 

and Gati's model using the six 1-1olland types (Gati and Nathan, 1986) sidetracked the 

issue into a statistical debate. Counter-arguments are having to be found for criticisms 

such as that of Tracey and Rounds ( 1993 ), 'vho showed convincingly that Holland's 

model proves Holland's model better than does Gati's model. lt is unlikely that the 

major issue of occupational structure will be resolved while Gati continues to use 

Holland's types as input into his own model, and does not tlnd a more popularly 

understood and less statistically cumbersome way of applying his structure to as many 

occupations as possible. 
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DISCUSSION 

There are ditl'erent models available for classilication systems. The power of new 

classification systems is a major moving force in science. Scientific advances and 

breakthroughs follow the introduction of each new model, as shown in table 3.6. 

Classification model I Science advanced 

Teleological Philosophy 
-

Linneaen Botany 
---------~--------------

Darwinian I Paleontology 
---~ 

____ l ____ --
Matrix Chemistry --··--------f-

Numbered category Literary 

___ ~ta~:~~:~~~~i~~v~d --, ~- P:::i:~~::y Table 3.6: Disciplines advanced by new 
types of classification systems 

New methods of classifying give impetus to scientific thought. Researchers should not 

necessarily try to copy existing models. 

Gati's ( 1979) \·VOrk appears to be a breakthrough Ill thought about occupational 

classification systems. He argues that interests indicate a "perceived structure" of 

occupations. His use of ADDTREE has led him to hypothesise that this is hierarchi-

cal, with an individual choosing a career, for example, by first wanting not to work 

with people, then showing an interest in business, followed by a choice of working 

with numbers and ultimately choosing to be an accountant. The hierarchical structure 

cannot be reversed to accommodate a school Ieaver who tlrst decides to do book-

keeping to earn money, then chooses to work in a computer environment and thus 

decides to do BCom lnformatika. It also does not explain the perceived occupational 

structure of a person who has joined a bank, tried various departments and finally 

decided to work in the public relations department editing the company magazine. 

These patterns of occupational structure and choice can only be handled by a network 
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access classification system. Gati's work IS 111 danger of being sidetracked into a 

statistical debate since he published a direct attack on the popular Holl;:md hexagonal 

model. 

The popularity of Holland's theory appears to have stopped further work on occupa

tional classification systems. Hall ( 1986, p 13 I) points out that work on sociological 

situs systems stopped when Holland's ( 1965) typology became popular and there has 

been little advance since then in conceptualising a horizontal dimension for occupa

tional classification. 

The similarity between situs occupational categories and interest fields is interesting 

to note, bearing in mind the different starting points of the two systems of classifica

tion. Sociological systems have both teleological and co-societive bases and tend to 

be dynamic. Occupational categories in interest tests are static and statistically derived 

from interests of individuals generalised to reflect an occupational structure. 

Interest test categories often depend on the group used to validate the test, and the 

instructions for test administration. The 19FII was tested on school pupils and does 

not ditTerentiate between work and leisure interests. Fields related only ro school and 

not to working life have therefore emerged and been accepted as vocational interests 

(for e:-.:ample sociability, history, travel). This is one of the dangers of statistically 

derived classification models. 

Fleishman and Quaintance, (1984, p 44) point out that occupational classification 

systems are typically statistically derived. They are developed by examining sets of 

tasks/activities/interests, then subjectively creating words or phrases to describe them. 
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This results in purely conceptual, fragmentary and isolated attempts at classification 

that make generalis(ltion and prediction ditllcult. The network (!Ccess model, with its 

underlying basis in set theory mathematics, provides an alternative methodology. 

SUMMAilY 

A classification system results whenever units, items, ideas, things or people are put 

into categories. These categories derive from the similarity of units with each other 

and, if the system is dynamic, change with circumstances. Informal classification 

systems facilitate communication between people and are not recorded. 

Formal classification systems prevent duplication of information and also allow for 

easier communication, recording, retrieval and comparison over data over geographi

cal distances and time. 

Innovations in classitication models lead to scientific advances. Scientific classifica

tion systems must have a scientific basis and include all previous knowledge about the 

units being classilied. Gaps in knowledge, existing and possible relationships among 

units should be predicted by a classification system. The system should have cohesion 

and be logical. It should be comprehensive and exhaustive so that every unit can be 

allocated somewher~. Different people should be <lble to rationally classify units into 

the same categories under different circumstances and at different times. 

The following models are applied: 

Teleological models are used by social scientists and classify units in terms 

of their "essence" or intrinsic nature. 

Linnaean models are hierarchical and used in the biological sciences. 

Darwinian models are continuous and dynamic. The theory of evolution is 

described in a Darwinian model. 
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l'vlmrix models show related characteristics of units both horizontally and 

vertically. The periodic table of the elements is an example. 

Numbered category models arrange lists of units so that they are related by 

number, as for example in Roget's Thesaurus. 

~'---"-=~:..:....>: models are based on related, rather than inherent characteris

tics of units. McCormick's (I 979) Position Analysis Questionnaire classifies 

tasks by behaviours required. 

Statistically derived models are artificially built from caretld analysis and 

reduction of items, using techniques such as multiple regression, factor and 

cluster analysis. Trait personality theories are examples. 

Network access models a-re based on mathematical set theory, and have not 

yet been scientifically applied. Categories are is arranged on levels. Choice 

of a category on one level precludes the choice of any other category on the 

same level, but does not restrict access to categories on other levels. 

Occupations are classified by commerce, governments, sociologists and career 

psychologists. In commercial applications, personnel and work study practitioners 

develop company-specific systems. The Minnesota the01y (?[work adjustment and the 

/}osition A lf(.t~ysis Questionnaire are used for placing individuals in jobs. 

The USA government tlmded development of the complex, comprehensive and often 

revised /Jiclionmy of Occupmional Title.•;, Variations of the lntematioual Slandard 

C/asstjtcalimt (!l Occupatio/Is are used by governments around the world for census 

purposes. 

Sociologists use status and situs classifications to study how work alfects groups of 

people. Status categories place individuals and occupations above or below each 

other in a hierarchical classification. Situs categories divide occupations into categor

ies, each of which includes status from the highest to the lowest levels. Roe (1956) 

combined the two systems in her matrix classification. 
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Situs categories are similar to interest test fields although sociologists tend to use 

teleological and co-societive models and interest tests are statistically derived. interest 

fields are based on individual characteristics rather than occupational attributes and 

have not changed much since 1935. Holland ( 1959) identified six basic interest types. 

Since his theory was operationalised in 1970, there has been little other research into 

the structure of occupations. The ACT Programme (adapted for South African use in 

the Easy Steps Guide and SA VII) is an instinctive compromise between thousands of 

occupations listed numerically in the DOT, and the six Holland types. 

Gati ( 1979) criticised Roe's (1,956) circular model and Holland's (1966) hexagonal 

model, on the grounds that they are not exhaustive, are not always suppo11ed by 

research and that their two dimensionality does not reflect the multi-dimensionality of 

job characteristics, He proposed a structural hierarchical structure of occupations. 

Work on his theory has been slow with only 24 jobs classified. The use of Holland's 

types in research has led to a statistical debate on the merits of the two systems. 

Despite this, his work appears to be the forerunner of the development of a network 

access classification system for occupations. 

There is presently no adequate method for career counsellors to understand and 

explain relationships between occupations. Holland's (1 959) theory is the best avail

able, but like other interest measurements it is static and assumes that structures of 

interests and of occupations are the same. 

This study is concerned with the development and validation of a new system 

tc1r classifying occupations. The next chapter will develop the system in terms 

of the network access model. 
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CHAPTER 4 - DEVELOPMENT OF THE 

FIELD - ENVIRONMENT - DUTY (FED) 

OCCUPATIONAL CLASSIFICATION SYSTEM 

SCOPE OF THE CHAPTER 

Conceptualisation f~l the FEJJ occupational class~fication !>ystem. 

Opertlfionali!>·ed r~l tile interest test to he used as the measuring 

instrument in this .<>tudy. 

JNTROOUCTION 

Interest tests are extensively used for career counselling and guidance. However, no 

direct link has been established between the structure of interests and the structure of 

occupations. Interest tests are developed by asking people about their interests 

because it has been shown that people in particular occupations tend to have the same 

interests. This is misinterpreted as showing that the inter-relationships between 

interest tields are the same as between occupations. 

Lofquist and Dawis ( 1969, p 18) state that there has been little progress in developing 

a psychology of work to enable career counsellors to describe occupations. Informa

tion given to clients is often instinctive (Bordin, 1968). Crites ( 198 I) found in a 

survey of major approaches to career counselling that occupational information is the 

most neglected aspect. Clinicians are not trained in occupational information (Low

man, 1991, p I). Systems used by career psychologists for matching people to jobs 

are inadequate because they rely on descriptions of individual characteristics rather 

than on characteristics of work (Miller, Treiman, Cain and Roos, 1980, p 203 ). 
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Holland's ( 1959) theory of careers is the best system available. His six types were 

developed tl·om a factor analysis of interest tests and instinctively linked to particular 

occupations (Holland, 1985 ). The typology is convenient because a person's interests 

are matched to occupations where it is assumed that the majority of workers have the 

same interests. The remarks above were made after his model was published. It falls 

short because it does not describe how people perceive the structure of occupations. 

Rusalem (1954) suggested that an individual's career choice reveals personal percep

tions of jobs and the world of work, however imperfect or distorted they may be. 

Systematic methods are needed to relate occupations to each other and individual 

interests to occupational information, and to understand how careers are chosen. 

Instead of following the methodology of exploring interest patterns and then applying 

them to occupational structure, this study proposes to reverse the process. An 

occupational classification system will be developed and operationalised as an interest 

test. After application to a test group, analysis of the results will be carried out to 

assess the extent to which the system reflects the group's perception of the structure 

of occupations and meets the criteria for evaluating classification systems. Lastly, test 

results will be analysed to determine whether the classification in itself meets the 

criteria to be psychometric test. This chapter discusses the background to, the opera

tionalisation and development of the new FED occupational classification system. 
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TI-lE nEVELOPM ~::NT OF THE FED CLASSIFICATION SYSTEM 

Stages for developing a classitlcation system are set out by Fleishman and Quaintance 

(1984, p 44). These are: 

l. Identify the purpose of the system 

2. Choose and organise the subject matter 

3. Detine the method and criteria for allocating units to categories 

4. Seek to ensure throughout the process that the criteria for a sound classification 

system (Fleishman and Quaintance, 1984, p 82) are built into the system, 

namely: 

• 
• 
• 
• 

scientiiic basis 
cohesion 
comprehensiveness 
rationality . 

Identifying the purpose of the system 

The following questions are addressed to ensure the scient(fic basis of the system: 

0 ls the purpose ofthe system to interpret, predict or control information? 

0 What are the known, relevant characteristics of the subject matter? 

0 Should the system be static or dynamic? 

0 What classification model will be used? 

Choosing and organising the subjl~ct matte•· 

To ensure the cohesion of the system, the followmg questions must be answered: 

0 What will be the basis of choosing the categories? 

0 How many categories will there be? There must be enough not to lose infor-

mation about the classified units, but not so many that the system is unwieldy. 

0 How will the subject matter be translated into units for classification? 

Cmnprehensiveuess of the system depends on having access to an extensive list of 

units, and showing that each unit can be classified under the categories. 
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Odining the method and criteria for allocating units to categories 

This is an essemial step for ensuring the rationality of the system. 

0 In what way are categories compatible with how users think? This reduces 

classification errors and increases data accuracy (Conrad and Tonn, 1993). 

0 How should categories be defined to be understood by users ofthe system? 

0 What provisions will be made for the overlapping of categories and for alloca-

ting units belonging to more than one category? 

0 To what extent can a unit be included in an existing category and at what stage 

can a new category be added to a dynamic system? 

ENSURING THE SCIENTIFIC BASIS OF THE SYSTEM 

The purpose of the system 

An occupational classification system relates occupations to each other in categories 

(Baer and Roeber, 1964, p 167). All jobs should tit into the categories and be easily 

described in terms of characteristics common to the categories. This study develops a 

system for career guidance and is concerned with how current and potential workers 

perceive jobs and the occupational structure, so as to predict suitable occupations for 

individuals. 

Characteristics of jobs 

Many volumes have been written about the characteristics ofjobs. These range across 

ideological explanations of the value of work to society and the individual's feeling of 

self worth; control mechanisms, economic considerations, accounting principles; 

production and productivity; descriptions of work done, of the people who do the 

work and of the ways in which people and work are organised. 
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This study examtnes how current and potential workers percetve the structure of 

occupations. To begin with, it must be considered what people actually know about 

jobs. Obviously they have a ditferent, less complex, more subjective perception than 

that held by management, specialists, researchers or government agencies. 

The characteristics which people associate with jobs can be hypothesised as: 

0 Different training (education or work experience) is needed for different types 

ofjobs. It is easier to learn something and be good at it if it interests you. Early 

training gives a background for a group of related occupations (Super, 1957, p 

29). Training does not transfer easily from one field of work to another. People 

become specialists, and it is then difficult for them to switch jobs. This percep

tion is reflected in interest test fields. 

0 People "go to work". People with certain attitudes and values are likely to be 

attracted to particular job environments (Super 1957, p 29). The place where 

you work becomes a social outlet where you associate with a particular type of 

co-worker, boss and customer. Place of work restricts fl·eedom, with different 

environments making ditTerent demands on workers. Factors such as pace of 

work, type of supervision, security benefits and social life vary with the environ

ment (Super, 1957, p 44). Lowman (1991, p 10) describes the differences in 

working environments between a surgeon and paediatrician (both in the medical 

field) or a trial lawyer and corporate attorney (both in the legal field). He 

suggests that individuals can improve work satisfaction by moving to another 

work environment with different working conditions, while staying in the same 

tield of work. 
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Working environments can involve extreme heat or cold, humidity, exposure to 

the elements, noise and vibration; danger, fumes, bad ventilation and dust. (US 

Department of Labour, 1977). Physical working conditions can determine an 

individual's career choice with, at the extreme, health and physical condition 

excluding certain working environments (Baer and Roeber, 1964, p 181 ). 

0 Money is earned for doing work. Usually, the better you are at "doing your job" 

and "performing your duties", the more money you will earn. People have set 

tasks, functions and things to achieve during the day. Baer and Roeber (1964, 

p 162) poim out that the most important pa11 of a job description is a list of 

du1ies. Ditterent duties use different tools, techniques and skills. 

The importance of job duties has been recognised in the DOT, where jobs are 

described in terms of their involvement with data, people and things. 

0 Many people are unhappy at work. Some are not interested in what they are 

doing because they are in the wrong field. Others are in the wrong environment, 

have interpersonal problems with the people they work with or feel their 

freedom is too restricted. Still others are bored with or cannot cope with their 

duties. 

Among other cou.\'esj(N'job sati.~jaction. il is important to be in afield 

oj'1vurk j(Jt which one is trained and which matches one's interests, in 

an environment which meets one's need~·. aud doing duties which 

match one's capabilities. 
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The classification model 

There is more than one dimension involved in the perception of organisational 

structure. People see jobs as being related to one another on at least three levels: 

• Field of work determined by specialised training needed 

• Work environment associated with various restrictions and social opportunities 

• Duties involved in the performance of the job . 

The network access model describes inter-relationships between the three levels of 

field, environment and duty. Access to a category on one level precludes access to 

other categories on the same level, but does not affect access to any categories on 

another level, as shown in figure 4.1. 

Level 1: Fields 

Level 2: Environments 

Level 3: Duties 

Figure 4.1: The basic FED system according to the network access model 
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The use of fields, environments and duties for an occupational classification system is 

in line with suggestions in the literature. Fine and Heinz (I 957) distinguished fields, 

work environments and worker functions as the main types of work variable. Lind hart 

( 1979) suggested that jobs are chosen according to interests, workplace and activity. 

Erez and Schnoerson (1980) showed that academics and professionals with the same 

occupational discipline (field) had different personalities and were motivated by 

different drives. They concluded that people with different personalities search not 

only for matching occupational fields, but also for characteristic organisational 

settings (environments) and job activities (duties). 

A job classified in the FED system is assigned to three categories: one field, one 

environment and one duty. Gaps in knowledge could be located where there IS a 

combination of field, environment and duty which does not describe any occupations. 

Up to now, classification of occupational structure has been attempted in teleological 

and co-societive models by sociologists , the matrix model for Roe's (1 956) classifi

cation, the numbered category model for the DOT, the Linnaean model for Gati's 

( 1979) hierarchical structure, and statistically derived systems in interest tests includ

ing Holland's ( 1959) theory. Only the Darwinian model has not been used, possibly 

because processes of changes in occupational structure have not been identified. 
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Within the FED, different processes can be fol!ovved to reach a final career decision: 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

decide on an educational specialisation (a degree course), then choose where to 

\vork, and according to ability, land up doing a particular duty (field -environ

ment - duty process), 

learn about a field, specialise in a duty (such as organising) and then choose an 

environment for practising the duty (tield - duty- environment process), 

choose to work in a particular environment (like a mine), qualify as required 

and then do the work involved (environment- field -duty process), 

choose an environment (like working from home), lind a duty that can be done 

in the environmem (like secretarial/clerical work) and accept any tield offering 

suitable work (environment- duty- tield process), 

identify a skill and the best suited duty (for example bookkeeping), find a work 

environment to apply the skill and, through work experience within an industry, 

be tied to particular tleld (duty- environment- field process), 

choose a tield because a particular skill (working with people) combines with an 

interest of the individual (medicine), and find the most suitable environment by 

trial and error (duty - tield - environment). 

The FE I) system Ia kes account of perct~ptions a bout worl<, identifies where 

there are gaps in kuowlcdge about occupatiomll structure, and provides a model 

for a theory of can·cr choice. 
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ENSURING THE COHESION OF THE SYSTEM 

Choice of fields 

Fields were selected where possible according to common language usage: "working 

in the medical profession", "in the beauty industry", "working with children", "work

ing in business". Altogether 27 fields were used. They are listed in table 4.1 overleaf 

with short definitions provided for school-leavers. 

lt was found that the fields are similar to interest test and situs system categories. The 

"source" of each tield is given in table 4.1. Interest tields excluded are history (a 

school subject fi·om the 19Fll ·which does not have many associated occupations), 

music (which it was felt could be covered by the creative and/or imaginative fields), 

performing and clerical work (which appear to be duties rather than fields) and 

military and social welfare (which may be environments). The transp011ation field 

from Morris and Murphy's (1959) situs classification was also excluded as it was felt 

that it may be covered by travel, following Cattell, Ebel and Tatsuoka ( 1970, p 189). 

Two new tields were included: .systems to take into account computer and related 

industries, and hemii_V to include jobs in the emerging "health and beauty" business as 

well as occupations such as clothing production manager and beauty therapist which 

did not tit comfortably into any of the other categories. 
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Field of work 
I 
I 
I 

Source Definition 

Adventure SVIB- BIS Physical danger. Possible death 

Animals KODUS Contact with and use of knowledge about animals 

Beauty - Cosmetics, skin, hair, health products and clothes 

Business 
SVIB; 19FII; HSIQ; VIQ; 

Commerce or finance 
KODUS;Hatt 

Chemistry KUDER Properties and reactions of substances 

Children SVIB-BIS; Flanagan Contact with and watching the growth of children 

Creative 20FII; Roe Contact with and helping imaginative people 

Electronics MVII Blueprints, transistors, circuits 

Food . MVII; 19FII Planning and preparing meals and events around eating 

Imaginative 
SVIB;KUDER;Situs 

Thinking up new and unique ideas 
systems; Holland 

Language 
SVIB;KUDER;19FII; HSIQ; 

Contact with written words, reports, books 
KODUS 

Legal 
SVIB-BIS; 19 Fll; Morris 

Interpreting and putting into practice society's rules 
and Murphy; Flanagan 

Marketing SVIB;Roe;Fianagan Putting together products and advising people about them 

Medical SVIB;MVII;Fianagan Helping others to feel h'ealthy 

Movement 19FII; HSIQ Body use to show emotion, physical skill or strength 

Natural Forces Morris and Murphy Knowledge of the land, weather and rocks 

Numbers SVIB;KUDER;19FII;KODUS Applying formulae, manipulating figures 

People 19FII; KODUS; Holland Contact and verbal communication with adults 

Phys1cs SVIB; Flanagan Changes of matter and energy 
i 

Plants [KODUS Planting. watching and using trees and flowers 

Polit1cs . SVIB-BIS; Hatt Making and explaining decisions that affect society 

Property i Morris and Murphy; Buildings, construction works, building materials 
I 
I 

Service i 19FII; Hatt; Roe Doing things for others 

Systems i Using procedures and finding new ways of doing things 
I 

-

Trading SVIB-BIS; Flanagan Buying and selling goods 

Travel 19FII Moving from place to place 

Work with All interest tests and situs 
Using materials and equipment to make or fix things 

hands systems 

Table 4.1: Fields, related interest and situs classifications and definitions 
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ChoiCl' of environments 

The environments chosen were based on the author's observation of ditTerent jobs and 

work behaviour in many organisations. Although the basis on which environments 

were chosen was not systematic, the list was found to be comprehensive enough to 

include all of the jobs and occupations listed in the A-Z (?fcareers (Nelson, 1989). 

The environments are listed according to the contact that workers have with other 

people, This follows Landau and Rohmert's (1989, p 1) opinion that human work is 

performed in a social work environment. Super (1 957, p 30) states that every worker 

is a member of a group, and feels a need to be like and be accepted by the group, 

either taking on the dominant values of the work environment or seeking another job. 

Attraction to or leaving an organisation and selection or rejection results in certain 

kinds of persons working in organisations and determining organisational behaviour. 

Schneider (1 979) suggested that environments are a function of persons behaving in 

them. 

The 23 environments, their classification by social contact and the definitions for 

school leavers are given in table 4.2 overleaf. 
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Environment ! Contact wit/1 people I Definition - surrounded by 

Isolation jNfl Seeing no other people 
I 

Academic I Minimum I Books and papers 

Data processing I Computer hardware and VDU screens 
I 

Laboratory ! Laboratory equipment 

Mining I Rock faces, dust 
----

Consultancy 
1 

Team. some customers Project team of people in a similar job, committees 

Corporate I Levels of management, procedures 
i 

Dynamic I Temperamental people, many changes 
I 

Factory ! 
I 

Machines, noise, grease 

Government i Bureaucracy, rules and regulations 

Kitchen ! Food. cooking utensils and ingredients 

Nature ; Open space, fresh air. no buildings 

Regimental 
1 

Uniforms, authority figures, organisation 

Small office Office equipment, files, contact with business owner 

Storeroom Boxes, crates. spare parts 
-·-"-- ·--~~---~-

Behind counter i Client centred. Goods for sale or rent 

Client premises Samples and quotes 

Craft workshop 
I 

Ideas and artistry, hand held tools 
I 

I 
Home I Your own possessions, family and pets 

I 
Indoors i Walls, loose furniture, gatherings of people 

Outdoors The elements, activity, sensation 
I 
I 

Professional i Certificates of education, confidentiality 
I 

Religion People in need, meditation, spirituality 

Table 4.2: Environments. social contact and definitions 
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Choice of dulies 

Work oriented descriptors for characterising jobs, in other words dlfties, are made up 

of lists of verbs. If the list is complete and the verbs are mutually exclusive, it can 

serve as a classification system (McCormick, 1979, p 177). 

Bennert ( 1971) explains the ditliculty of setting limits in describing a task or duty. For 

example, driving could be a whole job for a delivery person, or pa11 of the job of a 

salesman, or a perceptual-motor activity for a machine minder. 

McCormick ( 1979, p 92) solves this problem by defining a task as "a set of related 

activities directed towards a goal, which may include a mixture of decisions, percep

tions and a activities and results in a meaningful tangible or intangible product". 

Duries were chosen using Bennett's ( 1971) four factors which he found in a factor 

analysis of 25 work-oriented tasks, namely: 

• procedural (paperwork) • social (talking) 

• cognitive (thinking) • physical (action). 

An additional factor of "thinking" is included. 

The 32 duties and definitions are given in table 4.3 overleaf. These duties have been 

used by the author for job analyses in large corporations. 
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Bookkeeping 

Calculating 
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Related co 1 Definition 

Paper I Adding up figures. balancing totals 

Doing complicated sums 

Clerical work I Filing, filling in forms, office work 

Drawing 

Writing 

1------
Advising 

Buying 

Counselling 

Disagreeing 

Microphone 

Motivation 

Organising 

Selling 

Teaching 

Composition 

Investigating 

Judgment 

Prediction 

Cash 
handling 

Cleaning 

Driving 

Equipment 
use 

Measurement 

Protection 

Tool use 

Walking 

Weapon use 

Caring 

Interpreting 

Performing 

Practicing 

Taking risks 

I 
I 

I 

Art and design with a drawing instrument 

Correspondence, reports, articles, paying attention to 
grammar and spelling 

1 Talking Passing on knowledge as suggestions 

! 
' 

Negotiating prices, finding good deals 

Helping people with personal problems 

Brainstorming, giving your own opinions 

Talking to strangers at a distance 

Delegating, influencing others to do what you want 

Giving orders, coordinating activities 

Demonstrating products and getting people to buy 

Passing on knowledge and testing people 
---------------------- ---- -- ------ --- --------

Thinking Arranging parts into a whole 

Research, analysing a whole into parts 

I Choosing between things with little information at your 
disposal 

Working out strategies and trends for the future 

1 Action Counting money, giving change 
I 

l 

Keeping things neat and tidy 

Controlling a vehicle 

Watching gauges, using levers and pressing keys to 
control a machine 

Using rulers and tapes, calculating angles and distances 

Looking after the property of others or of society 

Using hand-held instruments to change something 

Moving on foot over a distance 

Aiming at targets, killing 
---- ----------------- ------- -- ·- ---- --

Feeling Looking after the needs of the sick 

Drawing conclusions about someone else's work 

Appearing before an audience 

Striving to improve by doing the same thing over and 
over again 

Playing the odds, "Gut-feel" decisions 

Table 4.3: Duties, classification by type of work and definitions 
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Units for classification 

The units for classification are occupations or jobs as known to the general public. 

Job titles specific to a particular organisation are not used. To illustrate the difference, 

a person would respond to the question, "What job do you do?' with the answer 

"insurance broker" (job) and not "deputy manager: corporate sales" Uob title). 

ENSURING THE COMPREHENSIVENESS OF THE SYSTEM 

Occupational titles were taken from the A-Z qf Careers in South Aji·ica (Nelson, 

1989), from job advertisemel)ts in national, local and classified newspapers, from 

training course titles, and from interviews with people in jobs. This resulted in an 

inventory of I 200 jobs classified by fields, environments and duties (Holman, 1 991 ). 

Three independent judges classified each job. In the case of disagreements the jobs 

were further researched. No jobs were found which could not be classified in terms of 

the categories. According to Fleishman and Quaintance ( 1984, p 44) it is an accept

able procedure in exploratory research to develop criteria and allocate units simultan

eously. 

Examples of classifications from the inventory of 1200 jobs are given in table 4.4 

over! eat: 
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Occupation ! Field I Environment Duty I 
' 

Traffic officer I Adventure ! 
I 

Outdoors Driving 

Dog clipper I Animals Craft workshop Caring 
: 

Ramp model Beauty Dynamic Performing 

Actuary Business Corporate Prediction 

Pathologist Chemistry Laboratory Investigating 

School principal Children Indoors Motivation 

Mother Children Home Caring 

Disc jockey Creative Dynamic Microphone 

Hardware engineer Electronics Data processing Equipment 

Bartender Food Indoors Composition 

Craft teacher Imaginative Welfare Teaching 

Proof reader Language Isolation Judgment 

Private investigator Legal Outdoors Investigating 

Telesales Marketing Small office Microphone 

Optometrist Medical Professional Equipment 

Karate instructor Movement Indoors Teaching 

Land surveyor Natural forces Outdoors Measuring 

Cashier Numbers Behind counter Cash handling 
I ' 

Psychologist People ' Professional Counselling 

Mechanical engineer Physics Factory 
' 

Composition 

Forester Plants Nature Walking 

Slate president Politics Government Taking risks 

Bricklayer Property Outdoors Tool use 

Street cleaner Service Outdoors Cleaning 

M1ne safety officer Systems Mining Protection 

Warehouse manager Trading Storeroom Organising 

Pilot Travel Regimental Driving 

Fitter Work with hands Factory Tool use 

Table 4.4: Example of classifications of occupations by field, environment and duty (Sample taken from the 
inventory of 1200 jobs in Holman, 1993). 
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ENSURING THE I~ATIONALlTY OF TI-lE SYSTEM 

The aim in developing the classification was to have a descriptive tool for relating 

occupations to each other, which can be used in career guidance by counsellors and 

also for individuals exploring different career options. The people who will use the 

system are mainly school leavers and their career counsellors. 

An effort was made to ensure that the definitions of categories would be understood 

by school pupils down to standard 7 level. This may have resulted in simplistic 

definitions and category names not being considered comprehensive by personnel 

practitioners and other researchers. However, it was felt that broad generalisations, 

understood by school pupils, would be more useful than scientific definitions. 

Where an occupation could be allocated to more than one category on the same level, 

the following rules were used: 

0 Where two or more fields applied, the occupations for which similar training or 

skills would be needed were consulted, and the field used which applied to the 

most related occupations 

0 Where two or more environments applied, the popular conception of where the 

occupation is performed was used 

0 Where two or more duties applied, the one taking up most time was used. 

The system is intended to be dynamic. Thus new categories can be added as the 

occupational structure changes. For example, before the Industrial Revolution there 

were no factories. Examination of the lists of fields, environments and duties shows, 

however, that most categories have always been part of the occupational stmcture. 

This suggests that occupational structure may not alter very often, but changes may 

occur with technology advances and new lifestyles. 
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The problem exists of when to include a new category. This cannot be done for an 

occupation which is a passing fad (perhaps unique to one person or community), but 

it must take place before a tield, environment or duty becomes a major force in the 

economy. At this stage nothing is known about how people perceive the development 

of the structure of occupations. By the end of this study, which should indicate 

whether any of the categories should be combined, a rule should emerge for creating 

new categories. 

OPEI~ATIONALISING THE INSTRUMENT 

In order to operationalise the FED into an instrument that can be used for research, 

the format for presentation to testees must be decided. This includes the rating 

method and the instructions for administering the test. 

Rating method 

Owen and Taljaard (1988, p 411) state that the two main methods applied to interest 

test rating are thej(Jrced choice and theji-ee choice methods. 

Free choice ratinl2. scale 

The testee has to indicate a score on a rating scale a degree of interest for each of a 

list of activities. Nunnally ( 1970, p 1 63) refers to these rating scales as absolute 

measures. Kerlinger ( 1973, p 503) points out that rating scores are independent of 

each other, with the score on one item not affecting the scores on other items. Norm 

tables can be derived for comparing an individual to the population using parametric 

statistics in relation to the normal population curve. This means that free choice rating 

scales are useful for comparing individuals (Nunnally, 1970, p 163 ). Conover ( 1980, 

p 65) adds that interval scales can be analysed using any statistical techniques which 

also apply to the "weaker" ordinal and nominal scales. 
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Usually in interest tests a two, three or four point scale is used. An odd numbered 

scale permits "uncertain" feelings to be expressed. The wider the range of the rating 

scale the fewer items are needed and the fewer problems are experienced in statistical 

analysis. However, it becomes more complicated to explain to testees. 

Forced choice rating scale 

The testee has to choose one or more out of a number of possible choices. Usually in 

interest tests activities are presented in groups of two or three, according to Owen 

and Taljaard (1988, p 411 ). The testee has to indicate the most and least preferred 

activity from the list. Theoretically the testee could be presented with any number of 

items and asked to indicate any number of most liked or least liked activities (nominal 

measurement), or to rank order all the items (ordinal measurement). The rating scale 

gives ipsative scores for the individual, not related to a norm population, but Kerlin

ger ( 1980, p 505) points out that composite rank orders are easily compared or 

correlated. Nunnally (1970, p 164) points out that these rating scales suit interest 

tests because interests, as sentiments, are inherently comparative. 

Kerlinger ( 1980, p 502) explains that ratings are dependent on each other, with the 

rating of one item affecting ratings of subsequent items (because fewer items remain 

to choose from or to rank). This makes forced choice rating scales useful when 

categories rather than individuals need to be compared. Reliability is high and faking 

reduced. 

However, specialised non-parametric analysis has to be used. Low correlations can be 

expected between interest categories, but this tends to increase differentiation and to 

highlight similarities between categories. 
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Decision on rating method 

The measurement scale used to operationalise the field - environment - duty system 

(FED) as an interest test must meet four criteria: 

• 

• 

• 

• 

It must be simple to use and understand as an interest test for school pupils . 

It must highlight high interests . 

lt must fit in with the network access model. Choices tl·om any of the three 

levels of the model must not restrict choices on the other levels. 

·It must throw into relief the relationships between fields, environments and 

duties, in other words any overlaps, synonyms and lack of relationships. 

A tl·ee choice scale using interval measurements was rejected for the measunng 

instrument on two grounds: 

Firstly, tina] scores will have to be additive which will involve a very long test given 

81 FED categories to be measured. Administration could be complicated and it could 

be ditlicult for testees to choose interests at each level. 

Secondly, a halo rating etl'ect can be expected, particularly ifthe rating scale is limited 

to three or four choices. This will give high inter-correlations and conceal relation

ships between fields. environments and duties. 

A forced choice ordinal scale. asking for ranking. is also complicated to administer 

and has the disadvantage of having a reducing marginal return as lower interests are 

chosen. Choice of the highest three or four categories will be quick, but speed will 

drop as choices have to be made from remaining categories which are of minor 

interest to a testee. Lower interests will tend to obscure relationships between 

categories. 
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A forced choice raring using a nominal measurement would ask testees to choose or 

not choose a category as an interest. This type of scale meets all four criteria given 

above. 1t is easy to administer. The simple instruction to "choose from this list the 

three that you are most interested in for a job" will ensure that high interests are 

identified. Independent choices will be obtained for all three levels of categories, thus 

fitting in with the network access model. Relationships between categories will be 

highlighted. This measurement method will not necessarily prejudice results towards 

the network access model; if the occupational classification system model should be 

hierarchical, the necessary relationships will be identified and the network access 

model rejected. The disadvantage of using this type of scale is that parametric statis

tics such as correlations and t-tests cannot be used. However, there are non-para

metric statistical methods available, although they are not as powerful. Low correla

tions can be generally expected between categories, but this means that any high 

relationships will be meaningful. 
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Test administration 

The test takes less rhan ten minutes to administer. The tester g1ves the following 

instructions to testees: 

Vo11 hove in .fi'ont (!l yo11 lists qffiellA qj'1Fork, environments in IJ!hich work 

takes place and d11ties involved in !Fork. I am going to read the list qjfields to 

yu11. While I om reading you must circle the three field\· that you are most 

interested in for a job. lhere are de.finitions on the right hond side {f you are 

not s11re '"hat a field involves. (The tester then reads the list). You have to 

choose three fiekh Yo11 may not choose two or fow fields . Circle the three 

fiekis yo11 ore 11/0.'>t iuterested iuf(Jr a job. (At1er a few minutes the tester asks 

whether everyone is tlnished, and continues) No11· l1vill reod the list (?fenviron-

1/Jel/ts. Agoiu, jJieose circle the three that yo11 ore most iuwrested in for a job. 

(The tester repeats the procedure for the duties). 

Detlnitions were intended to assist with classification ofjobs and are not specifically 

included as part of the test, although they may be consulted by testees. 

S lJ l\'ll\'1 A R Y 

There is presently no adequate method for career counsellors to understand and 

explain relationships between occupations. Holland's (1959) theory appears to be the 

best available, but like other interest measurements it is static and assumes a direct 

link between structure of interests and perceived structure of occupations. 

This study reverses the usual methodology of exploring interest patterns and then 

applying them to occupational structure. An occupational classification system is 

developed and evaluated as both a classification system and an interest test. The 

classification system thus serves as the measuring instrument for this study. 
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.People see jobs as being related to one another on at least three levels: 

• 

• 

• 

Field of work determined by specialised training needed 

Work environment associated with various restrictions and social opponunities 

Duties involved and making up the job . 

These three levels are used for the occupational classification system. 

A job classified by the system is' assigned to three categories: one tield, one environ

ment and one duty. The network access model describes inter-relationships between 

the three levels. Access to a category on one level precludes access to other categor

ies on the same level, but does not affect access to any categories on another level 

The FED occupational classification system has been developed according to the 

stages set out by Fleishman and Quaintance ( 1984 ). Care was taken to build into the 

system a scientific basis, cohesion, comprehensiveness and rationality. 

Gati's ( 1979) model is unique among existing occupational classification systems in 

that it describes multiple dimensions of occupations, a process of career choice and 

has a potential for adding categories to meet the dynamic nature of occupational 

structure. 

All of these features are addressed in the FED system, which is dynamic, takes into 

account public perceptions about work being on three levels, identities where there 

are gaps in knowledge about occupational structure, and provides a model for a 

theory of career choice. 

Altogether 27 fields were selected according to common language usage. The fields 

are similar to interest test tlelds and situs system categories. Environments were 

identitled according to the contact that workers have with other people. 
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A list of 32 duties was drawn up, broken down according to paper-work, talking, 

thinking, action or feeling. 

With a few exceptions (for example, factories did not exist before the Industrial 

Revolution) the categories have always been part of the occupational structure. This 

suggests that the structure does not alter often, but that changes may occur with 

technological advances and new lifestyles. 

Units for classification are occupations and not job titles. Occupational titles were 

taken from the A -Z (!l Careers in South A.fi'ica (Nelson, 1989), fi·om job advertise-

ments in national, local and classified newspapers, fi·om training course titles, and 

from interviews with people in jobs. This resulted in an inventory of 1200 jobs 

classified by fields, environments and duties. 

A forced choice rating using nominal measurement is used for the interest test used to 

operationalise the FED. Testees are instructed to "choose tl·om each list the three that 

you are most interested in for a job". This meets has the following advantages: 

• 

• 

• 

• 

It is simple to use and understand as an interest test for school pupils . 

High interests are highlight~d . 

It tits in with the network access model. Choices fi·om any ofthe three levels of 

the model does not restrict choices on the other levels. 

The relationships between fields, environments and duties are thrown into relief . 

The next three chapters deal with: 

a) research to be carried out into the inter-relationships of FED categories, 

b) the evaluation of the FED system as an occupational classification system, 
and 

c) the use of FED as a psychometric interest test. 
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CHAPTER 5 - RESEARCH DESIGN 

.\'COPE OF THE CHAPTER 

An outline t~l research to be conducted, including 

procedures for wllidating tile FED as an occupational 

class~fication .\ystem and as an interest test. 

INTRODUCTION 

The previous chapter dealt with the conceptualisation of the FED occupational 

classification system and its operationalisation as an interest test. This chapter sets 

out the research to be carried out to evaluate it as both a classification system and 

as an interest test. 

STATISTICAL M ETI-IODS 

All statistical analyses in this study will be performed using the personal computer 

version 2.0 of the Stutistico/ Pockoge ./(n· the .._)'ocial Sciences (Norusis, 1988). 

When using nominal measurement, in which there are two or more subsets of the 

objects being measured (Kerlinger, 1973, p 39), the following techniques are used: 

X2 (Chi square) test 

For each item on the list there are two possibilities: either it is chosen or it is not 

chosen. In nominal measurement all the members of a set are assigned the same 

number and each set has a ditTerent number. Members of the sets are then counted 

and compared in cross-break analysis of variance as quantifiable variables (Kerlin

ger, 1973, p 436). This is an analysis of "contrast groups" (Smit, 1981, p 56). 
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An example of a cross-break (contingency) table is given in figure 5.1. 

CATEGORY 1 

CATEGORY 2 Chosen Not chosen 
Figure 5.1: Example of a contingency table 

Not chosen n1 n4 

Chosen n2 n3 

n 1, n2 , n3 and n4 are the number (frequency) of cases chosen in each cell. 

The total N = nl+ n2 + n3 + n4. 

The x ~ test is used to analyse whether two populations have the same or different 

proportions of cases in each category. Jt measures whether frequencies in each cell 

are difterent tl·om those expected by chance. The null hypothesis is that the 

probability of an evc:nt is the same tor both categories. (Conover, 1971, p 144). 

For tigure 5.1 the test could be applied to determine whether more people who 

choose category I also choose category 2. 

X2 is calculated as follows: 

N (nl n4- n3 n2) 2 

X 2 = ------------------------------------
(nt + n3)(n2 + n4)(n 1 + n2)(n3 + n4) 

The value of x2 starts from 0, which indicates no departure of obtained from 

expected frequencies, through increasing values. The level of statistical signif-

icance which indicates how otlen a chance result has occurred (Kerlinger, 1973, 

p 168) depends on the degrees offreedom (determined by the number of cells). 

The independence of tields, environments and duties will be examined using the 

.Pearson X2 test for independence (Conover, l 980, p 158). It is calculated by 

summing over all cells the squared residuals divided by the expected frequencies. 
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The test statistic is compared to the theoretical X2 distribution to estimate how 

likely the combination is, ifthe variables are independent. 

ln order to strengthen the relationship for a meaningful examination, cases can be 

excluded if neither of the two categories are chosen. The resultant empty block of 

the contingency table (top right hand corner in figure 5.1) is then set to I. 

W (Phi square) cod"ficient 

The 8 2 coefficient indicates relationships for nominal measurements (Conover, 

1980, p 184). 82 lies between 0 and l, with 0 indicating that there is no relationship 

between the variables. The formula is: 

AIM OF TI-lE INVESTIGATION 

Following tl-om the problem statement, the aim of the investigation is to validate 

the FED model as an occupational classification system, and the measuring 

instrument as an interest test. 

Validation as an OfCII!l<Hional classification svstem 

The following aspects will be covered by the research: 

0 The scientific basis of the model, in particular whether it reflects a differ

ence bet\veen occupations perceived as "male" and those perceived as 

"female", and whether fields represent ditTerent educational directions. 

0 Cohesion, namely the structure and logic of the system. 

0 Rationalitl', namely the ability of ditTerent people to assign occupations to 

the correct categories. 
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Validation of thl' llll~asuring instrumt.•nt as an inll'ft'SI lt'sl 

The following aspects will be covered by the research: 

0 Consrmct l'tilit!ir!'- the relationship between FED categories and similarly 

named 1ield s in the 19 F II and VI Q. 

0 FuctoriulvaliditF - identitying overlapping and synonymous categories. 

0 PredicTil'e ''aliditF - the ability of FED to predict study and career choices, 

job satisfaction and performance. 

0 Concurrent vuliditl' - The relationship between the FED and the 19Fll, 

VlQ, SDS and 16PF. 

0 Te.\1-ri.!Te.\t reliahilitv. 

TilE RESEARCII DESIGN 

Validating th~ occupational classitlcation system 

Sample 

The test will be administered to 1280 school leavers in Gauteng as pan of a career 

guidance battery. A 

breakdown by gender 

ClJ 
O"l 17 

<( 

16 

0 
' ' 

100 200 
N 

8Rj Female N=G92 

• Male N=587 

300 

300 40 

is given in figure 5.2. 

The sample includes 

school pupils of all 

race groups. Data on 

race group was not 

colkcted due to 

political sensitivity. 

Figure 5.2: Breakdown of test 
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The scientific basis of th(~ system 

One of the best known perceptions of occupations is that they are either "male" or 

"female". Owen and Taljaard ( 1988) concluded from a study of literature that 

males tend to centre their career interests around physical activities, equipment and 

problem solving, vvhile females show more interest in people. This is essentially the 

first breakdown in Gati's ( 1979) hierarchical model of occupations into "soft" 

(people related) and "hard" (not people related) categories. Both the hierarchical 

and network access models are based on levels, although the two models assume 

ditferent relationships between the levels. They should agree that the first break

down of occupations is into hard and soft categories. 

An analysis of the number of males and females choosing each FED category will 

indicme which llelds, environments and duties are perceived as "male" or "female:. 

The studv and researdt to he per(or111ed 

Studv I 

Means of scores for males and females on each category will be compared using 

the t-test to determine whether males and females choose different occupations. 

The proposition will be proved if the means of categories chosen by males 

and f(•males can be shown using the t-test to be significantly different for 

categories involving people, physical activities, equipment and problem 

solving. 

Studv 2 

It was suggested in conceptualising the instrument that tields are diiTerentiated by 

study direction. A qualitative examination of education and training opportunities 

in South AIJ·ica will be compared with the tlelds of the FED to establish whether 

they correspond with available education and training opportunities. 
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Course categories and the lists of university, technikon and informal training in A 

glfide toji1rther ed/fcatioll ill ,)'out/1 ·1frica (Holman, 1996) will be used. 

The p.-oposition that fields at·e stntctured around lmowledge requit·ements 

will be proved if each field can be matched to a university degt·ee, a techni

lwn national diploma (or equivalent) and an informal training course. 

The cohesion of the system 

The underlying structure of the FED is hypothesised to be: 

a) mutual exclusivity of fields from one another and similarly of environments from 

one another and duties from one another, 

b) high relationships of each field to many environments and duties, and of each 

environment to many duties. 

lf these conditions are met, it can be assumed that people perceive jobs in a 

net work access model with interacting levels of tlelds, environments and duties. 

Tlte stud!' and research to be per(ormed 

A value of 9 will be allocated to each category chosen, and a value of I to each 

category not chosen. A cross break analysis will be performed to obtain the X2 test 

of independence value for each pair of categories. The 82 coet1icient will be 

calculmed from these values. X2 significance levels below 0,005 will be assumed to 

indicate that there is uncertainty about the numerical value of the relationship. 

Contingency tables will be obtained showing the relationship of fields to fields, 

tlelds to environments, fields to duties and environments to duties. It is expected 

that the 82 coet1icients will be small, and that most of the relationships will be 

found to be signifle<mt. Where many relationships are significant it is customary to 

set a cut-otr value for including data in research (for example McCormick, 1979). 
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An arbitrary cut-otl' of 2:_0,400 \Viii be considered as indicating a high positive 

relationship, while a value of <0,400 will indicate a low or negative relationship. 

The pmposition will be proved if relationships of <0,400 are found among 

fields, among environments and among duties, and if a relationship of 2:_0,400 

is found between lields and environments, fields and duties, and environ

ments and duties. 

The rationality of the system 

Career guidance testees should identify with a system which purports to reflect 

their perception or occupations. Definitions given for tlelds, environments and 

duties were provided for classification. Testees are encouraged to ignore the 

definitions "because the categories are self explanatory". Names of FED categories 

should be po,.verful enough to enable people with some experience of actual 

working conditions to assign correct tields, environments and duties to jobs. 

The sfl/{1)' awl research to he per(ormed 

Stuclv I: Data from admi1.1istering FED to 1280 school leavers will be examined 

to determine '.vhether any of the categories are interpreted ambiguously. The 

proposition that categories are not ambiguous will be proved if 8 2 coefficients 

of> 0,400 can be explained. 

Stuclv 2: A group of 40 adults with no previous experience of the system, but 

with experience of work, will be asked to assign the tields, environments and 

duties to a list of 40 jobs. The adults will also be asked to allocate fields, environ

ments and duties to their own jobs. Answers will be checked against the predeter

mined listing in the inventory of jobs (Holman, 1992). The proposition will be 

proved if correct allocations are made. It will be assumed that adults are 

unable to allocate occupations into the categories if less than an arbitrary 

60'Y., arc allocated rorrectly. 
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Validating the interest test 

Construct v~1lidity 

The FED has categories with similar names to interest test fields. There should be 

significant correlations between the relevant scores on the tests. 

The srudv am/ research to he [Jer(ormed 

The FED will be administered simultaneously with the VlQ and SDS to a sample 

of 134 school-leavers. lt will also be administered simultaneously with the 19FII to 

1280 school leavers. Pearson product moment correlation coefficients will be 

computed for the categories an~ fields in table 5.1. 

Scores for the VlQ and 19Fll are expressed as stanines. In other words, raw 

FED category i Equivalent field !Interest test 

Legal I Law 19FII 
---------,---- I 

Business i Business I 19FII 

---L;~;~~-e----:- -- Language I 19FII 

-- N~~~~-e~~-----i- Numb~--~--~-~~--
---- - -· ---- -·-- -----· ----------j 

Performing Performing arts 1 19FII 
-·----.- --------,- ------- ------j-----1 

Service Service 1 19FII 

Travel 

Nature 

Outdoors 

Service 

Book keeping 

Travel 

Nature 

Outdoors 

Social service 

Office work -

19FII 

19FII 

VIO 

VIO 

VIO numerical 
-- -·--· - ·---r~·- -----------r-' ----1 

Clerical ' Office work - ! VIQ 
: .. non _r'~rn_en~al _j ___ _ 

Business Commerce VIO 
------ ------,-- -------1-----1 

Investigating Investigative ! SDS 

scores are translated into 9 categories 

according to the normal distribution 

curve. In order to correlate FED 

choices to VTQ scores the dichoto-

mous nominal values will have to be 

transformed into categorical variables. 

Table 5.1: Equivalent FED categories and interest 

test fields 

To bring the FED in line with stanine scores, a selected FED will be considered as 

a high interest and represented by 9, and an unselected, low interest by 1. Raw 

scores for the SDS are not standardised. The FED values of 9 and , representing 

high and low interests, will be correlated to these raw scores. 
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The proposition that there is construct validity will be proved if significant 

correlations arc found bctwl'cn the FED categories and the relevant interest 

test fields given in table 5.2. 

Predictive validity 

There are two aspects involved: 

a) Do school-leavers follow interests as indicated by chosen FED categories? 

b) What job outcomes result when FED choices are followed, in other \VOrds, are 

job satisfaction and job performance higher for people who work in occupations 

which match their FED choices? 

Occupational satisfaction 

Smith, Kendall and Hulin ( 1969, p 12) detine job satisfaction as the feelings a 

worker has about a job. Dawis and Lofquist (1984) describe satisfaction as an 

internal indicator (self rating) representing an individual's appraisal of the extent to 

which the work situation meets his or her requirements. 

Job satisfaction can be measured using multiple questions covenng different 

factors, or by asking a single question about the degree of satisfaction. To bring 

out long-term factors and behaviours a summary evaluation (one question only) is 

suggested by Smith, Kendall and Hulin (1969, p 163). This is particularly appropri

ate in research using job satisfaction as a dependent variable, as in this study. Job 

satist~1ction can also be inferred from a question about job tenure - how long the 

person intends to stay in the job (Smith, Kendall and Hulin 1969, p 165). 

Job performance 

No evidence has been found that job performance is associated with interests. 

However, the matter is continually raised due to the commercial implications of 

placing people in the correct jobs. Job performance can be self-rated or assessed 

by a person's supervisor. While both methods are subject to problems of rater bias, 

self rating is by cletinition more subjective. 
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Matsui and Tsukamoto ( 1991) use the summary question, "How confident are you 

to do your job'!" to overcome the problem. They suggest this question for re-

search where information is not needed about component work tasks in a job. 

The stll(/1' and research to he per(ormed 

The current career direction of people who have previously been tested on the 

FED will be obtained, together with self assessment of their job performance and 

satisfaction with their occupations. Similar research will be performed with 

currently employed adults. 

To determine whether school-l·eavers follow their interests as indicated by choices 

of FED categories, a telephone survey will be conducted among 650 students 

tested in 1989 and 1990. The questions to be asked are given in figure 5.3. 

TEI.EI'IIO!\'E INTERVIEW 

I am dning a survl.!y about till.' car~l.!r guidancl.! you had whl.!n 
Y•HI kli sc·hool. Ma1· I as~!'"'' a kw questions? 

II-' 1\'01!1-:ING: 

\Vhat is ~·nur jubto~cupation? 
.-\II in all. arc you happv with vour occupation·> 
How c·apahk do you[~~~ •li' doing what is .:.\peeled of you? 
I h)\\' k•ng have you hc~n in this o~..).:upatilm? 
How long do you thin~ wu ll'ill sla1· in this occupation·> 

II-' STI.;DYING 

\\'hat arc 1·ou slulh·ing':' 
.-\II in ;dl. ;II\.' ~·ou happ~· \\·ith :·dur ~.:oursl..''.' 

I low \\\.·II :11\.' ~·\HI duing? 
\\"hat Lill :\HI illk'IH.I <.l>ing alk•rwards'.' 

Summary questions on occupational 

satisfaction, tenure and confidence 

to perform the job are included. 

Figure 5.3: Questions for follow up telephone 
survey 
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Does the FED predict future study and working directions? 

From the survey it \viii be determined what percentage of schoolleavers who study 

af1er matriculating follow a course in a field chosen from the FED. The same 

exercise will be done for school leavers who are now working, in respect of the 

fields, environments and duties they originally chose. Actual percentages will be 

compared with expected percentages using the X2 goodness of fit test. 

The proposition that the FED predicts future worl.: and study direction will 

be proved if the X2 goodness of fit test is significant. 

Does the FED predict study and work outcomes? 

For workii1g respondents the current occupation will be assigned to fields, envir

onments and duties according to the inventory of occupati?ns (Holman, 1992), 

and compared with choices originally made. For every matching choice a score of 

3 will be allocated. ·rhus if all three categories followed were originally chosen, a 

score of 9 will be given, if only two of the three, a score of 6, if only one a score of 

3, and if none a score of 0. 

For respondents who are currently studying, the same procedure will be followed 

in respect of current studies and intended occupation. 

A sample of forty working adults (not previously exposed to the FED) will be 

asked the questions in the first part of the survey in figure 5.3. They will also be 

asked to choose their three preferred fields, environments and duties. Current 

occupations will be coded as above and compared with chosen FED. 
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Responses for all three groups to the questions about occupational satisfaction, 

tenure and job pertc1rmance will be coded as 0, 3, 6 or 9. A 3 x 3 cross break 

analyses will be performed with the X2 test (4 degrees of freedom) to determine 

whether the FED can be used to predict: 

a) For tested schoolle~wers now studying 

• sat i sf~1ction \Vit h their course of study 

• performance on the course 

• intended career direction atter finishing the course 

b) For tested sd10ollcavers now worliing 

• occupational satisfaction 

• job tenure 

• self-rated job performance 

c) For currently worl{ing adults 

• job satisfaction with current occupation 

• intended job tenure 

• self-rated job performance. 

lt is proposed that all of these will be predicted by the FED. The proposition will 

be provt.~d if significant relationships arc shown by the X2 tt.~st. 
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ConcutTt.~nt validity 

It should be possible to make predictions about a person based on the results of 

one test, even if other tests are not applied. For example, if a testee chooses to 

work with people, he or she would be expected to have a high interest in sociabil

ity on the 19FII and a high A factor (warmth towards others) on the 16PF. There 

are too many possibilities to hypothesise separately, but the basic idea is that any 

relationships found between the categories ofthe FED and constructs measured by 

other tests should be logically explainable. 

Tlte studr llll(/ research to /Je [Jer(ormed 

To determine the construct validity of the FED, it will be administered simultan

eously with the VIQ, SDS, 19FJI and 16PF. For the VJQ and SDS the sample will 

be made up of 134 school leavers, and for the 19Fll and 16PF the sample will be 

1280 school Jeavers. 

Psychometric qualities of the VIQ, SDS and 19Fll tests were discussed in chapter 

2, and for the 16PF they will be discussed with the results of this research. 

Nominal scores or I and 9 for the FED will be used to obtain Pearson product 

moment correlations. Stanine scores will be used for the 19Fll. Percentile scores 

for the VJQ will be transformed to stanines according to the table given by Smit 

( 198 I, p I 1.3 ). Norms for first year university students will be used to obtain sten 

scores for the 16 PF. SDS raw scores will be used. lt is expected that the correla

tions will be low because of the loss of continuous scores 2 to 8 for FED scores. 

The proposition will be proved if significant Pearson product moment 

correlation coefficients between the FED categories and fields and factors of 

the VIQ, SDS, 19FII and 16PF can be logically explained. 
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neliahility 

The FED should measure consistency of individual interests. If testees choose 

fields, environments and duties from the lists at random, the test will not give the 

same results when it is administered to the same people at diflerent times. 

The studp and research to be performed 

The FED will be re-administered to 134 school leavers after a 3 month interval. 

This time period should be sufficient to guard against memory playing a part in 

similar choices. The probability of a testee randomly choosing the same one, two 

or three fields in both tests is c~lculated according to probability theory as: 

Probability of choosing I of 27 fields the same 
= 3/27 X 3/26 X 3/25 = 0,1 S'Yo 

Probability of choosing 2 of 27 fields the same 
= 3/27 X 3/26 X 2/25 = 0,11 'Yt, 

Probability of choosing 3 of 27 fields the same 
= 3/27 X 2/26 X 1/25 = 0.03% 

Probability of choosing 0 of27 fields the same 
=o 100%- (0, J5% + 0,11% + 0,03%) = 99,71% 

The x 2 goodness of tit test will be used to compare the expected and actual 

percentages of identical fields, environments and duties chosen. 

The proposition that the FED test is reliable will be proved if the X2 goodness 

of fit test is rejected at a significance level of 0,00 I. 



SUMMARY 

The development of the measunng instrument to be used 111 the research was 

described in chapter 4. 

The following aspects will be researched to validate the FED as an occupational 

classification system: 

0 The scientific basis of the model, in particular whether it retlects a differ

ence between occupations perceived as "male" and those perceived as 

"female", and whether fields represent ditTerent educational directions. 

0 Cohesion, namely the structure and logic of the system. 

0 Rationalitl', namely the ability of difTerent people to assign occupations to 

the correct categories. 

The folltwiing aspects will be researched to validate the FED as an interest test: 

0 Construct wt!iditr- the relationship between FED categories and similarly 

named tlelds in the 19FI1 and VIQ. 

0 Factoria/va/iditp- identifying overlapping and synonymous categories. 

0 Predictive validitv- the ability of FED to predict study and career choices, 

job satisfaction and performance. 

0 Concurrent validitr - The relationship between the FED and the 19FII, 

VIQ, SDS and 16PF. 

0 Test-retest reliabilitp. 

Psychometric qualities ofthe VIQ, SDS and 19Fll were discussed in chapter 2, 

and for the 16PF will be dealt with when giving the research results. 
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Data from four sources will be analysed in the research. 

• 

• 

• 

• 

The FED will be simultaneously administered with the 19FII and 16PF to 

1280 school leavers to test the scientific basis and cohesion of the classifica

tion system, and the factorial and concurrent validity of the interest test. 

The FED will be simultaneously applied with the FED, SDS and VIQ to 

134 school leavers. This will test the construct and concurrent validity of the 

interest test. The FED test will be reapplied to the same sample 3 months 

later to test the reliability ofthe instrument. 

A telephone survey of 650 school leavers tested on the FED in 1989 and 

1990 will be carried out to find out what work and study career choices have 

been made. This will determine the predictive validity of the interest test. 

Interviews will be conducted with 40 employed adults to determine the 

rationality of the occupational classification system and the concurrent 

validity of the FED for job satisfaction and performance. 

Nominal measurement restricts the range and power of statistical techniques which 

can be used in the analysis of results. Extensive use will be made of X2 and 82 tests. 

Pearson product moment correlations will be used to establish relationships 

between FED choices and other tests where scores are available in sten and stanine 

form. VIQ percentile scores will be transformed to stanine scores for this purpose. 

SDS raw scores will be used. 

The next two chapters discuss the results ofthe research. 
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CHAPTER 6 - EVALUATION OF THE FED AS AN 

OCCUPATIONAL CLASSIFICATION SYSTEM 

.\'COPE OF 111£ CHAPTER 

El'liluotioll (~l the FED as an oc:mpotional dass(fic:ation 

s_vste111. The sdent~fic ha.~o·i.~o·, cohesion, Colllprehensil'eness, 

rotionali(F and use.fiilness. 

INTI~ODUCTION 

Although the FED was developed according to Fleishman and Quaintance's ( 1984, p 

44) criteria for a sound classification system, it remains to prove that it is adequate in 

practice. In particular the classification system must be shown to have a scientific 

basis, cohesion (structure and logic), comprehensiveness and rationality. Research 

\NelS performed cluri11g 1995 according to the research design presented in the pre

vious chapter. The results will be presented and discussed in this chapter. Aspects 

which could not be statistically researched will also be discussed. 

TI-lE SCII~NTI FIC BASIS OF THE SYSTEM 

Studv 1 

The proposition tested is that occupations are perceived as being female (involved 

with people) and male (not involved with people). It is considered as proved if the 

means of categories chosen by males and females are significantly ditTerent at the 0,05 

level for categones involving people, physical activities, equipment and problem 

solving. 
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Research conductt~d 

The test was administered in multi-racial schools in the Gauteng province of South 

Africa to I 280 schoolleavers, made up of 692 females and 588 males aged between 

16 and 18 years. The mean age of females was I 6 years and 8 months, and of males 

16 years and 9 months. Testees were asked to select from lists the three fields, three 

environments and three duties that interested them most for a job. A score of 9 was 

allocated to each category chosen, and I to those not chosen. Means of scores for 

males and females were compared using the t-test. 

Results 

A breakdown of the number who chose each tleld, environment and duty, by gender 

and in total, is given in table 6.1. Means and t-values are also given in the table. 

Significant diiTerences between the choices of males and females are indicated by 0 

(for ditTerences significant at the 0,05 level) and 00 (for differences significant at the 

0,0 I level). Fields, environments and duties where means are significantly different for 

males and females are highlighted in bold print. 

Ca tel{orie.\ percei Fed as "111ale" 

The categories chosen significantly more by males were: 

Adventure, Business, Electronics, Imaginative, Marketing, Natural 
forces, Numbers, Physics, Property, Systems, Trading, Work with 
hands. 

Environments: Data processing, Factory, Isolation. 

Duties: Buying, Calculating, Driving, Equipment, Measurement, Prediction, 
Risk taking, Selling, Tools, Weapons. 
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Owen ancl Taljaard ( 1988) suggested that male interests favour physical activities, 

equipment, and problem solving. Gati's ( 1991) structure of occupations identified a 

tirst level of "hard" occupations not related to people. In terms of these two hypo-

theses, the fields, environments and duties chosen predominantly by males should be: 

Pll.vsical activities: Adventure, Risk taking. 

Eqill_pment: Electronics, Natural forces, Physics, Work with hands, Factory, 
Driving, Equipment, Measurement, Tools, Weapons. 

Problem solving: Imaginative, Numbers, Systems, Calculating, Data processing, 
Prediction. 

Not involved with people: Isolation. 

The remaining categories which males preferred were Business, Marketing, Property, 

Trading, l3uying and Selling. They appear to make up an area of "active" business 

\vhich may be perceived as dominated by males in South Africa. 

It appears that Owen and Taljaard's ( 1988) suggestion of an area of "physical" male 

activities applies unly to risk taking, adventurous, "rough" activities and not to 

activities like Movement, Performing and Walking, which were selected equally by 

males and females. 

Chemistry and Laboratory categories were chosen equally by both genders. More 

females chose Craft workshop. These categories involve working with "clean" 

equipment. Females may tend to avoid "dirty" equipment while males do not mind it. 

The Isolation environment was chosen more by males than females as were the 

Storeroom and Mining environments, which may involve solitary work. Unfortunately 

samples tor the latter two categories were too small tor analysis. 
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Possible problem solving categories not identified as male choices are Bookkeeping, 

Disagreeing, Interpreting and Judgment. These may involve immediate decision 

making while categories chosen by males have longer term and strategic implications 

Males tend to choose fields, environments and duties •·elated to adventut·ous, 

rough activities, long term strategic problem solving and active business and do 

not avoid worliing with "dirty" equipment. 

Cate~:orie.\ [Jercei l'etl as "[emale" 

Categories chosen by signi1icantly more females than males were: 

Animals, Beauty, Children, Creative, Language, Medical, People, 
Service, Travel. 

Environments: Craft workshop, Indoors. 

Duties: Caring, Clerical work, Counselling, Organising, Teaching, Writing. 

Owen and Taljaard ( 1988) suggested that female interests favour working with 

people. Gati ( 1991) identified this as a major category of "soft" occupations. The 

categories chosen by females tend to support the proposition that "female" interests 

all(i occupations are involved with working with people. Elements of humanitarian-

ism and <1esthetic appreciation also appear to be involved. 

People-oriented categories chosen equally by males and females are the Behind 

counter, Dynamic and Religion environments. This may involve impersonal contact 

with others. 

Females tend to choose fields, environments and duties involving personal 

contact with people and related to aesthetic, humanitarian activities. 
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Calegories percei l'ed as "neu rm/" 

Some tields, environments and duties were chosen equally by males and females. 

There may be "neutral" occupations in addition to the traditionally "hard" and 

"soft" distinctions. This raises the possibility that occupations should be represented 

in three main categories, namely "hard" (attracting more males), "sot!", (attracting 

more females) and "neutral" (attracting both), as shown in tlgure 6. l overleaf. This 

supports the suggestion that occupations are perceived in a network access model. 

It can be hypothesised that "hard" occupations are not perceived as linked with "soft" 

environments or duties, but may combine with a "soft" duty by access through a 

"neutral" environment. Thus ir is dit1icult to think of a job in, say, the "hard" Business 

field, "hard" Data processing environment and involving a "soft" Counselling duty, 

but there are jobs in the Business tleld, the "neutral" Consultancy environment and the 

Counselling duty. The intermediate neutral environment makes the combination of a 

hard tleld and a soft duty possible. 

There are "neutral" as well as traditionally perceived male and female occupa

tions. 

A breakdown of fields, environments and duties in hard, soft and neutral categories is 

given in figure 6. I overleaf 
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Neutral 

Chemistry 

Food 

Legal 

Movement 

Plants J 
Politics_ 

Academic 

Behind counter 

Client premises 

Consultancy i 

Corporate 

Dynamic 

Government 

Home 

Kitchen 

Laborptory 

Nature 

Office 

Outdoors 

Professional 

______ Reli~~-~-- ___I 

Advising 

Bookkeeping 

Cleaning 

Composition 

Disagreeing 

Drawing 

Interpreting 

Investigation 

Judgement 

Microphone 

Performing 

Soft 

Animals 

Beauty 

Children 

Creative 

Language 

Medical 

People 

Service 

Travel 

Craft workshop 

Indoors 

Caring 

Clencal 

Counselling 

Organising 

, Teaching i 

I Writing J 
-----------------. 

Figure 6.1: Breakdown of fields, 
environments and duties into 
hard, soft and neutral categor
ies 
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Stuclv 2 

Th~ study was conducted to determine whether each tield could be matched to a 

university degree, a technih:on national diploma or si1nilar diploma and an informal 

training course. The FED classification system is essentially based on sociological 

situs systems and educational status should not be an issue within each category. 

Research conducted 

A qualitative examination of education and training opportunities in South Africa was 

carried out to determine whether the fields of the FED correspond with areas of 

knowledge required. Lists of university, technikon and informal training in A guide 

to/itrther ed11cotio11 i11 So111h A.fi·ico (Holman, 1996) were consulted. 

l~esults 

Table 6.2 overleaf relates each field to a degree course, technikon (or similar) diplo

ma and an informal training course available in South Africa. Suggestions below the 

bold line are for areas not covered by the fields of the FED, but which have training 

available at all three levels. Major university subjects that are not degree courses in 

themselves are given in brackets. 

It was hypothesised that fields do not exist if training is not available at university, 

diploma and informal levels. Beauty, Children, Service, Trading, Travel and Work 

with hands clo not therefore qualify as fields, and possible combinations with other 

tields should be sought. There is a case for including education, media and religion as 

tields or the FED. With these exceptions, fields exist with related university 

ch'gree, diploma, and informal course education and training available. 
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FIELD DEGREE : DIPLOMA TRAINING COURSE 

Adventure 1 BMil 
' - ---·-- - -----.---···-- -· 

Fire service technology ! Security 
----- ---r---------------·--_::_:_____J____________ ---- -----

Equine studies I Dog training Animals I 
I 

BVSc 
- -- ---- -~-

I 
Business I 

I 
BComm 

---8~;~~--~---- - ---_---------t--B-e_a_ut_y_t_ec_h_n_o_lo_g_y __ -+I---H-a-ir-dr~ssi;--

--Chem~~f------B-P--ha_r_m ___ -+--A-n_a_l~-i-c_a_lc_h_e_m_i_st-~--+-P-Ia_s_t_ic_s_t_ec_h_n_o_lo_g_y_1 

----chl!~;;~-1 Residential child care Au pair 

----Crea;i-ve--/--,1-----
. BFine arts/BMus Imaginative 1 

Graphic art/Light music Signwriting/Singing 

-E~e~;r~~i~~----~-(C-o-~puter science) lnform~tion technology IPc-;~~;~--;;;--

---- Food 1 --BHui~h~~dk~~; --~--C~t~ring-~~n~~~~e~;-;-- Bl~ckman --
------ ----·-·!-- ·-·--·-- ----- -----· -------.-- ------·---- --- .. ----~-1----- --- -·· --- ----

Language BJour 1 Language practice Business English 
I 

Legal BProc : Registration of deeds Tax law 

Marketing (Markbestuur) ! Marketing management Sales 

Med1cal MBChB/BCur Chiropractic First aid 
·i· - -- --

(Human movement)~- ~al~t teac~1ng diplomas _ Tenn1s coach _ 

(Geology) Metalliferous mm1ng M1ne surveying 
I ------- -- ---- --- ----------- - --r· ---------------

Numbers t BCompt Cost accounting Bookkeeping 

BS~c Wor~ -- -P~rso~n~-~a~~~e~~~t- j --Person-n~1 pract1~~ ---
- -BE-~~-- ----- --1M~~-;;-;~~~~~-~ine;ri~;-~--- - Welder- - --

Movement 

Nat forces 

People 
- -- -- ---- --~-- -

Physics i 
___________ l ______ ----- ------r---------

Piants 1 BAgric Horticulture Floristry 
------ -- ------~-------------------- -------------------

Politics ; BAdmin Local government Public administration 
- --- -- ---- -----~- -------

Property i BArch Building management Bricklaying 
-- -- -- -------~----- -

Service ' --- ------+--- ---+------+----1 
, Organisation and 

Systems I (Industrial engineering) methods Work study 

---- ·-+---- -- --------------+-------------+-----------· 
Trading I - Retail Cashier 

--- T~a-vel--1------- --------

-- --- ··- ----------~-- --------- --------- ------ -- -------------·- ----- ---·-r· - -

Work w hands ' - I Carpentry 

Education 
I 

BEd 
I 

Technical teaching 
I 

Train1ng 

Rel1g1on BTh 
from denominational 

Lay m1n1stry 
colleges 

Table 6.2: Education and training related to fields 
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Discussion 

The classification system succeeds in depicting the inter-relationship of occupations, 

is supported by research, is based on previously identified characteristics of occupa

tions and is capable of generating hypotheses about the relationship between categor

ies and units. The use of the three dimensions (field. envirunmenl u11J dilly) is in line 

with past suggestions made by other researchers. The use of the network access 

model appears to be justified, particularly as it supports previous thinking that 

occupations are divided into "hard" and "soft" categories. A third category of "neu

tral" occupations has been identified. Fields are differentiated by education and 

training available, although some do not have specific degree courses. The scientific 

basis of the system appe•u·s to be sound on these points. 

THE COl-I ESION OF Tl·n= SYSTEM 

H.escarch conducted 

The underlying structure of the FED is hypothesised as: 

0 mutual exclusivity (low relationships) of fields from one another, of environ-

ments from one another and of duties from one another, and 

0 high relationships of each environment and duty to many fields, and of each 

environment to many duties. 

if !his slmclnre is shown, it can be assnmed thai people have a three dimensional 

perception (!f jobs as divided into fields, laking place in environments aod consist-

ing (?l various d11ties. 
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To test this proposition, 1280 school leavers were asked to select from the FED lists 

the three fields, three environments and three duties that most interested them for a 

job. Each category was thus chosen or not chosen by each testee and nominal mea

suremelll applies. The 82 relationships among the fields, environments and duties 

were calculated. Significance of the relationships was determined with the X2 test for 

independence. 

Results 

Contingency tables showing the numerical relationships among tields, environments 

and duties are given in appendix I. The large majority of relationships were found to 

be significant, and an analysis of significant relationships will as a result not be 

meaningful. For practical purposes, then, an arbitrary cut-off relationship of 0.400 

was applied and relationships above this are summarised in tables 6.3 to 6.5. Signif

icances (according to the X2 test of independence) of 0,005 are indicated by 0
• There 

is thus some uncertainty about the relationship between variables for any field, 

environment or duty indicated with 0
, 

Three separate stages were followed in the investigation. 

Stage I 

Tables 6.3 to 6.5 were qualitatively examined to see whether the model has face 

validity. In other words, fields should be highly related to more environments and 

duties than fields (table 6.3 ), environments to more fields and duties than environ

ments (table 6.4), and duties to more fields and environments than duties (table 6.5). 

A cursory examination of the fullness ofthe columns appears to support this. 
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This stage examined whether rlelds are mutually exclusive tl·om each other, and also 

for environments and duties. Where there were significant relationships with 

8">0,500 (an arbitrary cut otl) they were considered synonyms if they were related to 

the same other fields, environments and duties in tables 6.3 to 6.5 and were perceived 

as belonging to the same section of soft, hard or neutral occupational categories. 

Subsets were identified where the related fields, environments and duties were part of 

another category. Weaker subsets, not included in the statistical cut-ot1~ were also 

considered tl·om the tables in appendix 1. The possibility of a category subset was 

rejected ifthe pattern of relationships to fields, environments and duties was different. 

') 
., 

.. loge J 

An examination of the tables was carried out to determine whether any of the cate-

gories should be reclassified at another level. Exceptionally high significant relation-

ships (8 2>0, 700) between fields and environments, fields and duties, and environ-

ments and duties could indicate a path of increased access in terms of the model. (In 

other words, if a person works in a particular field then they will be most likely to to 

work in the associated environment). Alternatively, the high relationship may indicate 

a synonym at a different level i( say, 82<0,300 for other categories on the same level. 

Weaker effects were also investigated as before. 
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.Fields to fields (tnble 6.3) 

It can be seen that Business is related to many other fields, but not as many as it is 

related to environments and duties. The same applies for Travel and Children. In table 

6.4, Consultancy, Outdoors and Office follow the expected pattern. The Dynamic 

environment is an oddity, with an equal number of related fields, environments and 

duties. Caring, Counselling and Drawing in table 6.5 are related to many other duties, 

but these are less than the number of related fields and environments. Bookkeeping is 

related to the same number of environments as other duties, and Clerical is related to 

the same number of fields as other duties. It has already been established that the 

former is perceived as neutral and the latter as a female category; if they are other-

wise synonymous, the pattern is as expected, with a duty of Clerical/Bookkeeping 

being related to fewer other duties than to fields and environments. 

The following tields were significantly related, with 82>0,500 : 

Business - 1\!larketino (8 2=0 765)· Business - Tradino (8 2=0 770) ::=> , , b , 

Trading - Marketing (=0,550); Business- Numbers (82=0,632) 

Children - People (8 2=0,566) 

Imaginative- Creative (82=0,549) 

Animals- Plants (8 2=0, 703) 

Business, Trading and Marketing appear to make up a field cluster, with Marketing 

and Trading as subsets of Business. Numbers is not pa11 of the cluster because it is 

related to different Jields, environments and duties from the other three fields. 

It has already been established that Children is not an independent tield, but it also 

does not appear to be a subset of People because of different relationship patterns. 

Children includes a medical aspect and People an onice/business dimension. 
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Imaginative and Creative are chosen ditTerently by gender and also have clitTerent 

patterns, Imaginative including organisation and Creative including writing and 

performing. Neither is specifically allied to art or music. 

Animals and Plants meet the crircria to be synonyms, but it cannot be determined 

which is the major field. Together they appear to make up a weak cluster with 

Natural forces, but this is a male (hard) category, whereas Animals/Plants are neutral. 

Other weak synonyms are Adventure/Travel, Beauty/Travel, Chemistry/Medical, 

Chemistry/Physics, Electronics/Systems, Electronics/Physics, Legal/Politics, Busi

ness/Property. These were all rejected as subsets because of ditl'erent relationship 

patterns. Service was however found to be a subset of Children, but neither can be 

regarded as a field. 

Fields to environments (tahlc 6.3) 

The following reclassifications were indicated: 

The environment Kitchen is a subset of the Food field (82=0,733), Food having been 

established as a field with all three levels of education available in South Africa. In 

countries that do not offer degree courses in Home Economics, Food could be a 

subset oft he Kit chen environment. 

The field Work \vith hands is a subset of the Factory environment ((8 2=0,734), Work 

vvith hands not being a tleld 'vith training available at all levels. 

The field of Systems appears to be a weaker subset of the Data Processing environ

ment, Systems having been rejected as a field without all levels of education available. 

Medical/Professional, Movement/Outdoors, Language/Consultancy, Property/Consul

tancy, Physics/Laboratory and Electronics/Data processing were not reclassified 

because the environments were reasonably related to many other fields. 
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Fields to duties (tahlc 6.3) 

The tield of Children was reclassified as a subset of the duty Caring (82=0,684), 

Chilclr~n having been rejected as a tield. Writing was accepted as a subset of the 

Langw1ge tielcl (8 2=0,500). There were also high relationships between Caring and 

the tields of Animals and Medicine, but these were rejected for reclassification 

because the fields were related to many other duties. 

Reclassification of the tleld of Business with Clerical, Prediction, Selling and Buying 

was rejected on the same basis. Weaker relationships accepted for reclassification 

were Movement as a subset of Performing, and Beauty as a subset of C<tring. Neither 

tield could be cl<tssitied as a field because there were not three levels of education 

available t'br them. 

rnvironmcnts to environments (tahle 6.4) 

The following environments were signitlcantly related with 8 2>0,500: 

Corporate/Oft-ice ( 8 2=0, 59 5) 

Mining/Nature (8 2=0,933) 

Nature/Outdoors (82=0,661) 

Storeroom/ Corporate ( q2=694) 

Although few people chose Mining and Storeroom there are indications that Store-

room is a subset of Corporate and Mining a (male) subset of Nature. If Nature is a 

subset or Outdoors, it could follow that Mining is a (male) subset of Outdoors. 
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Weaker indications are that Regimental is also a subset of Outdoors, with Behind 

counter and Corporate subsets of Oflice. Apparent weak subsets which were rejected 

because of different relationship patterns were Client premises/Behind counter, 

Consultancy/Professional and Corporate/Consultancy. 

Environments to duties (tahlc 6.:!} 

There were no relationships above the cut-off of 82>0, 700. Only Work with 

hands/Tools and Craft workshop/Drawing had 82>0,600. Both duties were related to 

many other environments and reclassification was rejected. \Veaker relationships of 

Behind counter/Selling and Data processing/Calculating were rejected. The Indoors 

environment could be a weaker subset ofTeaching. 

An unresolved oddity is the neutral Dynamic environment, which is related 

(8 2>0,400) to the same number of fields, environments and duties and therefore does 

not appear to belong to any of the three levels. Had there been other categories which 

appeared to belong ro all the levels equally, it would have indicated that another level 

is required in the classification system. The fact that there are none could mean that 

there <Ire only the three levels of fields, environments and duties. 

It is possible to qualitatively examine the relationships with Dynamic to form a 

hypothesis about what may be occurring. Dynamic has a high significant relationship 

\Vith the duties Drawing, Performing and Organising, the fields of Imaginative, Travel 

and People, and the environments Outdoors, Craft workshop and Consultancy. This 

combination may relate to the otherwise undefined Media field which was found in 

examining educational opportunities (table 6.2). 
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This raises the po~~ibiliry that new work environments become supported by educa

tion and training, leading to new fields of work, which may begin to explain a dyna

mic process in the development of perceived occupational structure. This appears to 

be true for Outdoors Animals/Plants, Factory Physics (or Manufacturing), 

Oflice - Business, Regimental - Adventure, Laboratory - Chemical, and Kitchen -

Food. JYork 111tty start in an environment, with fields following as education 

becomes awtilahle at the levels of degree, diploma and training course. 

Duties to duties (tahle 6.5) 

The following duties were sigi,lificantly related with 8 2>0,500 and were accepted as 

subsets: 

Buying a subset of Selling (8 2=0,615) 

Cleaning and Protection subsets of Caring (8 2=0,505 and 82=0,503 respectively). 

Weaker relationships acceP-ted were: 

Protection a subset of walking 

Walking a subset of Caring 

Teaching a subset of Counselling 

Composition a subset of drawing 

Certain duties ar2pear to be subsets but are perceived differently as regards being 

male, female or neutral: 

Bookkeeping/Clerical/Calculating/Cashhandling 

Advising/Counselling 

Measu rement/Dra wing 

Organising/Motivation 

Rejected subsets \Vith ditl'ering relationship patterns were: 

Counselling/Caring (8 2=0,505) 

Clerical/Investigation (8 2=0,698) 

Tools/Equipment 
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Disfussion 

According to the nel work access model, occupations are perceived as three dimen

sional: divided into tields, taking place in environments and consisting of duties. 

Certain occupations are seen as hard (preferred by males), certain as soft (preferred 

by females), and certain are neutral (preferred equally by males and females). The 

modifications to the model which result from examining inter-relationships are given 

in tigure 6.2. 

The notmion used indicates overlapping of tields, environments and duties fi·om the 

original lists. Thus "Animals/Plants (Walking/Protection) shows that the fields of 

Animals and Plants are seen as synonymous or subsets, and the dutiesofWalking and 

Protection may not e.'\ist separately but are included under the tield. 

Broken lines joining, for e:-;ample, Motication and Organising, indicate that the two 

concepts may be seen as synonymous excepting that they are preferred by ditTerent 

genders. These may in fact be neutral categories separated by semantics, which should 

be neutrally renamed, for example Cash hanclling/Calculating/Bookkeeping/CI~rical 

could he called Oflice work, but information would be lost. 

Joined categories may represent occupations in transition. Thus, Measurement/Draw

ing/Composition could be neutral due to the introduction of computer graphics 

packages into technical drawing. Natural t\.)rces may be moving from a male preserve 

to a nL~utral category to do with the environmclll as a result of the modern humanitar-

ian emphasis 011 conservation and the preservation of the environment. This may be 

the beginning of a new field, bearing in mind that Natal University has introduced 

BSc- Environmental Sciences and BAgric- Wildlife Management degrees for 1996. 
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The suggestion that categories can move between levels, combined as subsets of 

other categories or added, as the real structure of work changes and educational 

facilities are opened tor new fields supports the argument that the model is dynamic. 

ln the model, the fields of Travel, Electronics and Natural torces have been retained 

because there seems to be nowhere else to put them at this stage, although they do 

not have the necessary three levels of education available. Education and Religion 

have been added as fields because they have the three levels of training available. The 

Physics category name could change to Manufacturing because of its high relationship 

with Factory and Work with Ha~1ds. 

Conclusion 

The classi1kation system has an underlying structure and cohesion. The use of the 

three levels of tleld. environment and duty appears to be correct. Relationships of 

<0,400 are found among fields, among environments and among duties, and relation

ships of ::::0,400 between tlelds and environments, tields and duties, and etivironments 

and duties. Overlaps and synonyms have been Identified. ln particular, there are 

categories which appear to be synonymous excepting for their "hard", "soft" or . 

"neutral" connotations. 

These may indicate where the occupational structure is changing. This strengthens the 

FED's scientific basis as hypotheses can be generated about gaps and future changes 

in the occupational structure. 

Not only has lhe cohesion of the FED as an occupational classilication system 

hc<~n shown, but tlu·re is further evidence of the scientific basis of the model. 
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TI-lE CO!V1 PRI<:I-1 ENSIVENESS OF THE SYSTEM 

More than 1200 jobs were considered in the development of the system and have 

been made available in an inventory (Holman, 1992). Occupational titles were taken 

fi·om the A-Z (~l careers in South Africa (Nelson, 1989), from job advertisements in 

national, local and classified newspapers, from training course titles, and from inter

views with people in jobs. 

This total exceeds the 1161 occupations described in terms of the Min11esota themy 

(~f work o((j11strnent (Dawis and Lofquist, 1991) and the mere 24 jobs included in 

Gati's hierarchical structure (Gati and Winer, 1987), although it includes fewer 

occupations than the Dictionmy (?! Holland occupaTional codes (Gottfredson, 

Holland and Ogawa, 1982) and the SA Dictionmy of OCCIIJXtlional codes (faljaard 

and Von Mollendor( 1987). The Dictionmy (?f Occupational Dtles (US Department 

of Labour, 1977) and the international Standard Clas.s'!fi"c:ation qf Occupations 

(International Labour Of-rice, 1992) include over I 0 000 entries, but these are of job 

titles rather than occupations. 

TIH' FED occupational classification system appears to be sufficiently compre-

hcnsive for practical and research purpos(~S. 
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THE R>\TIONALITY OF TI-l£ SYSTEM 

Diilerent people should classify occupations into the same categories under different 

circumstRnces and at different times. This depends on whether adequate definitions 

are laid down for category names which are not intuitively understood. The danger 

with self-explanatory terms is that people attach their own meanings to them, and the 

terms become ambiguous. l\n eff011 was made to ensure that definitions attached to 

each category would be easily understood by school pupils, the main intended users 

of the system. It has been found in practice that very few users of the system read the 

definitions as all the category names are self-explanatory. 

Study I 

Resca rch cond ucl t~d 

Data obtained from administering the measuring instrument to 1280 school leavers 

was used to generate matrices (appendix 1) of relationships among the fields, environ

ments and duties. An examination of 82 values >0,400 which appear illogical at first 

reading was carried out to determine whether any categories are perhaps being 

interpreted ambiguously, or whether the relationships can be logically explained. 

Results 

The Academic environment is closely related to the Numbers tleld (8 2=0,442), which 

may retlect the perceived importance ofmatric mathematics for university studies. 

Politics has a high, but not significant, relationship to Calculating (82=0,656), which 

may indicate that people understand the word as relating to number-use as well as 

shrewdness in dealing with people and situations. This could be corrected by changing 

the name of the duty to Calculations. 
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The high relationship between Food and Judgment is logical in view of what happens 

when adjusting spices and flavours offood. 

The many high relationships of fields, environments and duties to the Outdoors 

environment (table 6.4) may simply reflect the South African way oflife. 

Travel has a high relationship with Practicing (8"=0,416). No explanation can be 

found for this and it may be spurious. 

The relationships of the Laboratory and Regimental environments to the Caring duty 

(table 6.4) could indicate the popularity of the jobs of laboratory technician and 

National Service medic during the period ofthe study. It can be hypothesised that the 

perception of "popular" jobs, with their particular combination of categories, will 

show up in the choice of tlelds, environments and duties. This is a further indication 

ofthe dynamic nmure ofthe classification system. 

Stuclv 7 

Research conductNI 

A group of 40 adults with no previous experience of the system were asked to assign 

tlelds, environments and duties to a list of 40 jobs. Answers \Vere marked according 

to a predetermined listing tl·om the inventory of jobs (Holman, 1992). In addition, the 

adults were asked to allocate fields, environments and duties to their own jobs. 

Results and discussion 

Correct allocations were made as follows: 

Fields 81,9%; Environments 85, I%; Duties 78,9% 

These percentages indicate a high inter-rater reliability which supports the proposi

tion that the system is rational. 
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TI-lE lJSEFULN ESS OF THE SYSTEM 

Ultimately the criteria of scientific basis, cohesion, comprehensiveness and rationality 

come together in the practical consideration of whether a classification system is 

usable. It should be able to be taken into common usage without ongoing large scale 

training of academics, practitioners and the general public. 

This means that it must be based on a model which is culturally acceptable. Categor

ies must appear natural and there should be minimal rules for allocating units to them. 

Statements such as "America is a capitalistic society", "The panther is a member of 

the cat t~nnily", and "Helium is a gas" are readily accepted (or argued) because of the 

power of the underlying classification models and categories. ln contrast, the statistic

ally derived systems can only be used and understood after special training. The 16PF 

and Holland's theory of careers are examples. Statements such as "His serious ap

proach to life shO\VS a minus F-factor" and "Factory work is realistic" do not make 

sense to the person in the street. 

For the FED to be useful, it should provide for easy communication, enabling people 

to talk about the categories without constantly explaining the words they are using. lt 

should be possible to talk about a "manufacturing job", working in an "otl-ice", doing 

worl\ involving "Caring". People talk about their work int!tese terms all the time. 

The FED classification system enables the three components can be put together to 

form an easily interpreted job description for a job title. Instead of trying to explain a 

job in detail, the system provides for quick identification of what type of skills are 

needed, \vhat the working conditions are and what work is involved. From this point 

of view the system is not only useful for career guidance professionals, but can also 

assist personnel practitioners. 
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The tlelds, environments and duties may also provide divisions and subsets needed to 

clarify Holland's ( 1965) types and a method to classify the DOT numbered categories 

for easy use by career counsellors. 

Observation and research of jobs can be facilitated by the system. For example, 

research into the characteristics of lawyers can control for the different environments 

and duties itivolved in the Legal field. Conversely, sub-cultures within a particular 

type of organisation (for example a mining house), can be described according to 

environments and duties within the company. 

Categories (such as Legal tlelcl, Factory envtronmenr, Book-keeping duty) can be 

used as key words to record and retrieve research information. Use of categories can 

also t~1cilitate the comparison of data over time or geographical distance, so that 

accurate generalisations can be made about the categories and their inter

relationships. 

The system is already being used extensively by guidance teachers in the Gauteng 

province, training having been sponsored for underprivileged areas by the Community 

Development Trust. It has been applied in the career counselling of more than 5 000 

schoolleavers in Gauteng and the Western Cape. 

The system is available to the general public in FJut 1vill I UKL myjoh? (Holman, 

1992) and /he A-Z of careers ill Sonlh A.fik·o (Nelson, 1995, p 21 ). It also forms the 

basis or !he g11ide toji1r1her educatiu11 i11 South Aji"ica (Holman, 1996- in print) and 

the Periscope computerised career guidance system used in the Western Cape. (Van 

Heerden, 1995). The system can be said to be useful, particularly for career 

guidance purposes, and ·also for applications in the personnel field and organi-

salional research. 
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EVALUATION OF HESEARCH 

The FED system is a nevi way o( inter alia, representing relationships between 

occupations. Based on a network access model, it aims to take into account the 

perceived occupational structure. Closest in nature to Gati's hierarchy of occupations, 

it is anchored in sociological situs models which allow for the whole range of status in 

each category. 

The research carried out tends to support the proposition that the FED is a sound 

occupational classification system. However, the adequacy of the research itselfmust 

be considered. The questions tQ be answered are: 

• \Viii people understand the network access model? 

• Has the research supported the model? 

As previously discussed, the network access model is grounded in set theory, which 

has been part of the school syllabus since the 1960's. It could also be tmderstood in 

terms of computer systems. The first exposure that anyone has to computers is 

through automatic bank tellers, which are available even to small children. The 

network access classification system retlects the way in which people have been 

taught mathematics and see computers working. 

The resemch carried out tends to support the use of the model for an occupational 

classification system. Low relationships were identified within levels and high rela

tionships across levels. Some synonymous categories have been found, and there are a 

te\.v categories which tit better into another level. Overall, however, the original 

categories appear to have been correctly identilied. An interesting development has 

been the classification of categories into "hard", "soft" and "neutral" divisions. 
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This supports previous findings that jobs are perceived as male or female. Introducing 

a neutral dimension leads to a hypothesis that certain fields, environments and duties 

combine more readily than do others, with the neutral dimension (particularly envir

onments) providing a bridge between hard and soft tields and duties. The possibility 

of predicting shins in perceptions about occupational structure also arises. 

ln all except one respect the model appears to have a sound scientific basis. The 

exception is that no attempt has been made at this stage to tie it into other occupa

tional classification systems. This would necessitate analysing the FED categories 

together with Holland's (1959) types by factor analysis, and Gati's hierarchical 

structure with ADDTREE cluster analysis. Relationships have not been hypothesised 

with the l\1innesota theory of work adjustment nor with the P AQ. Personnel manage-

ment issues involving job analysis, such as placement, training needs analysis, perfor

mance appraisal and job evaluation, have not been taken into account. Future research 

will have to provide these Jinks for the system to be empirically useful. 

This will include extending the research into adult perceptions of occupations. The 

study has been based on the opinions of school leavers, who do not have much 

experience of the working world. While this may be adequate as a basis for career 

guidc111ce, the results cannot be generalised as yet to include the perceptions of 

working adults, personnel practitioners and career guidance counsellors. 

The same methodology can be used for research with working adults, but research 

will have to be differently structured for the other groups. Asking personnel practitio

ners to indicate their top choices from the lists will probably result in selections of the 

People field and no data for analysing the other fields. The answer may lie in research

ing each tleld, environment Clnd duty sepCirCitely. 
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Also as regards generalisation, it must be pointed out that the study was performed in 

the Gauteng province of South Africa. This is a highly industrialised and commercially 

based centre. There may be different perceptions in rural areas and coastal towns 

(where agriculture or shipping may be important). National shitts, too, can be expec

ted. For example, people fl·om wet climates may not place the same emphasis on the 

outdoor environment. 

Any research that is done must take into consideration the dynamic nature of the 

system. It is not expected that categories will remain the same forever. Technological

ly explainable shitis in the perception of \·vhether occupations are male or female have 

already been iclentilled. Hypotheses about future new categories can already be made 

a few months atier the research For example, language and writing are seen as female 

occupations, while data processing is male; the combination of the two into a neutral 

il?formwion tield is a fast approaching possibility with the Internet. 

SlJlVLMARY 

Research was carried out to determine whether the field - environment - duty occupa

tional classification system has a scientific basis, cohesion and rationality. The test 

was administered to 1280 school leavers in the Gauteng province of South Africa. 

Means of categories chosen by males and females were compared using the t-test. 

lt was found that males favour occupations which are adventurous, rough, involve 

risk, relate to active business activities and long term strategic problem solving. They 

do not avoid "dirty" equipment. Females tend to choose people oriented, humanitar-

ian and aesthetic categories. 
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There is a large neutral area, pm1icularly as regards environments. In terms of the 

network access model it is hypothesised that "hard" occupations are not perceived as 

being linked with "soft" environments or duties, but may combine with a "soft" duty 

by access through a "neutral" environment. The system is shown to have a sound 

scientitlc basis in that it is supported by research, is based on previously identified 

characteristics of occupations and is capable of generating hypotheses about the 

relationship between categories and units. However, links to other occupational 

classification systems still need to be proved, and research is needed into adult 

perception of occupations, as opposed to that of schoolleavers. 

The structure oft he system was shown as 

0 mutual exclusivity offields from one another and similarly of environments 

ll·om one another and duties from one another 

0 High relationships of each environment and duty to many 11elds, and of each 

environment to many duties. 

From this it can be assumed that people have a three dimensional perception of jobs 

as clivicieci into tlelcis, taking place in environments and consisting of various duties. 

Overlapping categories were identified, as were categories which are synonymous but 

are chosen ditl'erently by males and females. It was hypothesised that these joined 

categories may represent occupations in transition due to technological advances. It 

was also suggested that new tlelds may originate from new working environments. 

These hypotheses rend to suppo11 the contention that the model is dynamic. 

The systelll is also more comprehensive than previous occupational classification 

systems, with over 1200 occupations classified. 
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Studies were conducted into the rationality of the system. Ambiguity of category 

names was tested by examining high relationships among fields, environments and 

duties. Unexpected relationships could be logically explained in terms of the actual 

work situation for most cases (with the exception of an ambiguity in the meaning of 

co/culotillg, which was seen to include both numbers and social shrewdness). It was 

hypothesised that the perception of "popular" jobs will show up in the choice of 

fields, environments and duties. 

Also as a test of rationality, a group of 40 adults was asked to assign categories to a 

list of jobs. Correct allocation were made for 81,9% of fields, 85,1% of environments 

and 78,9% of duties. This high inter-rater reliability tends to prove that the system is 

rational. 

The system's usefulness was discussed. Extensive use is made of it in South Africa 

for career guidance purposes. Possible applications in other areas were identitied. 

Having validated the system as a dynamic occupational classification system, 

and identified areas where further research is needed, the empirical use of the 

measuring instrument as an interest test will be examined in the next chapter. 
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CHAPTER 7 - EVALUATION OF THE FED AS AN 

INTEREST TEST 

SCOPE OF THE CHAPTER 

Evalufltion of the FED. as a p,~yclwmetric interest test. Test 

rationale, construct v(tlidity, predictive l'ft(idity, con.current 
• ' ' ' I ' ' . ' ' ' 

w1lidity, reliability, stamhm/isation and ol!iecth#yu 

INTROOUCTION 

Having established in the previeus chapter that the FED is a satisfactory occupational 

classification system, it remains to prove that the measuring instrument meets the 

criteria for a psychometric test as set out by Smit (1981, pp 20-23). In particular the 

test must be shown to have a rationale, construct validity, factorial validity, predictive 

validity, concurrent validity and reliability. Research was performed during 1995 

according to the research design presented in chapter five. The results will be presen-

ted and discussed in this chapter. Aspects that were not researched will also be 

discussed. 

TEST RATIONALE 

Vocational interest is defined as a dynamic, subjective, positive attraction towards a 

job, occupation or occupational field, based on the individual's perception of the 

structure of occupations and situations already experienced or expected to produce 

pleasurable feelings. 
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The aim of the FED test is to measure vocational interest within the tJ-amework ofthe 

perceived occupational structure. This structure consists of three levels, namely fields 

of work, environments in which work takes place, and duties that make up work. An 

individual will have cenain preferences in each of these levels. lt is assumed that the 

job or occupation followed will be made up of a combination of a preferred field, 

environment and duty. 

CONSTRUCT VALIDITY 

The measuring instrument has certain categories with similar names to fields mea

sured by other interest tests. :rhere should be significant correlations between the 

relevant scores on the tests. 

Res(~~u·ch conducred 

The measuring instrument was administered simultaneously with the VIQ and SDS to 

a sample of 134 school-leavers and with the 19Fll to 1280 school leavers. Pearson 

correlation coefiicients were computed between the categories and fields. Dichoto

mous nominal values of the FED had to be transformed into categorical variables for 

correlation with VlQ and 19FII stanine scores. To achieve this, a selected FED was 

considered as a high interest and represented by a 9, and an unselected, low interest 

by a score of 1. These scores were also correlated to raw scores of the SDS. The loss 

of scores 2-8 in the FED results in low correlations and a value of 0,3 can be consid

ered to be a high correlation. 
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Results and discussion 

The correlations obtained are given in table 7.1. 

FED category Equivalent field I Interest test Correlation 

Legal Law 19FII 0,383° 0 

Business Business 19FII 0,37ro 

Language Language 19FII 0,252° 0 

Numbers Numbers 19FII 0,333° 0 

Performing Performing arts 19FII 0,201° 
--·--

Service Service 19FII -0,010 

Office work -
VIQ 0,310° Book keeping 

numerical 1 ···+ --- ---· . --r------· -·-- --····- ·-··-·-·-
. Office work - 1! 

Clerical ! non numerical VIQ 0,030 

----- : _____ ~·~ Busines~- Commerce VIQ 0,580° 0 

lnvestigati;--r Investigative sos o, 160 

oo significant at the 0,001 level 
o significant at the 0,01 level 

Table 7.1: Correlations between FED 
categories and interest test fields. 

Significant correlations were found between nearly all the categories and fields of the 

19Fll. The one exception was for the Service category, where there was a negative 

correlation. Jn the FED, Service is defined as "doing things for others". The 19FII 

field is described as "the rendering of service to persons in society who are not needy, 

such as, for example by waiters, shop assistants and hairdressers". ltems include the 

occupations of waiter, hairdresser, tratlic otlicer, air and train hostess or steward, 

various shop assistants, bus conductor and hotel receptionist. Many of these jobs 

could be considered below the status level of a matriculant, whereas "doing things for 

others" in the FED could apply to many status levels (as was intended in the situs 

approach to categories). 
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Correlations with fields of the VIQ are Jess significant, but of the same order as those 

for the 19Fl L. There is a low, non significant correlation between the VlQ otllce non

numerical, and the FED Clerical duty. This was the tield included in the VIQ by 

government pressure over researchers' protests. Possibly items were added in the VIQ 

to "stretch" the tleld, and this has diluted the construct. 

The Investigation duty of the FED has a low, non-significant correlation with the 

SDS investigative type. This may be a problem of purity with the SDS. SDS types 

theoretically include one sixth of all occupations, whereas the FED duties are more 

specific. 

The research conducted tends to prove the proposition that FED categories are 

measuring essentially the same constructs as various interest test fields. 

This study raises the possibility that it may not be necessary to measure interests with 

inventories of items. Interest tests may be so transparent that the same results could 

be obtained by asking for a ranking or choice of defined fields. 

PREDICTIVE VALIDITY 

There are two aspects involved: 

1. Do school-leavers follow their interests as indicated when they choose FED? 

2. What job outcomes result when FED choices are followed? In other words, 

are job satisfaction and job performance higher for people who work in occupa

tions that match their FED choices? 
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Study 1 -Future work and study directions 

.Research conducte.d 

To determine whether school leavers when leaving school follow their interests as 

indicated by choices of FED, a telephone survey was conducted among 650 students 

tested in 1989 and J 990. Responses were obtained from 20 I students (31 %). More 

than half the testees had emigrated, possibly in the political unce11ainty of the early 

1990's. 

The percentage of school leavers who study after matriculating and follow a course in 

line with their choice of field on the FED was determined. The exercise was also done 

for school leavers who are now working, in respect of chosen fields, environments 

and duties; Actual percentages were compared with expected percentages using the 

z2 goodness of tit test and results are 

given in table 7.2. Using probability theory, it is expected that if choice and future 

I o;. I 

I. f~ll~w I X 
mg 

Signif WORKING N=49 N 

i 29 ,

1 

59 

22 44 

Following field 86941 0,0001 

48331 environment 0,0001 

duty 41 55968 0,0001 

STUDYING N=152 

Following field i 121 80 159904 0,0001 

direction were random, only 

0,04% of school leavers would 

follow a chosen category. 

o significant at the 0,0001 level 
Table 7.2: FED predictive validitY of 
choices 

The 80% of students following a chosen field of the FED compares favourably with 

the 60% for the 19FU established by Nicol (1978). Of the school-leavers who are 

working, 59% are in a chosen field and 86% are in jobs involving at least on of the 
(' 

f1elds, environments or duties they originally selected. 
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Study ? - work outcomes 

This part of the study analysed reported job performance and satisfaction with 

occupations related to choice of fields, environments and duties. The current occupa-

tion or study direction was assigned to the categories according to the inventory of 

occupations (Holman, 1992) and compared with choices originally made on leaving 

school. A score of 3 was given for every matching choice. Thus if all three FED 

followed were originally chosen, a score of 9 was given, if only two of the three a 

score of 6, if only one a score of 3, and if none a score of 0. The same procedure was 

followed for forty working adults whose choice of three preferred fields, environ-

ments and duties were compared with current occupations. 

Responses for all three groups to the questions about occupational satisfaction, tenure 

and job performance were coded as 0, 3, 6 or 9. The X2 goodness of fit test was used 

to determine the significance ofthe results. 

Results and discussion 

The intention was to perform 3 x 3 cross break analyses with four degrees offreedom. 

However, empty cells had to be combined with cells containing numbers, so in most 

cases 2 x 3 (2 degrees of iJ·eedom) and for the adult sample 2 .\ 2 (I degree of free-

dom) cross break analyses were performed. The results are given in table 7.3. 

N I Satisfaction 
chi2 

Students 125 114,84°
0

(2 df) 

Workers 86 16,88°0 (2 df) 
I 

Adults 40 ! 27,58° 0 (1 df) 

Performance 
chi' 

1,56 (2 df) 

0,78 (2 df) 

27,1 o··(1 dt) 

Afterwards/ 
tenure chi2 

9,47" 0 (2 df) 

26,57""(4df) 

14,61°0 (1 df) 

Table 7.3: Predictive validity of 
FED for outcomes 
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The FED appears to predict satisfaction with fi.nure studies. To a lesser extent it 

predicts what students will do immediately after finishing their studies. lt also predicts 

future and current job satisfaction with work as well as future and concurrent job 

tenure. The FED does not predict future work or study performance for school-

leavers. However, it does predict (self assessed) work performance. The more a 

person's job reflects their current choices of FED categories, the more likely they are 

to rate their performance as high. This is in contrast with Hughes' (1972) finding that 

only 1% of employed men belong to the Holland group appropriate to their jobs, and 

that job satisfaction and job stability are not increased. 

CONCURRENT VALIDITY 

In order to determine the concurrent validity ofthe FED, the test was administered 

simultaneously with the 19Fil and 16PF to 1280 school leavers, and with the VIQ 

and SDS to 134 school leavers. 

THE NINETEEN FIELD .lNTEREST INVENTORY (19FH) 
(Manual Fouche and Alberts. 1971) 

The 19F11 was compiled to measure the vocational interests of high school pupils 

(standards 8 to 1 0) and students and adults in nineteen broad fields of interest. These 

are: Fine arts, Performing arts, Language, History, Service, Social work, Sociability, 

Public speaking, Law, Creative thought (a combination of creativity and thinking), 

Science, Practical- male, Practical - female, Numerical, Business, Clerical, Travel, 

Nature, and Sport. The inventory also measures the extent to which a person is 

actively or passively interested in these fields, as well as the extent to which interest is 

work or hobby oriented. 
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The rationale of the test is that interests can be measured by asking testees to declare 

likes and dislikes for various activities included in the interest fields. Extensive item 

analysis and selection ensured that the fields, as constructs, are well defined. Logical 

and factorial validity have been well addressed. Face validity is high according to 

Nicol (1978). Logical and factorial validity appear to have been well addressed. 

Occupational profiles are provided in the manual based on the average scores of 5500 

adults in 35 different occupations. Norms are given separately for males and females, 

for standards 8, 9 and l 0. Split-half test reliability is high. 

Research conducted 

The 19FIJ was administered simultaneously with the FED to 1280 school leavers in 

the Gauteng province of South Africa. Scores for the 19Fil are reduced to stanines 

according to norm rabies provided in the manual. Nominal scores of 9 and 1 were 

allocated respectively to FED categories chosen and not chosen. 

Results and discussion 

The correlations of each FED to the fields of the 19Fll are given in appendix 2. 

Summaries ofhigh and low correlations are given as tables 7.4 to 7.6. Table 7.7 gives 

1 9Fll fields with highly correlated FED categories. 

The associated categories are as could be expected, with a few exceptions. Adven

ture, Trading, Factory and Nature showed unexpectedly high relationships with the 

Practical Female field of the 19Fll. The original norm tables in the manual were 

compared with stanines for this sample of 1280 school-leavers. 

It was found that, since 1972, males appear to have higher interest scores on Practi

cal-Female and lower interest levels on Practical-Male. Females have a lower interest 

scores on Practical-Female and a higher interest level on Business. 
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This may be attributable to the women's movement of the 1970's. School leavers in 

this study would be the offspring of parents subjected to women's liberation philoso

phies, who may have reared their children away tl·om previously traditional gender-

stereotyping values. 

The high association of Academic to Sociability may reflect that school leavers expect 

student life to be a round of sociability. The high relationships between Weapons, 

Language and Public speaking, and Nature and Corporate may be spurious. 
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FIELD HIGH CORRELATIONS TO 19FII 

Adventure Practical female, Travel, Sport 

Animals Science, Nature 

LOW CORRELATIONS TO 19FII 

Public speaking, Numbers, Clerical 

Sociability, Public speaking, Creative thought, 
Business 

---·-----+---- ------------·----·---1·---------·-----·-------1 
Beauty History 

-----------------------j----------·---------1 

Business Public speaking, Law, Numbers, Business 
Clerical work 

Fine arts, Performing arts, Science, Nature, 
Social work 

- --·~·--------,-·---------------~-------··-·---------1 

Chemtstry I Science Law 
---. -- . - -~--- ··r-

Children j 

~ ~·-Cre~t~e~ --~L 
Electronics 

------------------·----· --------------------------1 
Social work 

Fine arts, Performing arts, Language 

Creative thought, Practical male, Practical 
female, Numbers, Law 

Practical female, Numbers, Travel 
-· ·-- ··-- - --------1 

Numbers, Business, Clerical work 

Public speaking 

-----·----1----- --- ·------------------··--·-----------·- ... --·-----·---·-·· ---------· 
Food Service, Practical female Imaginative 

1--------+ -·---------------------l-----------------------1 
Imaginative 

Language 

Legal 

Marketing 

Medical 

Fine arts, Language, Practical female 

Language, History, Public speaking, Work 

Language, Public speaking, Law 

Public speaking, Business, Clerical 

Social work, Science, Active 

Numbers, Nature, Sport 

Service, Practical female 

Performing arts, Social work, Science, Practical 
male, Nature 

Clerical, Travel 
---------------·---------------+------------------1 

Movement Fine arts, Sport 

Natural forces History, Science, Nature, Sport Public speaking, Law, Business 

Numbers Creative thought, Numbers, Clerical Fine arts Language Law 

--;~~-~~~-- ---· i ·---S~ci~l :~;k~ S~~~~~~y -;;~~~~~~~~aki~~.- -~-Fi~~~-~;-s~-ien~=~~~~-~~~ril-er_i_c_a_I_,_P_r_a_c-tic_a_l_1 
---- ··- -- ___________ , __ - ··------------------------------ _t._ ·-------------

_____ P h~sics _ ! ~~~a~~~!~o~~~~~~=~~: __ _ _J__ ____ __ _____ ___ _ __ --~rav:_~--________ _ 

Plants I Science, Nature I Sociability, Creative thought, Business 

'· -. ·----·-- --·· --·-. . ~- -~;;vi~~:-s·o~~;~ilit~. Scie~;e,-P~~~tical male, 
Politics History, Public speaking, Law , Nature, Practical female, Travel 

--- --- - ·- ------ .! --· -·- -- --·- ---·----- ---- ----·---·--- ··---!- -·---·------------- -·· ------------------1 
Property \ Fine arts, Practical female, Numbers \ -

--s~~-----So~~k-:Ho-;;-------~------Fin~;B-u_s_i-ne_s_s_,_T_r_av-e--1----l 

--s~stems Creative thought, Numbers -----r------ -
1-------t----··-- ----------------------1 

Trading 

Travel 

Work with 
hands 

Service, Practical female, Numbers, 
Business, Travel 

Service, Travel 

Practical male, Practical female 

Language, Social work, Science 

Creative thought 

Language, Public speaking, Law 

Table 7.4: High and low relationships between FED fields and 19FII fields 
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ENVIRONMENT I HIGH CORRELATIONS TO 19FII I LOW CORRELATIONS TO 19FII 

Academic History, Sociability, Numbers I Social work 
----------+, ------ ---------------------~----· ------------------ -·- ------- --------

Behind counter 1 ~ervic~~--Business, Clerical _______ ( _________ ---------~ience ___________ _ 

-·c;;~~t ~;;m-i-se-s- r---- -- ----- ~usi~::___ ------1----- --------~=ie_n_~=-------------- ------·--r- Performing arts, Practical female,_P_r_a_c-tic_a_l--l 
Consultancy . Sociability, Public speaking ' male, Nature 

i 
Corporate I Numbers, Business, Clerical, Nature 

-_c_r~f~~or:·;~--r-Flne a~-~~P~rf~:~-~eg-a~." P~~~t~c~;----~-- ------------~:~. ~-~~~ers ____ --------• 

Data processing 

Dynamic 

Factory 

Practical female, Numbers, Clerical 

Fine arts, Performing arts, Language, 
Pubic speaking 

Practical male, Practical female, Work 

~ 
Social work, Public speaking 

--------+-------------~---------------1 

Government Public speaking, Law 
Service, Practical male, Practical female, 

Nature, Sport, Public speaking 

Home I -- - I 
---~-~~~~--------_-------+----------_----------1 

-~~olati~n -1==- ____ Nature I Sociability, Public speaking 

I 
--practical male, Lan~uage, Public speaking, 

Kitchen Practical female Creative thought, Numbers, Business 
-------------------, - ------· ··- ----- ·- - .. --- -------- -----· ------- --~---- -· ---- ---- --- --------- - ------------- -----

Laboratory : Science, Nature 
1 

Sociability, Public speaking, Business 
--~-~~--· ··- f .. ·----

Mining -

Nature Science, Practical female, Nature 

Business 

; Sociability, Public speaking, Creative thought, 
Numbers, Law, Business 

---------------------------------1 
: Fine arts, Performing arts, Science, Nature, 

Office Numbers, Business, Clerical i Sport 
------- ----- . _______________________ ! --- ------------------------· 

Outdoors 1 Service, Travel, Nature, Sport, Active l Numbers, Clencal 

~~::::~~l-------~w ~- Busi~ess 
-£;:::::m 

1 
Soo"l ~ck Hobby ~ N"mboc>B"""'" 

Table 7.5: High and low relationships between FED environments and 19FII fields 
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DUTY HIGH CORRELATIONS TO 19FII LOW CORRELATIONS TO 19FII 

Advl.sl·n Social work, s.ociability, Public I g Practical male, Nature 
, speakmg, Law 1 

--~~o-k:~ep~~g-~-~~-~b~~~~:i~::~~~rical.-~~ssi~e-r-Fi~e -a~~~~~rfor~i~~ -~rtN-s,t ~~n;~~~~. -Practical male, 

1 
au~ 

r·-.. . ------. ___ ............... ____________ .. ______ ---·- ............. -------- ·---- ............. --.---.------1 

Buying 
I Sociability, Practical female, 

Numbers, Business, Clerical 
~ --- ··-·-- - ----j ·--. -- ------------------

Calculating Creative thought, Numbers, Work 
--------------------- -------1 

Fine arts, Language, Law, Service ___ .. _______ .... ____________________ ,_ --------------------------1 

Caring 

Cash handling 

Cleaning 

Clerical, 

Composition 

Social work, Science, Nature 

Numbers, Clerical 

Passive 

Clerical, Passive 

Fine arts, Creative thought 

Performing arts, Sociability, Practical female, 
Numbers, Business, Clerical, Public speaking, 

Creative thought, Travel 

Fine arts, Performing arts, Science, Nature, Sport 

---------------------~-----------------1 

Counselling Social work, Law Fine arts, Practical female, Clerical 

Disagreeing Language, Public speaking, Law, 
Creative thought Service -- -........ ___ , ____ i, .............. ----·----------------------------------------

Drawing Fine arts Social work, Public speaking, Law, Business, Clerical 
--------------------- --- -----------------------------

Driving Practical female Social work, Public speaking, Law 

~~~ment -~--P~~~tica~~ale~Pr~cticalfe~al; -·- --- -- --- -----------p~;li~ -~~~~-~;~;----------I 

-~~~;r-~ti~~ - T ...... -- .... ' .. Practical female, Na;ure- --

Investigation · 

i 
--~~s~or~:_sc_1e~~~------ __ -~r~--_ ~e~ce~-s~:a: w~r-k._?~~~~~~~~::·P~bo~ speaking, 

Serv1ce, Law, Creat1ve thought -
---- - ------------- --------------------------------1 

Practical male, Numbers -
------ --- -------------1 

Judgment ----- - -- - - l 
Measurement i ................. .......... -- ........... 1.-- .. -

~crophone 1 Science, Practical male, Numbers 
,-------------------~---------------------1 

Motivation Public speaking, Business 
-------~----------------~-------------------1 

Organising 

Performing 

Practicing 

Prediction 

Protection 

Sociability, Public speaking, Law, 
Business, Travel 

Performing arts, Public speaking 

Business 

Language, Creative thought, 
Business 

Social work, Science 

Numbers, clerical 

Science 

Service 

-----------+-----·-----------~---------------------1 

Rl.sk takl·n Sociability_, Practical female, H. t C .. h ht S .. 
______ ---g----1---- -----~~-~-e_s_s,_T_r_a_ve_l ____ ~--------~s_o_ry_._:_e_a_ll~e t oug , c1ence 

S II' 1 Sociability, Practical female, 1 
e lng I Business, Travel I History, Creative thought, Science 

---:r;~~h~~~--T--- - La·~~~~~~: s~~~ wo~k------- -"l''" ..... --
----- ··-- - --- "1 

Tools 
Practical male, Practical female, 

Travel, Nature 

--------1 
Business 

Law, Creative thought 

.. -------1 i 
Walking : Nature Public speaking, Law, Creative thought, Numbers 

----........... _ .... __ ........... I· ..... -- .............. -- ._ .. ------------------------- -- ___ .. ___ ------- ____ .. _______ .. ___ .... ------------

weapons Language, Public speaking, Nature Law, Numbers, Business 

-~ing ~- Language Numbers 

Table 7.6: High and low relationships between FED duties and 19FII fields 
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19FII FIELD 
! 
i AS SOCIA TED FED FIELDS I ASSOCIATED FED 

ENVIRONMENTS I 
ASSOCIATED FED DUTIES 

I 

Fine arts I 

i 
Crealive, Imaginative, Craft workshop Dynamic Composition, Drawing 
Movement, Property ' 

--~:rformin~~~~I~-~--- --C~~~~~-r-C-r--a-ft_w_o_r_k--sh_o __ p_,_D __ Y __ n_a_m_ic-+_-_-_-_~==~P-erfo_rm_i_n_g ___ -1 

Language 
Creative, Imaginative, 

Language, Legal 
Dynamic 

Disagreeing, Prediction, 
Teaching, Weapons, Writing 

----------~--------------------r---------------r------------------1 
History History, Natural forces, Politics Academic Investigation 

Service Food, Trading, Travel Behind counter, Outdoors Judgment 
-------------------------------~---------------f-------------------i 

Social work Children, Medical, People, 
Service 

Religion Advising, Caring, Counselling 

---------+------------~1----------------+-------------l 

Sociability People Academic, Consultancy 
Advising, Buying, Organising, 

Risk taking, Selling 
---- --------j---------------+-----------t-------------1 
Public speaking I Business, Language, Legal, 

1 
Marketing, People, Politics 

---- L~~-----,~~- BL~s~ness, Electronics, Legal, 

politics 

---cr:at;~~----,- Ele~t~onics.-~~m~~:.----
thought 1 Physics, Systems 

I 
i 

Consultancy, Dynamic, 
Government 

Government, Professional 

Dynamic 

Advising, Disagreeing, 
Motivation, Organising, 
Performing, Weapons 

Advising, Counselling, 
Disagreeing, Judgment, 

Organising 
--i --- ------------ --------1 

1 Calculating, Composition, 
' Disagreeing, Judgment, 

Prediction 

Science 
1
• Anin1als, Chemistry, Medical, 
! Natural forces, Physics, Plants Laboratory, Nature Caring, Investigation 

--- -- ------ r- ·- ---- ----------------------- ------ ---------------------· -----------------1 

Practical male 
1

- Electronics, Work with hands Craft workshop, Factory Equipment, Measurement, 
Tools 

--- -- -----------1---- -- -----------------t----------------------l-----------------1 
[ Adventure, Electronics, Food, 

Practical female .
1 

Imaginative, Property, Trading, 

-------------~ :~--Work with hands 
Business, Electronics, 

Numbers mbers, Property, Systems, 
Trading 

Data processing, Factory, 
Kitchen, Nature 

Academic, Corporate, Data 
processing, Office 

Buying, Driving, Equipment, 
Risk taking, Selling, Tools 

Bookkeeping, Buying, 
Calculating, Cash handling, 

Measurement 
--------l--------------------+----------------+----------------1 

Business Business, Marketing, Trading 
Behind counter, Client 

premises, Corporate, Office 

Bookkeeping, Buying 
Motivation, Organising, 

Practising Prediction, Risk 
taking, Selling 

--------------------------+--------------t------------1 

Clerical Business, Marketing, Numbers 

- ---------+-------· -

Behind counter, Corporate, 
Data processing, Office 

Bookkeeping, Buying, Cash 
handling, Clerical 

Travel 
I
, Adventure, Travel, Trading Outdoors Organising, Risk taking, 

Selling, Tools 
- ----- ---- -- - ·-· --~---- - -----------------+------------- -------------------

Corporate, Isolation, Caring, Tools, Walking, 
Laboratory, Nature, 

Outdoors Weapons 
Nature I Animals, Natural forces, Plants 

I 
I I 

I 
----- ~- ···--·-- ----1- -1-

! Adventure, Movement, Natural 
' Sport ! forces ! 

' 

Outdoors 
--~- -- ·-

___ w_ork f Business. Languag~ il Factory 
1 

___ :~~~;----[ _ _ _ _ Peo~~~~:~~~- ______ -:u~~:=------r-----------A_c_~ __ iv_e _____ 1 

------ -- ---~------- --------------------------+-------1 

Passive . _ _ Bookkeeping, Cleaning, 
I , Clerical 

Calculating 

Table 7.7: 19FII fields and associated categories of the FED 
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THE VOCATIONAL INTEREST QUESTIONNAIRE (VlQ) 

(Manual: Coetzee. 1985) 

This test was developed in 1972 to measure interests for previously untested sectors 

of the South African population, particularly black standards 6 to 10 high school 

pupils. Interests are measured for the fields of Technical, Outdoor, Social service, 

Natural science, Office work - non-numerical, OtTice work - numerical, Music, Art, 

Commerce and Language. The fields were chosen "after a study of the best known 

interest questionnaires and with due allowance for the particular requirements and 

occupational possibilities of Bla.ck men in South Africa and at the specific request of 

the department of Bantu Education" (Coetzee, l 985, p 2). Testees indicate whether 

they like ol· dislike each activity in an inventory. 

The rationale behind the test is that activities in occupations can be distinguished from 

one another. An individual's inclination towards a ce11ain group of activities should 

therefore indicate his interest in the occupational group of which the interests form 

the basis. Norms (as percentiles) are given separately tor standards 6 to 10. Smit 

( 1981, p 3 I 6) could tind no information about the validity of the VlQ. 

Research conducted 

The VIQ was administered simultaneously with the FED to 134 school leavers as 

discussed in the previous chapter. VIQ score percentiles were converted to stanines. 

To bring the FED in line with a stanine scoring system, a selected FED category was 

considered as a high interest and represented by a 9, and an unselected, low interest 

by a score of I. 

, 
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Results and discussion 

The correlation tables of FED to each of the VlQ fields are given in appendix 3. 

Tables 7.8 to 7.10 summarise significant high and low correlations. Generally the 

correlations were as anticipated, with the exception of the Outdoors field which 

reflected the South African way of outdoor life with high significant correlations to 

Food and Buying. There was a negative signitlcant correlation of Outdoors to Coun

selling, and it appears that an interest in Outdoors is perceived as the opposite of 

wanting to work Indoors. High and significant correlations were found between VIQ 

Service - Cash handling, Commerce - Electronics, all Ot11ce work - Isolation, Natural 

science - Medical. Patterns of correlations for the two VIQ otTtce-work fields were 

similar, confirming the original research that the two fields should not have been split 

in the VIQ. A split between A11 and Music does not appear to be justified. 

The FED and Roe's (1956) categories as measured by the VIQ correspond although 

VIQ fields are not as comprehensive as the FED. With the exception of Roe's Out

doors category, the VIQ appears to be incorporated within the FED. 
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FIELD HIGH CORRELATIONS TO VIQ ! LOW CORRELATIONS TO VIQ 

Adventure Natural science, Art 

Animals Music 

-----~~auty ---~-------M __ u_s_ic _______ -1------------------l 

Business I Office numerical, Commerce, Office 
i non-numerical 

-----r I 
Chemistry 1 Natural science Music 

-~-----i-- ---- -----------------------,-------------------------
Children Social service, Music 1 Commerce, Technical 

-----~- -------j---- ---·- ----- -------- t - - - ---- ··- ------

Creative 1 Art, Music Office numerical, Commerce 

Electronics 
.. ________ ! __ _ 

Food 

Technical. Outdoor, Natural science, 
Office numerical, Commerce 

Outdoor, Technical 
-- r 

! 
' ----- --~--- ------------------ -----------------------------------

Imaginative Art, Music, Technical 
----~---------~---

I 

Language 
1 

Language Commerce 
---------]- ----------------------+-----------------1 

Legal J 

M'~'tiog T--
Movement 

I--N-a-tu_r_a_l -fo-rc_e_s __ l 

Natural 

Office numerical 

Commerce 

Technical 

Office numerical, Commerce, Office 
non-numerical 

Technical 
---Nu~-b~~s--r-----

--~------r-----~~~~~~~-t--~~~~~~~--~ 

People I Social service Technical, Office non numerical, Office 
! numerical, Commerce, Outdoors 

Phys1~~--- --~- ----- _N_a_t_u_r_a--1 -sc_i_e_nc-e--------1--------A-rt-, -L-an_g_u_a_g_e-------l 

---- -----~-- ----------------- ---------------------1 
Plants i Office numerical, Commerce Office numerical, Commerce 

-----------'~--- ·- ·---------~------

--~?~tics 1 

--- r-·· ---------------

- - - -------- -------
Property Outdoor, Technical 

Service Social service, Service 
-----

Systems 

Trading Office numerical Technical 
--- --------------r- ---- ------------------------ ------------------1 

Travel 1. Office non numerical Technical 

-w-;;k withh~~d~-~---- Technical 

Table 7.8: Relationships between FED fields and VIQ fields 
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ENVIRONMENT HIGH CORRELATIONS TO VIQ LOW CORRELATIONS TO VIQ 

Academic Office non numerical, Language -
Behind counter - -
Client premises - -

Consultancy - Technical, Outdoors 
------~ 

Corporate Commerce -
... ·- ----------,·--·-· 

T ----- ---- -· 
Craft workshop Art, Music Office numerical 

I ---- "--- "-·- . .. -----~- .. -~ "! 
Data processing 

' 
Natural science, Commerce Music 

---~ ..... -----·-- -· .. -·. ' ----~-

Dynamic MUSIC, Art -
- . I ------

Factory I Technical 

-------1 
-

--. . -- -. - ------ ~·- ·-~- -- ··--·-----

Government - -
Home Language -
----

Indoors 
' -

·--·-· 
Isolation 

Office 
Technical, Factory -

Factory Music 

u..v•~•v•r Natural science, Technical -
Mining - -
Nature Outdoor Office non numerical 

Office Office numerical ' -
---· 

Outdoors Outdoor 
-··- .. 

Professional - -
-

-l 
Regimental . . 

, ___ ...... -----------·-- ------------ ---· 
Religion - Art 

-- I ' ----
Storeroom 

I - . 

Table 7.9: Relationship between FED environments and VIQ fields 
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DUTY HIGH CORRELATIONS TO VIQ LOW CORRELATIONS TO VIQ 

Advising - I -
---·-

Bookkeeping Office numerical 
--~------- ---

Buying 
Technical, Outdoor, Office non -numerical, Office numerical, Commerce 

.. - .... ---- .. 

Calculating Technical, Office numerical ' Music 
-···· i --···~----

Caring i Social service. Natural science 
! 

Office numerical, Commerce 
---~ ... i ------·-- .. ···-. --~----

Cash handling 
Social serv1ce, Office non numerical. 

I 
Art 

Office numerical 

ing - -
Natural science, Language 

C VII ;;;v5itiv, 

mselling Social '• """'""""'"""' 
Disagreeing -

Drawing Tecnmca1 -
Driving -

Equipment 
1--

Interpreting - . 
--------- . -·· 

Investigation - Social service 
-

Judgment - -
t-·-··· 

Measurement - . 
1------ ___ .__ ·-

----~~--------------
, .. ---------· ··-------

Microphone - . 
------ ... ...... .... -----·-··· .. . . ------· -------.---------

Motivation ' Social service. Music. Art. Language -
---- ' 

__ ,,_., __ -------
Organising I Art Natural science 

-------- .- i ... ----
Performing Natural science Office numerical, Commerce 

1-- -- -------- -- -~---· . - -- ---· -----
Practicing Technical. Natural science -

·------ ---~--- --- ---------- ------ . ---- ---~-----

Prediction Commerce Social service 

0 iu!O::viiV! . 

Risk taking . Language 

I ling - I service, 

:hing Social service 

Technical 

Walking . Technical 

111/eapons - -
Writing . Outdoor, Natural science 

Table 7.10: Relationship between FED duties and VIQ fields 
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THE SELF DIRECTED SEARCH CSDS) 

(Manual: Gevers, du Toit and Harilall, 1992) 

The S DS questionnaire was originally developed 111 1970 in the USA by Holland 

( 1985) to provide a self-assessment questionnaire for his theory of careers. The 

rationale of the test is to measure occupational interest within a broad framework of 

career planning, to facilitate the establishment of a correlation between personal and 

career information. The SDS is a self-assessment of activities a person likes to do, 

what the person considers he or she can do well (competencies), feelings and attitudes 

towards different occupations, and abilities or skills. It is intended for use by high 

school pup_ils and adults. Scores are obtained for each of the six Holland types, which 

are: 

REALISTIC: This type of person works with objects, tools and machinery 

involving manual skills. CodeR. 

INVESTIGATIVE: The investigative type is characterised by a preference for 

systematic investigation of physical, biological and cultural phenomena, which 

leads to mastering scientific and mathematical skills. Code L 

ARTISTIC: This type wants to achieve creativity in a free environment and 

develops skills in language, art, music or drama. Code A. 

SOCIAL: The social person shows a preference towards developing, training 

or caring for people using interpersonal or educational skills. Code S. 

ENTERPRISING: This type of person takes the lead, most probably in the 

business world or in public life, developing leadership and persuasive abilities. 

Code E. 

CONVENTlONAL: The conventional type prefers ordered activity including 

the manipulation of data, in clerical, computational and routine tasks. Code C. 
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The six types are represented in this order a hexagon and it is hypothesised that 

adjacent types have the highest correlations and opposite types the lowest. The SDS 

does not use norms. Instead, the three highest scores make up a three-letter code. 

Studies cited in the manual found that around 70% of Holland type scores correspond 

with envisaged (not actual) occupation. This may be a function of the test itself; 

having, through self-assessment, explored the implications of a chosen career, it is 

possible that an individual rejects unsuitable careers at the end of the questionnaire. 

Reliability of the SDS was calculated according to the test-retest method in 1985 

(retesting after 8 weeks), and the Sichel formula in 1987. Reliability indices of 

between 0, 75 and 0,85 were found for all except the social category. 

Generally, ·the SDS has face validity among the panel who evaluated it, reliability is 

high and predictive validity of envisaged occupation is high. Lowman (1991, p 16) 

considers Holland's integration of theory and empirical measure to be the best current 

interest model. He is of the opinion that it accounts for the factor structure of occupa

tional preferences but that work is needed to refine the theory beyond the six factors 

by describing subtypes and the interaction between primary, secondary and tertiary 

interests . 

. Research conducted 

In the interpretation of the SDS, raw scores are not translated into standardised nor 

any other kind of categorical system. Raw scores were therefore correlated to the 

nominal scores of I and 9 used for the FED. 
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Rl•stalis and discussion 

The corr;;::lation of FED categories to each Holland category is given in appendix 4. 

Figure 7.1 shows the Holland Hexagon with high and low signilicant correlations of 

FED ro the Holland types. FED within the hexagon have positive correlations to 

codes. FED outside the ~~~xagon have negarive correlations ro opposite codes. 

-ve Crc:~o~ir~<: Ctttd(l'wl1 

MOII'¥4twn Cr;,ll work~hop 

------A 

+ve 

Cn:at•ve 
CraflW(J{k;>/)(lp 
Draw.ng 

Teach1n9 
Coun..,u.ng 
People 
CFllldren 

Bu~Jn..t:i.:i • 
Markrhng _ 
Juag~mum. 

VWi111\g 

COLin>KtlllnQ 

Fiqure 7.1: Correspondence between FED categories and Holland codes 

This t·igure shows that the FED categories and Holland systems correspond in broad 

outline and in most cases rhe hypothesis of adjacent and opposite relationships is 

confirmed. Unexpected exceptions are rhar Writing is negarively correlated with 

Realistic and thus positively associated with Social (This implies that the Social type 

could be a "communicative" type) and that Creative and Motivarion have negative 

correlations to Enterprising and are therefore positively associated with the Investiga-

tive rype (implying that Enterprising types work alone and Jnvestigarive types are 

itlliovators who wmk through other people - a possible return to the original type 

name or lmellectual (Holland, 1959)). The positive correlation of Trading to the 

Conventional type implies that the type is involved in making money as well as 

administrative work. 
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Apart from a supertlcial resemblance, the FED system does not appear to relate well 

to Holland's types. There are many fields, environments and duties which do not have 

significant correlations with any Holland types. This may be a function of the two 

different scales used in the correlation analysis (which is causing very low but signif

icant correlations) or the comprehensiveness of the FED compared with the six 

Holland types. lt may also be because the two systems come from opposing view

points: Holland's system describes ditferences between the people who are doing 

work, whereas the FED system describes differences in work itselt: 
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THE 16 PERSONALITY FACTOR TEST (16PF) 
(Reference: Cattel, Eber and Tatsuoka, 1970) 

Krug ( 1981) sumnwrises the history of the 16PF since it was published in 1949. 

Essentially a statistically based classitication system of personality, the development 

of the test was guided by careful theoretical planning, backed up by thorough consoli-

dation and maintenance. Factor analysis of questionnaire items and behaviour ratings 

revealed titteen factors, to which an intelligence factor was added. During the 1950's 

and 1960's it was largely a research instrument. In 1970 the Handbookfor the sixteen 

personality factor (/lfestionnaire (Cattel, Eber and Tatsuoka, 1970) was published 

which made the test easily available and usable for clinical practice. Research on the 

test is ongoing, and reliabilities and validities have steadily advanced. By 1981 more 

than :woo research publications had been published on the 16PF (Krug, 1981, p 1). 

The basic instrument has been extended down the age range as far as early childhood, 

across cultures and outward to include more dimensions. The test is used extensively 

by clinical and industrial psychologists and is one of the top sellers ofthe HSRC. 

A description of the factors, and their implications for work placement, derived from 

the handbook, are given in table 7.11 over! eat: 
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LOW SCORES (-) 
I 

Description 1 

Cold, aloof, critical, 
stubborn, detached. 
Sizothymia. 

Slow, unambitious, 
dull. Low chryst
allised intelligence 

Argumentative, 
defensive, low ego 
strength 

Indications 

Working alone. Avoid 
situations requiring 
compromise 

Requiring supervision and 
motivation 

Working at own pace, avoid 
accountability and group 
work 

------- ·--,---
Submissive, 

1

, Working within parameters, 
humble, mild, easily where assertiveness is not 

FAC I 
TOR 

A 

B 

c 

E 

(+) HIGH SCORES 

Indications I Description 

Working with people, jobs Warm, easy-going, 
enjoying social esteem. cooperative, outgoing. 
Avoid working with data Affectothymia 

----

Resolute, quick witted, 
Skilled jobs smart. High chrystall-

ised intelligence 

Professions, jobs 
Can handle frus-
!ration, self- esteem, 

requiring rapid decisions 
high ego strength 

Controlling jobs, with 
Assertive, head-
strong, competi- live. 

chall-enges. Avoid critical 
Dominance, 

bosses 
Ascendance led feeded 

Serious, . A-ca_d_e_m_i_c-jo_b_s ___ A_v_o-id __ ____,l-----1--- -·---r· lmp-ul~~e. effusive, 

1ntrospect1ve, sober, conflict situations F Selling, performing enthusiastic, 
taciturn, desurgency. 

1 
surgency. 

-s~~~~~r~d.--m-uti·~----- ------ --- -------------~ .. . --- 1 ;d-he;e~~-e-·t-o._g_r_o-up--1 

nous. expedient. · Environment of disorder, 1 G Working with moral and standards, 
Low superego settling disputes I societal laws conscientious. High 

-~ti::gt~estrained, Devotio~to ~u;~, ·f::;-
0
;- --~~- H Ri~;~ ;;;,~-;;;;;h~~d - > ~::,::_·:~o~:·:,nt 

threat sensitive. th .t ling emotional situations venturesome. Parmia. 
Threctia. i au on Y and human problems 
------------- -----·f· --- ···---------------+----- -------------1---·------1 

Down to earth, I Sociometric popularity, 
tough, cynical, I committee work, armed I Wh't II k 

realistic, self ------------+-
1 

I 
1 
e co ar wor reliant.Harria. ~orces l 

~b;F~g;,;og I Cl"'"' wmk, high 

1 

Idealistic, sensitive, 
intuitive, over 
protected, clinging. 
Premsia. 

Suspicious, wary, 
emphatic, dogmatic. 
Pretension. 

Alaxia. application l , Analysis, unpopularity 

0Prbajxeecrtniv

1

_ea, practical.l_D_e_t_a_il-a-nd-p--re-c-is-io_n ___ --t-M--+-C-o-n-ce_p_t_d_e_v_el_o_p_m_e_n_t --+-D-a_y_d-re_a_m_i_n_g_, ---I 
creative. Autia 

----·---- ---~-- ----------+-----+----------+---------1 

I 
I Teaching. Avoid 

Gullible, socially 
clum-sy, sincere. 
Naivete. 

I manipulative people 
I 

··----····--1 
~~~~~~~f~a~:~r~~~----~:~rson to person leadership 

Calm adequacy. ! 
----------·-··--------·I 

Conservatism of ! 

Manipulative, 

N 
Controlling clever people, charming, polished, 
problem solving, research worldly wise. 

1 Shrewdness. 

---·l'-J--;,-b-~;h~e_s_,_c_a_lm ___ _ 

0 environment, avoid group 

• •.. 
1 
part1~1-~at1_on .. . __ 

l Making critical 

Guilt proneness, 
dutiful, appre
hensive, insecure . 

----------1 

temperament, law 
abiding 

: Conservative job I 01 : contributions. avoid 
, authority figures 

Radicalism, rebel
lious, experi-ent
ing,free thinking. 

Dependent on group 
support. Group 
adherence. 

: Team work 

Lack of self W k .th . t .d 
discipline and will or WI . vane y, avol 

power. ax. ow se d L L If 

1 

responsJbiltty and 

sentiment integration proce ures 

Laid back, calm. 
Low ergic tension 

----------------

Stressful job 

Table 7.11: Factors of the 16PF 

. ------ ·-----------1 
1,' Making own decisions, 

Independent, self 
02 I finding solutions, working sufficient 

- ---~~~~-~----------j---- -------1 

Job needing objectivity 
OJ and balance. Need for 

structure. Avoid disorder 

-~-~ Too stressed to evaluate 
I career d1rect1on 

Self disciplined, 
compulsive. High 
strength of self 
sentiment. 

Free floating anxiety, 
stressed. High ergic 
tension 
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Krug ( 1981) developed a taxonomy of 16PF pro tiles based on the first four second 

order factors. These are: 

EXTRAVERSION: made up of A+ (warmth), F+ (impulsivity), H+ 

(social boldness) and Q2- (group dependence) 

ANXIETY: made up ofC- (emotional instability), H- (threat sensitiv

ity, L + (suspiciousness), 0+ (guilt), Q3- (low integration) and Q4+ 

(tension) 

TOUGH POISE: made up of A- (detachment), I- (tough mindedness) 

and l\1- (practicality) 

INDEPENDENCE: made up of E+ (dominance), QI+ (rebellious

ness) and Q2+ (self sufficiency). 

The protl1e c1assitlcation considers the 81 patterns generated by combinations of high 

(>7), average and low (<4) scores on each of the four second order factors. A typical 

pattern could be 3213, indicating that extraversion and independence are above 

average, tough poise below average, and anxiety average. Data for 27 114 question-

naires ( 17 381 testees) was analysed to tlnd the incidence of each score pattern in 

clinical and normal populations. Specification equations for Holland categories, 

vanous occupations, clinical and other scales were applied for each pattern. A 

narrative interpretation accompanies each pattern. 
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Research an<i discussion 

The 16PF was administered simultaneously with the FED to 1280 school-leavers. 

Norms for first year university students were used to obtain sten scores. First order 

and second order factor scores were correlated (Pearson product moment correlation) 

with the nominal scores of 9 and l allocated for chosen and not chosen categories of 

the FED. 

Krug patterns were obtained for each field, environment and duty by allocating 3 to 

significant positive correlations and 1 to significant negative correlations for the 

second order factors of extraversion, anxiety, tough poise and independence. This 

simplistic methodology is adequate to show concurrent validity of the FED and Krug 

patterns, but would have to be improved to match the actuarial exactness of Krug's 

analysis. 

The correlations between FED categories and the 16 factors, as well as to each of the 

second order factors are given in appendix 5. Summaries of high and low significant 

correlations are given in tables 7.12 to 7.14. 

Correlations in the tables match school-leavers' perceptions of jobs to their personali

ties and do not reflect actual personalities of people in jobs. The correlations must be 

interpreted as "School leavers who choose ____ tend to have personality traits 

of " ----
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FIELD ! HIGH CORRELATIONS TO 16PF l LOW CORRELATIONS TO 16PF 

Adventure L (suspicious), 01 (radical). Independence ! A (detached), G (expedient) 
-'"·~-" ------ ----·-·--~- -~---- .. --------------~ -- --

Animals C (emotional stability), Q4 (tension) I A (detached), H (threat sensitive), 
Extraversion -

·- r·-
Beauty - . 

--~··· ------- r--· 

Business N (manipulative, polished) I (realistic, self sufficient) 

(detached), C (defensive), E (submissive), 
Chemistry B (smart), 02 (independent) F (intro-spective), Extraversion·, 

Independence -, Tough poise-

Children (WarminJ, 03 (self-discipline), I (laeaHsmJ 
8 (slow learner). E (submissive), I (idealistic), 
Tough poise -

--

Creative (creative), Independence G (expedient), N (naive) 

.l<'viiUIIIv<:> Q1 (rebellious) 
a (detached), F (introspective). H (threat 
sensitive), !(realistic) 

Food -
!----

lmaginati.ve · B (smart), 01 (radical) -
language (idealistic). M (creative) Tough poise -

legal 
(assertive), I (idealistic), N (manipulative, -pousnea) 

---------·-··---~----~-- --

Marketing A (warmth), G (conscientious), H (socially -bold). Extraversion 
- . ._ .. _. __ 

Medical . N (manipulative, polished) -
' --···--·----

Movement -
··--·· ---HO ••• 0 

Nat forces , Q2 (Independent) , A (detached) 
, ____ __, -- ---- -------~------

Physics 

Property 

Serv1ce 

-· 
Systems 

---------

Trading 

Travel 
1----·-- ------

Work with 
hands 

·"· G (conscientious), 03 (self 
UOvv>t-'>H .~a) 

I F (serious), I (realistic). Extraversion-

F (impulsive), H (socially bold), 
Q4 (Laid back), Anxiety -1/;, ,,;""-::), Extraversion 

. Extraversion ·, Independence-

l2(independent) A (detached), F (introspective), Extraversion-

\h"""''"v"'""'"~J. Independence -
- I (realistic) 

A (warmth). G (conscientious), I (idealistic), -Q3 (self disciplined) 

- -
- (i• !listie) 

disciplined) 
J·· ··----~----~------ ---·j -~--

----~- ··~~-·---------- • •••-•OAO ______ 

Tough poise : A (detached), I (realistic), N (naive) 

Table 7.12: Significant relationships between FED fields and 

16PF first and second order factors 
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ENVIRONMENT HIGH CORRELATIONS TO 16PF 

Academic 02 (independent). Anxiety 

Government 

Home 

Indoors 

Isolation 

Mining 

Nature 

Office 

Storeroom 

A (warmth). N (manipulative, polished) 

A (warmth). F (impulsive), H (socially 
bold), Extraversion 

C (emotional maturity), F 
(socially bold), Extraversion, 
Independence 

(warmth), I (idealism) 

LOW CORRELATIONS TO 16PF 

I C (defensive). F (introspective). H (timid), 
! Extraversion -

02 (group dependent) 

02 (group dependent) 

03 (lax) 

----------------1 
A (detached). H (timid), Extraversion -

... -------------1 
A (detached). F (introspective). H (timid), 
Extraversion -

· A (detached). F (introspective), H (timid), 
Extraversion -

02 (group dependent) 

M (precise) 

E (submissive), Tough poise-

Table 7.13: Significant relationships between FED environments and 

16PF first and second order factors 
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DUTY HIGH CORRELATIONS TO 16PF I LOW CORRELATIONS TO 19 PF 

Advising A (warmth), Extraversion 
.. -·-' . ---------1 

Bookkeeping G (conscientious) C (defensive), E (submissive), lndependentce -
----------------------------~--------------

Buying 

Calculating B (smart), 01 (rebellious) I (realistic) 
---------·---·!------- ------------------+----------------------· 

Caring C (emotionally mature), I (Idealistic) 
E (submissive), F (introspective), H (timid), 
Tough poise, Independence· 

---------------f---------.. -------------------·--4---·---------------·-------· 
Cash handling 

Cleaning 

Clerical 

,uooopvi>novo 

U\""!:1'"'"'"'!:1 

A (warmth), F (impulsive), H (socially bold). 
I (idealistic), Extraversion 

E (assertive), L (suspicious), 01 
(rebellious) 

F (introspective), Independence • 

E (submissive), Independence-

I (realistic), L (accepting conditions) 

B (slow learner), 01 (conservative), 02 (group 
dependent), Tough poise· 

Drawing - A (detached), I (realistic), N (gullible) 
-----· -----

Driving 04 (tension) H (timid) 
--······-· ------ . . ... --------·-- ..... -. ··-· ... ---------· 

Equipment 02 (independent), Anxiety 

Interpreting 0 (guilt prone) . C (defensive), G (expedient) 
1---- - -

Investigation ! B (smart), 02 (independent) 
: A (detached), F (introspective), H (timid), 
, Extraversion 

-----·------· 
Judgment E (assertive). M (creative), Independence 

Measurement Tough poise (realisuC) 

Microphone (warmth), H (social boldness) 

Motivation A (warmth) 02 (group dependence) 

A B (Smart), E l"""'"'rtiileJ, 
Organising ""'ive\ H (social boldne~"' I (realistic), 02 (group dependence) 

Performing 

c. 
'--MICVCI<>IUI 

l"'"'u"v~ "'H·y mature), F (impulsive), H 
boldness), I (idealism), l"'"~'"'u'"'' N (naive) 

o'"""'""\:1 G (conscientious), 03 (self disciplined) 
l-------·-----------.. ·----------------------r----------·-----------1 

IUlt:'-'liUI! 

Risk taking 

Selling 

Teaching 

Ex\~;;;;~i~~.' Independence A (detached), G (expedient), 03 (lax) 
---· ···- ------ ·----·---------------·- ·-·-··---------------------------· 

A (warmth), Extraversion 

A (warmth), I (idealistic}. 03 self 
disciplined} 

......... ---------1 

• Tough poise -

Tools Tough poise i I (realistic), N (naive) 

Walking C (emotional maturity), 02 (independence) i Extraversion -_________________ .... ,..,. .. - -·r -··-------------
weapons I ~n~:~s:r;~~;l~ 02 (independent), ! A (detached), F (introspective), G (expedient} 

----Writing -t;{;dea;i;-;-·----------------l 
--·--·------------· 

Table 7.14: Significant relationships between FED duties and 16PF factors 
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Table 7.15 sutnnmnses the corollary: "School leavers with a personality trait of 

FAC 
TOR 

A 

a 

c. 

E 

F 

G 

H 

l 

M 

N 

0 

Q1 

Q2 

Ql 

04 

" tend to choose ____ _ or avoid choosing ____ _ 

HIGH SCORES 

fiELDS 

CJHIWcn, M~rkct•ng. 
Pt:uplt:, St:f'\J!Ct: 

Ctlcm•:.try, 
lm;;.yonaliv~. Numt>~rs 

I ENVIRONMENTS I 
Cl1cnl pl<!ffiiSt<S, 

Consultancy. 
Rehg1on 

,.... ·--. -·· 

lcyal, Palitocs 

p.,uple, T rovt;l 

Nature. Outeloors \ 

Dynam•c. 
Guv~rnmenl 

Con~uu;,ncy, 

Dyn<muc, Outdoor~ 

DUTIES 

A(Jv,song, Counst:llong, 
Mocropnone, 
Motivation, 

Organising, Sell•ng, 
Teiicnmg 

Calculal!ng, 
IOVelillgiilliOn 

Canng. Perlormong, 
Wolkmg 

Dosagre~ong, 
JudgemeOI, 

Orgdni~ng. RtSk 1ak1ng 

Cou~t!llong. 
Organising, 

Performing, Rosk takong 

LOW SCORES 

FIELDS I ENVIRONMENTS 

Adventure, Anomals, Dalo procc:>:>lng, 
CMmostry, Dynam•c. factory, 

Electronics, N<.tural 
lorces, Planlli, Work 

ISOialoon, L<.uora10ry, 

wolh nanos 
Mon.ng, Nature 

··-·"···· ""' '" I ·-
I 

Ctlii(Jren KdCtlo!n 

Cnemostry Acad~m•c 

Cnern1s1ry, Cllolelren 

.......... f- ...... 

I 

"i 

DUTIES 

Drai'M9. lnv~S119;;11on, 
Risk li•~<•ng, 

Walktnu.We;;~ns 

Counselling 

·---,- :;/" --. 
600kkeepong, 
lnterprelalion 

Bookku~<pmg, Canng, 
Clencal 

Cn~mil>lry, Ac;,dcm,c, Data Canng, Cleanmg. 
Ell:clronics, proc~:ssing, lsotarion. lnvl:SI•gallon, Walking. 

Numbers. Plants Minong. Nature, R~:hg•on Weapons 
------·---1-------·---·----------

Marl\t:hn:}, Numbers, Off ce ~;g~~~s~ng, Aelvenlure, Crealtve Craft workshop, p I lnterpre~al~~:h. 
Servtce 1 a tct 9• Dynamic, lsolal•on er Ol'mong. 15 ...... ng, 

Bookkeeptng Weapons 
.-... -.... __ , ·--·-- ---- ------·-1---·-------·-------·+--------- --·-------1 

Ctuh.Jlcrl, Laugu;,g~. 
L.,g•l. P~:ople, scrv.ce 

Aoventurt!, Legal 

ClliiCJC~n. longuil(le, 
Legal, Po:ople 

AClvt!nture, 
E•eclronocs. 
lmilg•natove 

Con;;ultancy, 
Dynamic, Outdoor 

Hom ... Indoors, 
Rehg•on 

ISOlii!IOn 

Cr~ll workshop. 
Dynamtc 

Clcmt pr~:rn•st::., 
Government, Olhce 

Counselling, 
Micropt1one. 

Organising, Performing 

Ca1ing, Counsell•ng, 
Pe1form•ng, Teaclung, 

w .. apon!> 

D•sagreetng, Weapons 

Ammals, Electronics 

Business. Chdelren, 
El.:ctronics, 

Numbers, Propt!rty, 
Traeling, Work with 

hands 

.. , ___ , __ .. ,, __ .... ·- ..... 

J~Jdgement. 

Acaa.:mic, Data 
processtng. Home, 

lsolatu.m. Lat>oratory. 
Mtntng. Nature 

·-·---

Corporate. Factory 

Caring, DrMng, 
lnvesllgation, Walking 

-·--·-----1 
Calculatmg, 

Comp>Jsilion, Oraw•ng. 
Mea!>uremenl, 

Orgamsing, Tools 

-· ·-.. ------· 
Composition . . -· ! .. 

Factory, Reg•mental 

CreiiUvc, Work wrll1 
tl;mos , Crall worksllop. Oyni1m1c 

Drawong. Performrng, 
Tools 

lnterptellng 

Calculat•ng; 
cisagree1ng Couns.elhng 

, ...... ·-·------.. _,_, ___ ·-·-·-·----.. -·--·----- .. - ---·-·-·-·--.. - ________ , __ .. --- ·-··--------
AcademiC, Data 

processong. 
Isolation. 

Labar a tory, Nature 

Children. Numbers, 
S<:rvice 

,,_- ·- ........ i·-
Anunals 

Equipment, 
Investigation, Walkong, 

Weapons 

Practicing, Teaching 

Driwng, R1sk takmg 

Client prt:m•ses, 
Consultancy. Outdoors, 

Trading Oynam•c 

Coumr.<!lling, Motwalion, 
Organing 

Risk taking··: 

·--·-··-·-----1--·-· ... _ ..... ·-·--· ---- ·-----· 
People 

Table 7.15: Relationship between 16PF factors and FED categories 
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The relationship between FED categories and Krug's patterns are given in table 7.16. 

KRUG 
PATTERN 

SHORT INTERPRETATION 
RELATED FIELDS, ENVIRONMENTS AND 

DUTIES 

[ Dependent, predictable, controlled personality. 
1

1 

1211 1 Needs well-defined jobs with externally Chemistry 
I defined, realistic, specified performance goals. 

---------- _______ !; _________ --------------------------------------------------------------. 

Submissive, reserved, suppresses anger. Not 

1221 sudden adJUStments or interpersonal Phys1cs 

~
leader Needs well defined JObs not reqUinng 

elatJonshJps. Prefers to be left to do work 1n 
an orderly, prescnbed manner. 

------- ----------------- ----------------------1 

1222 
Not sociable. SchiZOid features present. An1mals, Numbers, Plants, Laboratory, Mining, ____ 

1 
~able, requires little supervision. Nature, Investigating, Walking 

Does not need interaction with others. 
1322 Neuroticism and psychotocism sometimes Academic, Data processing, Isolation 

present. 
-------- ---------~--------+-------------------1 

2211 
Submissive, subordinate and accommodating. 
Conventional, reliable but needs supervision. 

Not creative. 

--22~;--~rE-;~~;~ally vulnerable, subjective. Needs 
person contact. 

=-~, ... I~ o.,,;'";;,, '"'~::~:~~~~~ .. ,~,, .. , ~~~ 
i Self sufficient, creative. Needs some 
1 involvement with people. 

2223 

2232 
I 

Insensitive. Not sociable. 

2322 Unreliable. 

·!· 

Caring 

Children, Language, Home, Indoors, Religion, 
Teaching 

·-·---------------------1 

Bookkeeping, Cleaning, Clerical 

·- ·------ ·--------·1 

Adventure, Creative, Politics, Dynamic, 
Judgment, Performing, Weapons 

---·······-·---- --------1 
i Work with hands, Factory, Measurement, Tools 

I Equipment 

---
3212 

-~ Outgoing.-s~~i~:~~~~;0~:~~-;:.r~~~i~~ -N~~~s~ -·-- --- - ------~-0~~~~~---
----;;~;---~--Fi~~~~;~nt, action oriented, impulsive. f1;; Marketmg, People, Consultancy, Advising, 

I into a variety of settings. Selling 
1------+------- -- -----------1 

ad soc1al presence, exhibitiOnistic Folds 
322 er oppostion Needs flexibility and to av01d Outdoors, Risk taking 

mechanical work 
--- -- --------~-----------------~ 

323 dventurous and attent1on seeking Not Organising 
analytical Entrepreneur. 

Table 7.16 Relationship between FED categories and Krug (19811 patterns 
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Correlations summarised in tables 7.12 to 7.16 are as expected and shed further light 

on school leavers' perceptions of what kind of people intend to go into each field, 

environment and duty. 

A comparison between the personality characteristics for current workers in particu

lar tlelds, environments and duties and school leavers choosing matching categories, 

could add input to the debate on whether people adapt their personalities to conform 

with existing circumstances of a job, or whether they initially choose occupations to 

match their personalities (Previn, 1987). The comparison of school leavers' stereo

types of occupations and the more realistic views of employed adults would indicate 

areas for career guidance education . 
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RELir\lliLITY 

Research and discussion 

The FED was administered to 134 schoolleavers and re-administered after 3 months 

·to establish reliability as an interest test. The probability of a testee choosing one, two 

or three of the same tields that had been previously chosen was calculated as follows: 

Probability of choosing I of27 fields the same= (3+27) x (3+26) x (3+25) 0,15% 

Probability of choosing 2 of 27 fields the same= (3+27) x (3+26) x (2+25) 0,11% 

Probability of choosing 3 of27 fields the same= (3+27) x (2+26) x (1+25) =0.0~ 04, 

Table 7.17 shows the expected to actual choices which were the same on the retest. 

NO OF CHOICES I FIELDS ENVIRO 

I Expect I Actual 
I 

THE SAME Expect I 
0 I 99.71% 1 5.oo% 99,51% 1 

; I ···- :-·-· -: 
1 0,15% ' 39,7% 0,25% I 

~--- : I , ___ 
I 

2 0,11% I 41,0% 0,18% i 
i ··l +· ... 

! 3 I 0,03% I 14,3% 0,06% 

NMENTS 

Actual 

19,90% 

38,0% 

25,0% 
... 

17,1% 

DUTIES 

Expect : Actual 

99.84% 1 30.2% 
- ·i· --
0,09% ; 33,3% 

0,05% I 27,0% 
- - -~· . i 

0,02% I 9,5% 

-

-

Table 7.17: Expect-ed 
to actual per-centages 
of FED choices for test
retest reliability 

These contingency tables were used in X2 goodness of tit analyses (3 degrees of 

fi·eedom) to determine whether the reliabilities are significant. x2 values for fields, 

environments and duties were 32505,67, 14025,70 and 18787,08 respectively. Test-

retest reliabilities are significant at the 0,0001 level. 
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STANI>ARI>ISATION 

The result sought from the test is a forced choice of three tields, three environments 

and three duties. The test can be administered in many ways to achieve this. Some 

methods used are: 

0 Explain the test verbally, ask for three choices to be made and read through the 

lists. This is the method used in this study and is suitable for group tests. 

0 Explain the test, ask for three choices to be made and leave the testee to read 

through the list and detinitions. This method is used in individual testing. 

0 Let the testee read the instructions and make the choices. This method is used 

in distance testing, where tests are completed without a tester being present. 

All three methods produce the desired result. The only way a tester can influence 

results is by stating a personal opinion or reading a definition of a category in a 

particular tone of voice. For this reason the definitions are not read aloud. 

There is no scoring to be done as results are obtained in one step. No scores have to 

be added, normalised or manipulated to identify high, relevant vocational interests. 

Standardisation under these circumstances is not as important as in other tests. 
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OB.JECTIVITY 

The FED interest test is totally transparent. Words are chosen in response to the 

question, "Would you like this as a job?" Testees who have decided to be psycholo-

gists at home \viii choose "People", "Home" and "Counselling". However, they will 

find it ditftcult to choose another two each of fields, environments and duties, and will 

have to seriously consider other options. The combinations of these options can be 

used by the tester to describe alternative career paths or devise a career strategy for 

the person to reach the desired vocation. Alternatively, a testee could have a stereo

type of a job in mind but not know where the job is done or what duties are involved. 

For example, someone could choose the Medical field because they want to please 

their parents by becoming a doctor, and be unable to select another two fields, nor 

any environments or duties. In this case the test becomes objective because actual 

present interests have to be related to perceived job characteristics rather than a job 

title. A similar situation applies ifthe testee has no idea at all of what career to follow. 

High test transparency is thus not a downfall of the FED, but rather forces considera

tion of the testee's personal perceived occupational structure and related interests. 
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.EVALIJA TION OF RESEARCH 

According to the research conducted, the FED appears to meet the requirements of a 

psychometric test .. However, the adequacy of the research must be considered in the 

following areas: 

• 

• 

• 

• 

measurement instrument, rating method and interpretation 

statistical methods 

sample group and limitations on external validity 

controls . 

Mt~asurement instrument, nlting and inten>retation 

The FED is a combination of three inventories. It is easy to administer, taking at most 

ten minutes. Asking for a choice of the three most liked categories gives a direct and 

immediate measure of the testee's highest interests. However, it does not provide a 

comparison of levels of interest nor normative scores. It is also totally transparent. No 

attempt is made to control faking. 

The advantage oft he rating method is that highest interests are identified whether all 

interests are high, low or indifferent. One instrument with unrestricted choice is used 

tor all testees. It is based on occupational structure and not individual differences. 

The test meets the modern essential requirement ofbeing politically correct as regards 

gender and race group. 

The combination of choices gives counsellors a good idea of the testee's preferred 

vocational direction and the processes involved in making a career choice. However, 

the test should be interpreted together with other information. Ideally it should be 

complemented by another test measuring actual, rather than expressed, interests. 
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A personality test should provide input on which environment best suits the testee, 

and abilities should be assessed to determine whether the duties chosen can be 

successfi.llly performed. These related characteristics have to be explained for each 

field, environment and duty when the test is used as a self-assessment tool, as in 

Holman (1992). 

Overall, the measuring instrument fulfils its purposes of forcing a choice of three 

tields, environments and duties and thus indicating the highest vocational interests of 

testees. An improvement could possibly be made by asking for a rank order ofthe top 

three choices once they are made. 

Statistical methods 

Nominal measurement limits the type and power of analysis that is possible. Strict 

signiticance levels \·Vere set to make up for extensive use of X2 and 82 statistics for 

establishing size and significance of relationships. Arbitrary cut-off values had to be 

used in evaluating results. A standard error of estimate for reliability could not be 

derived. The use of 82 precluded an investigation of negative correlations. 

Pearson product moment correlations with sten and stanine scores from other tests 

were performed using values of 9 to indicate that a FED category had been chosen, 

and I to indicate that it had not been chosen. This meant that intervening values of 2 

to 8 were lost and correlations appeared low, with coetlicients of around 0,3 signif

icant. 

Given the restrictions of the measurement instrument, the statistical techniques used 

were satisfactory. Although the methods are not as powerful as those for interval 

measurement, there \Vas enough differentiation to draw meaningful conclusions. 
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Sample group ami limitations on external validity 

Four different samples were used. None were randomly selected. 

Construct and concurrent validity with the 19Fil and 16PF were examined with a 

sample of N=1280 schoolleavers (692 females and 588 males) with a mean age of 16 

years and 8 to 9 months, attending English speaking schools in an urban area of South 

Afl-ica. No other demographic data was obtained. The sample size was large enough 

to give a satisfactory number of people choosing each category except for the Mining 

and Storeroom environments. The sample compares favourably with those ofN==l648 

and 13 77 used to develop the 19FU. 

Test-retest reliability was evaluated on a sample of 134 school leavers at an English 

private church school. The group was of mixed race but drawn from privileged 

(wealthy) homes. The average total GSAT IQ score for the group was 106,3. The 

sample size is in the order of those used for test-retest reliability of the 16PF where 

N = 146, N = 95 and N = I 50 for various studies (Cattell, Eber and Tatsuoka, 1970, 

p 30), and for the SDS \vhere N 117 boys and 128 girls (Gevers, du Toit and 

Harilall, 1992, p 3 5 ). 

The same sample was used to examine construct and concurrent validity with the VIQ 

and SDS, and for this purpose the sample was inadequate. A few of the tield, environ

ment duty categories were not chosen by any testees, and some by only one or two, 

as shown in table 7.18 overleat: 



Fields 

Not 
chosen 
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Chosen by 1 Chosen by 2 

Movement 

Language, 
Nat forces, 

Plants, 
1 Service 

-;;:~ron~ents ~-~:~:~tal, --·1::::-l-;i-tche-~---
Storeroom f 

----·--·---·--1-·-----------

Duties 

Cierical, 
Equipment, 

Cleaning, Measurement, Composition, 
Weapons Microphone, Driving, Tools 

I Protection, / 
Walking 

Table 7.18: Categories insufficiently chosen 
for concurrent validity studies of the FED 
with the VIQ and SDS (N=134) 

The etTect is that some VIQ and SDS scores are correlated to FED scores which are 

all or mainly equal to I. This tends to reduce correlation coetflcients as more testees 

have high interests on the VIQ and SDS. As a result, the magnitude of the coetftcients 

is not a true reflection of the relative relationships between FED categories and 

interest test fields. Significance levels are questionable for small samples. 

Predictive validity for working adults was based on a sample size of 40. This sample 

size cannot be considered large enough. 

A four to five year predictive validity study was done for previously tested school 

leavers. Of 650 people, only 3 I% (N=20 I) could be contacted telephonically. More 

than half of the group had emigrated. Within the group 86 were working and 125 

studying. The samples are relatively small, but significances of statistical results are 

. . 
unpress1 ve. 
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Controls 

The basic principle ol· research is to "maximise experimental variance, minimise error 

variance and control extraneous variance" (Kcrlinger, 1973, p 308). 

Experimental varianc~ is the variation in measures due to a known influence that 

"causes" scores to lean more in one direction than in another. It is identified by 

comparing two or more groups, one of which has had a specific treatment applied. 

Error variance is a fluctuation of measures due to chance, random factors. 

Extraneous variance is the variation in measures due to the influence of variables that 

have nothing to do with the study. 

In this study experimental variance was maximised by using a nominal rating scale to 

determine only high interests. This was, however, counteracted by loss of statistical 

power, especially in correlational analysis. The small sample used for comparison of 

the FED with the VlQ and SDS worsened the problem. Whereas the sample of 1280 

school leavers \vas large enOLigh to make up f()~ not randomising selection of subjects, 

the smaller school Ieaver and adult samples enabled extraneous variables to operate. 

lnsutticient details of the demographic composition of all the samples were obtained, 

with the result that possible extraneous variables were not identified. Error variance 

was minimised in the use of nominal measures and the simplicity of applying the 

instrument. 

The major control problems arose from using nominal measurement and small sam

ples. Further research is needed to contirm Vvhether results \vere significantly atTected. 
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SliM MARY 

Research was carried out to determine whether the measurement instrument derived 

from the FED occupational classification system is psychometrically valid and reliable. 

The test rationale was based on the definition of vocational interest as a dynamic, 

subjective, positive attraction towards a job, occupation or occupational tleld, based 

on the mdividual's perception of the structure of occupations and situations already 

experienced or expected to produce pleasurable feelings. The aim of the FED test is 

to measure vocational interest within the framework of the perceived occupational 

structure. This structure consists of three levels, namely tlelds of work, environments 

in which work takes place, and duties that make up work. An individual will have 

certain preferences on each of these levels. It is assumed that the job or occupation 

followed will be made up of a combination of a field, an environment and a duty 

chosen. 

Construct validity \Vas established by obtaining correlations between FED categories 

and similarly named tields ti·om the 19FII, VIQ and SDS. Significant correlations 

were found for all except the Clerical and Investigating duties. There was a negative 

correlation between the FED tleld of Service and that of the 19Fll. It appears that 

FED categories are measuring essentially the same constructs as various interest test 

fields. This study raises the possibility that it may not be necessary to measure inter

ests with inventories of items. Interest tests may be so transparent that the same 

results could be obtained by asking for a ranking or choice of detined fields. 

Two aspe~:ts of the predictive validity of the FED were examined. lt was found that 

80% of school leavers follow studies based on a field chosen for a future job. Four to 

tive years a Her clomg the test 59 % of working people are in a field they had chosen, 

44% in an environment and 41% in a duty. These percentages are all significant. 
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The accuracy of the test for predicting work outcomes of satisfaction, performance 

and tenure/intended occupation was investigated. It was shown that the FED predicts 

future and current satisfaction with work as well as future and concurrent job tenure. 

It also predicts satisfaction with future studies. To a lesser extent it predicts what 

students will do immediately after finishing their studies The FED does not predict 

I 
future work or study performance for school leavers. However, it does predict self 

assessed work performance. The more a person's job reflects their current choice of 

FED categories, the more likely they are to rate their performance high. 

Concurrent validity of the FED categories with the 19FII, VIQ and SDS was deter-

mined. The results \"'ere largely as expected. The l9Fll tield of Practical - female was 

unexpectedly signiticantly correlated to FED categories of Adventure, Trading, 

Factory and Nature. A comparison of scores with the original 1972 norms indicated 

that this could have been due to an increase in male interest in traditionally female 

activities brought about by the women's liberation movement of the 1970's. 

Roe's ( 1956) categories .. as measured by the VlQ, appear to be incorporated in the 

FED. FED categories and Holland types correspond in broad outline. However, there 

are many tlelds, environments and duties which have no significant correlation with 

any of the Holland types. 

This may be due to nominal measurement and the small sample used for comparing 

the FED with the SDS, but it may also be a function of the different bases of the tests. 

Holland's system describes ditlerences between the people are are doing work, 

whereas the FED system describes differences in work itself. 
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Concurrent validity was also researched between the FED and 16PF first and second 

order t~1ctors. These should be interpreted as personality traits shown by school 

leavers who choose specific tields, environments and duties, and not as a reflection of 

the personalities of people in jobs. Relationships were as expected and shed further 

light on school-leavers' perceptions of what kind of people go into each field, environ

ment and duty. 

Test-retest reliability was established as significant at the 0,0001 level using the X2 

goodness of tit test. Objectivity was discussed as regards the transparency of the test 

and the positive etTects of forcing testees to choose categories. It was suggested that 

standardisation of the test is nor a major issue and it can be used 111 different ways for 

group, incl~vidual and distance testing. 

The major problems in the research arose from using nominal measurement and small 

samples for some of the studies. The underlying model and the test have been valida

ted using a sample of multi-racial English speaking urban South Atl·ican school 

lea vers and the rest should be restricted to similar groups until further research has 

been completed. Despite these shortcomings the FED test has been shown as psycho-

metrically sound. It should, however, be applied in conjunction with other tests for a 

composite picture or a person seeking career guidance. 
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CHAPTER 8 -DISCUSSION AND SUMMARY 

SCOPE OF THE CHAPTER 

Summary of the study. The impact ofthe netw(lrk class~fica-

tion model, the FED occupational class~fication system and the 

FED interest te,\'t. Areas for: further research. 
. . . . . . 

SUMMARY OF THIS STUDY 

Introduction 

The basis for career guidance was set out by Parsons ( 1909) as: 

o obtaining information about an individual 

o obtaining information about jobs, and 

o matching the individual to the job. 

In their extensive use of interest tests for career guidance, psychologists assume that 

interest fields are related to jobs or occupations. Patterns of scores on interest test 

fields are presumed to reflect the relationship between jobs. However, interest test 

fields have not been researched as occupational classification systems. They are 

derived from descriptions of groups of people rather than from jobs. They are inflex-

ible and insensitive to changes in technology and perceptions of the job structure. On 

the other hand, occupational classification research and systems, which have never 

entirely met the needs of career counsellors, are becoming more mathematical and 

theoretical, with reducing practical application to career guidance. Career counsellors 

need a psychology of work to overcome the impossible task of keeping up to date 

with the detail of tens of thousands of occupations. This study develops and validates 

an interest test based on the perceived occupational classification system. 
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Interest tests 

Vocational interest is a dynamic, subjective, positive attraction towards a job, occupa

tion or occupational field, based on the individual's perception of the structure of 

occupations and related situations already experienced or expected to produce plea

surable feelings. 

The best selling interest tests 111 South Africa are the 19 Field Interest Inventory 

(19Fll), the High School Interest Questionnaire (HSIQ), Vocational Interest Ques

tionnaire (VIQ), the South African Vocational Interest Inventory (SA VII) and the Self 

Directed Search (SDS). Both the S:QS and SA VII are based on Holland' (1959) theory 

of careers. 

A serious problem with South African interest tests is the lack of follow up research. 

Since 1970 there have been at least six instruments with totally different formats. 

Together with extensive use of outdated tests for unauthorised norm groups, this may 

indicate that none of the available tests meets the needs of the South African market 

and conditions. 

Occupational classification systems 

A classification system results whenever units, items, ideas, things or people are put 

into categories, which derive from the similarity of units with each other and, if the 

system is dynamic, change with circumstances. 

Formal classification systems prevent duplication of information and permit easter 

communication, recording, retrieval and companson of data over geographical dis-

tances and time. Scientific classification systems must include all previous knowledge 

about the units being classified. Gaps in knowledge, existing and possible relationships 

among units must be predicted by the system.· 
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It must have cohesion and be logical, comprehensive and exhaustive so that every unit 

can be allocated somewhere. Different people should be able to rationally classify units 

into the same categories. 

The following models are used: 

Teleological models are used by social scientists to classify units in terms of 

their "essence" or intrinsic nature. 

Linnaean models are hierarchical and are used in the biological sciences. 

Darwinian models are continuous and dynamic. The theory of evolution is 

described in a Darwinian system. 

Matrix models show related characteristics of units both horizontally and 

ve11ically. The periodic table ofthe elements is an example. 

Numbered category models arrange lists of units so that they are related by 

number, for example Roget's thesaurus. 

Co-societive models are based on related, rather than inherent characteristics 

of units. McCormick's Positional Analysis Questionnaire ( 1979) classifies 

tasks by behaviours required. 

Statistically derived models are artificially built from careful analysis and 

reduction of items, using techniques such as multiple regression, factor and 

cluster analysis. Trait personality theories are examples. 

Network access models are based on many-to-many correspondence in set 

theory. They have not yet been scientifically applied although they are used 

in computer systems. Categories are arranged in levels. Choice of a category 

on one level precludes access of another category on the same level, but 

does not restrict access to categories on other levels. 
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Occupational classifications are used by commerce, governments, sociologists and 

career psychologists. 

a) In commercial applications, personnel and work study practitioners develop compa

ny-specific systems. The Minnesota the01y of work adjustment and the Position 

analysis questionnaire are used for placing individuals in jobs. 

b) Variations of the Intemational Standard Classification of Occupations are used by 

governments for census purposes. The USA government funded the complex, 

comprehensive and often revised Dictionmy of Occupational Titles. 

c) Sociologists use status and situs classifications to study how work affects groups of 

people. Status categories place individuals and occupations above or below each 

other 111 a hierarchical classification. Situs categories divide occupations into 

categories, each of which includes status from the highest to the lowest levels. Roe 

(1956) combined the two systems in her matrix classification. Table 3.4 lists 

sociological situs fields. 

d) Career psychologists use statistically derived interest tests. Fields for vanous 

interest tests are listed in table 3.5. The fields are based on individual characteristics 

rather than occupational attributes and have not changed much since 1935. Holland 

( 1959) identified six basic interest types. Since his theory was operationalised in 

1970, there has been very little other research into the structure of occupations. The 

American College Testing Programme (adapted for South Afi·ican use in the Easy 

Steps Guide and SA VU) is an instinctive compromises between thousands of 

occupations listed numerically in the DOT, and the six Holland types. 
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There is presently no adequate method for career counsellors to understand and 

explain relationships between occupations. Holland's ( 1959) theory is the best avail

able, but like other interest measurements it is static and assumes that structures of 

interests and of occupations are the same. 

Gati ( 1979) criticised Roe's ( 1956) circular model and Holland's ( 1966) hexagonal 

model, on the grounds that they are not exhaustive, are not always supported by 

research and that their two dimensionality does not reflect the multi-dimensionality of 

job characteristics, He proposed a structural hierarchical structure of occupations. 

Work on his theory has been slow with only 24 jobs classified. 

The FED classification system 

People see jobs as being related to one another on three levels: 

• 

• 

• 

Field of work determined by specialised training needed 

Work environment associated with various restrictions and social opportunities 

Duties involved in a job . 

These three levels are used for the occupational classification system. A job classified 

by the system is assigned to three categories: one field, one environment and one duty. 

The network access model describes inter-relationships between the three levels. 

Access to a category on one level precludes access to other categories on the same 

level, but does not affect access to any categories on another level 

The FED occupational classification system has been developed according to the 

stages set out by Fleishman and Quaintance ( 1984 ). Care was taken to build into the 

system a scientific basis, cohesion, comprehensiveness and rationality. 
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Altogether 27 tields were selected according to common language usage. The fields 

are similar to interest test fields and situs system categories. 23 Environments were 

identified according to the contact workers have with other people. A list of 32 duties 

was drawn up in a breakdown of relation to mainly paper-work, talking, thinking, 

action or feeling. The complete model is described on page 217. 

An examination of the categories shows that with a few exceptions (for example, 

factories did not exist before the Industrial Revolution) they have always been pai1 of 

the occupational structure. This suggests that the structure does not alter very often, 

but changes may occur with technological advances and new lifestyles. 

Units for classification are occupations and not job titles. Occupational titles were 

taken from the A-Z of Careers in South Africa (Nelson, 1989), from job advertise

ments in national, local and classified newspapers, from training course titles, and from 

interviews with people in jobs. This resulted in an inventory of 1200 jobs classified by 

fields, environments and duties. 

It is dynamic, takes into account public perceptions about work being on at least three 

levels, identifies where there are gaps in knowledge about occupational structure, and 

provides a model for a theory of career choice. 

The mcasu.-ing instnunent 

A forced choice rating using a nominal measurement was chosen to operationalise the 

system. Testees are instructed to "choose from this list the three that you are most 

interested in for a job". 
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This scale has the following advantages: 

• 

• 

• 

• 

It is simple to administer, taking only I 0 minutes, and easy for school pupils to 

understand. 

It highlights high interests . 

lt fits in with the network access model. Choices from any of the three levels of 

the model without must not restrict choices on the other levels. 

It throws into relief the relationships between fields, environments and duties, in 

other words it identifies overlaps, synonyms and lack of relationships. 

Statislical methods 

Nominal measurement restricts the range and power of statistical techniques which can 

be used in the analysis of results. Extensive use was made of x 2 and 8 2 tests. A value 

of 9 was allocated to each category chosen and a value of 1 to each not chosen for 

Pearson correlational analyses with other interest and personality tests. 

Research design 

The following aspects were researched to validate the FED as an occupational classifi

cation system: 

0 The scientific hasi.,· of the model, in particular whether it reflects a difference 

between occupations perceived as "male" and those perceived as "female", and 

whether tields represent different educational directions. 

0 Colte ... ion, namely the structure and logic of the system. 

0 Rationalitv, as shown in the ability of different people to assign occupations to 

the correct categories. 
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The following aspects were researched to validate the FED as an interest test: 

0 Gmstruct validitv - the relationship between FED categories and similarly 

named fields in the 19Fll, VIQ and SDS. 

0 Factorialvalidit}l- identifying overlapping and synonymous categories. 

0 Predictive validitv - the ability of FED to predict study and career choices, job 

satisfaction and performance. 

0 Concurrent validitv - The relationship between the FED and the l9Fll, VIQ, 

SDS and 16PF. 

0 Test-retest reliahilitp. 

Data fi·om four sources was analysed. 

• The FED was simultaneously administered with the 19FII and l6PF to 1280 

school leavers to test the scientific basis and cohesion of the classification 

system, and the factorial and concurrent validity of the interest test. 

• The FED was simultaneously applied with the SDS and VIQ to 134 school 

leavers. This tested the construct and concurrent validity of the interest test. The 

FED test was reapplied to the same sample 3 months later to test the reliability 

of the instrument. 

• A telephone survey of 20 I school leavers tested on the FED in 1989 and 1990 

was carried out to find out what work and study career choices were made, to 

determine the predictive validity of the interest test. 

• Interviews were conducted with 40 employed adults to determine the rationality 

. 
of the occupational classification system and the predictive validity of the FED. 
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The scientific basis of the FE.D occupational classification system. 

The FED was administered to 1280 school leavers in the Gauteng province of South 

Africa. Means of categories chosen by males and females were compared using the 

t-test. Owen and Taljaard (1988) had suggested that male interests favour physical 

activities, equipment, and problem solving. Gati's (1991) structure of occupations 

identified a tirst level of "hard" occupations not related to people. 

ln this study it was found that males tend to choose fields, environments and duties 

related to adventurous, rough activities, long term strategic problem solving and active 

business. They do not avoid "dirty" equipment. Females tend to choose aesthetic and 

humanitarian categories, and those involving direct contact with people. Some fields, 

environments and duties were chosen equally by males and females. This raises the 

possibility that occupations should be represented in three main categories, namely 

"hard", "neutral" and "soft". 

In terms of the network access model it is hypothesised that "hard" occupations are 

not perceived as being linked with "soft" environments or duties, but may combine 

with a "sotl" duty by access through a "neutral" environment. 

lt was hypothesised that fields do not exist if training is not available at university, 

diploma and informal levels. A qualitative examination of education and training 

oppotiunities in South Afi·ica was carried out to determine whether the fields of the 

FED correspond with areas of knowledge required. 

Lists of university, technikon and informal training in A guide to further education in 

Smtih Afi'ica (Holman, 1996) were consulted. It was found that, with a few excep

tions, all the fields are differentiated by education and training available, although 

some do not have specific degree courses. 
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The system is shown to have a sound scientific basis. lt depicts the inter-relationship of 

occupations, is supported by research, is based on previously identified characteristics 

of occupations and is capable of generating hypotheses about the relationship between 

categories and units. The use of the three dimensions (field, enviru11ment and d11ty) is 

in line with past suggestions made by other researchers. The use of the network 

access model appears to be justified, particularly as it supports previous thinking that 

occupations are divided into "hard" and "soft" categories, together with a third 

category of "neutral" occupations. 

The cohesion of the FED occupational classification system. 

With a few exceptions, the structure ofthe system was proved to be 

0 mutual exclusivity of fields trom one another, of environments tl-om one another 

and of duties from one another 

0 High relationships of each field to many environments and duties, and of each 

environment to many duties. 

The comprehensiveness of the FED occupational classification system. 

With the exception of the lists of job titles available for census purposes and Holland's 

types, the classification of 1200 occupations is more comprehensive than previous 

occupational classification systems. 

The •·ationality of the FED ocwpational classification system. 

Studies were conducted into the rationality of the system. Ambiguity of category 

names was tested by examining high relationships among fields, environments and 

duties. Unexpected relationships were logically explained in terms of the actual work 

situation for most cases. 
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Also as a test of rationality, a group of 40 adults was asked to assign categories to a 

list of jobs. Correct allocation, based on a predetermined inventory of jobs, were 

made for 81,9% of fields, 85, l% of environments and 78,9% duties. This high inter

rater reliability tends to prove that the system is rational. 

The usefulness of the FED occupational classification system. 

Practical use is being made of the system in South Afl-ica for career guidance. Possible 

applications in other areas were identified. 

Construct validity of the FED interest test 

Construct validity was established by obtaining correlations between FED categories 

and similarly named fields from the 19FII, VIQ and SDS. It appears that FED categor-

ies are measuring essentially the same constructs as various interest test fields. This 

study raises the possibility that it may not be necessary to measure interests with 

inventories of items. Interest tests may be so transparent that the same results could be 

obtained by asking for a ranking or choice of defined interest test tields. 

Predictive validity of the FED interest test 

Two aspects of the predictive validity of the FED were examined. It was found that 

80% of school leavers follow studies based on a f1eld chosen for a future job. Four to 

five years after doing the test 59% ofworking people are in a field they chose, 44% in 

an environment and 41% in a duty. The percentages are all statistically significant. 

The FED predicts future and concurrent job satisfaction and job tenure. It also pre

dicts satisfaction with future studies. To a lesser extent it predicts what students will 

do immediately after finishing their studies The FED does not predict future work or 

study performance for school leavers. People in a job matching their current choices of 

FED rate their performance as high. 
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Concurrent validity or the FED interest test 

Concurrent validity of the FED categories with the l9FII, VIQ and SDS was deter

mined. The results were largely as expected. The 19FII field of Practical - female was 

unexpectedly significantly correlated to FED categories of Adventure, Trading, 

Factory and Nature, and it was hypothesised that this could have come about by an 

increase in male interest in traditionally female activities brought about by the women's 

liberation movement of the 1970's. 

Roe's ( 1956) categories, as measured by the VIQ, appear to be incorporated in the 

FED. FED categories and Holland types correspond in broad outline. However, there 

are many fields, environments and duties which have no significant correlation with 

any of the Holland types. This may be due to nominal measurement and the small 

sample used for the study, but it may also be a function of the different bases of the 

tests. Holland's system describes differences between the people who are doing work, 

whereas the FED system describes differences in work itsel£ 

Concurrent validity was also researched between the FED and 16PF first and second 

order factors. These should be interpreted as personality traits shown by schoolleavers 

who choose specific tields, environments and duties, and not as a reflection of the 

personalities of people in jobs. 

Relationships were mainly as expected and shed further light on school-leavers' 

perceptions of what kind of people go into each field, environment and duty. 

Reliability of the .FEO interest test 

Test-retest reliability was established as significant at the 0,001 level using the X2 

goodness of fit test. Objectivity was discussed as regards the transparency of the test 

and the positive etiects of !·arcing testees to choose categories. 

1t was concluded that standardisation of the test is not a major issue and it can be used 

in different ways for group, individual and distance testing. 
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Evaluation of the research 

Only two minor research weaknesses were identified. The first resulted fi·om the use of 

nominal measurement. This restricted statistical methods available and reduced the 

power of relationships. However, extremely high significance levels outweighed the 

disadvantages in most cases. The second problem was that the sample used in con

struct and concurrent validity studies of the FED with the SDS and VIQ was too 

small. The small sample may have obscured some additional relationships in a small 

pai1 of the study, but does not cancel the findings that were made. 

Despite these sho11comings the FED test has been shown as psychometrically sound. 

Applied in conjunction with other psychometric tests, a composite picture is obtained 

of a person seeking career guidance. The underlying model and the test have been 

validated using a sample of multi-racial English speaking urban South African school 

leavers and the test should be restricted to similar groups until further research has 

been completed. 

THE IMPACT OF THE STUDY 

The study has introduced three new concepts: 

0 the network access model 

0 the FED occupational classiticationsystem 

0 the FED interest test 

The impact of each concept will now be examined. 
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The network access model 

The network access model is illustrated in figure 8.1 below • 

. , 
' ~ 
I -~ 
fc 

k Level 1 (containing two categories) 

~ 

i 
~ Level 2 (containing three categories) 

~ 
t 
i 
I 

t: Level 3 (containing 3 categories) 
.: 

Figure 8.1: Example of a network access model 

The model has the following characteristics: 

• a model is built on a number of logical levels 

• relationships between levels can be stated in both directions 

• categories are logically placed on levels according to stated rules 

• known characteristics of units are built into the categories 

• units are classified into one category on each level 

• choice of a category on one level precludes access to other categories on the 

same level, but does not atTect access to any categories on any other level 

• a unit is described by it's allocation to categories and levels 

• gaps are identified where no units fit into a combination of categories 

• entry to the model can be at any level . 
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Based on many-to-many correspondence in set theory mathematics, commercial 

applications of the model include automatic bank tellers. Informal examples occur in 

modern-day decisions like purchase of a house (some levels being area, size and 

important amenity) or the choice of tertiary education (some levels being type of 

institution, city and specialisation). The network access model is one of decision 

making or choice. As such, it models thought (logical) processes and subsequent 

action. Choices are made within a perceived structure which determines the levels and 

categories of the model. It is relevant for disciplines involving and studying logic, 

development and freedom of choice. These include psychology, sociology, philosophy, 

economics and computer science. It may not be suited to natural sciences, where fixed 

physical laws dictate consequences, nor to the arts where logic is subordinate to 

creativity. 

In particular the model, with its underlying basis in set theory, may provide new 

perspectives in the mathematics of psychology. Extensive use presently made of 

inferential statistics, correlations and factor/cluster analysis is criticised by "pure" 

scientists, who consider mathematical series (where events logically follow one 

another) as the basis of science. They feel that psychology is instinctive, based in 

estimation with predictions expressed as "ifthis, then maybe .... that", and that psycho

logists ground their diagnoses and decisions on "what feels right". The introduction of 

the network access system suggests that psychology could in some respects be the 

"study of logical decision making from facts grounded in experience". 
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The model has implications for theoretical psychology. It hypothesises about cogni-

tive process. lt explains behaviour and provides a personality developmental theory 

based on personal choices or adjustments, made on levels including interpersonal 

relationships, behaviour styles and emotional responses. From a counselling point of 

view, dysfunctional adjustments or choices at one level could be identified and correc

ted, leaving an individual free to make other choices at other levels. 

Sciences all develop through the stages of observation, organisation of data into 

propositions, bringing together propositions into hypotheses, developing explanatory 

models, forming a unifying classification system, and recognising an underlying 

mathematical structure. Psychology, with less than a century behind it, is a relatively 

new science. It has achieved an unprecedented rate of progress in a short time. 

Criticisms from other sciences arise from their lack of appreciation of the fact that 

statistical methods currently used could be a stepping stone in the development of 

psychology as a full science. Only a short step is needed to identify the classification 

model and mathematical basis that will place psychology on the same advanced basis 

as other pure sciences. The network access model, together with explanatory set 

theory mathematics, may be a further stepping stone in this direction. 
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In terms of the network access model, occupations are classified on three levels, 

namely fields, environments and duties. Jobs or occupations are made up of a combi

nation of a field, an environment and a duty. There is evidence that these are the only 

three dimensions. A new dimension will emerge only if many categories have high 

relationships with all three dimensions. Fields are mutually exclusive from each other 

and similarly for environments and duties. There are high relationships between each 

field and many environments and duties, each environment and many fields and duties, 

and each duty and many fields and environments. 

A distinction is made between categories that are perceived to be "hard" (preferred by 

males and involving work without people), "soft" (preferred by females and involving 

work with people), and "neutral". Males tend to choose adventurous, rough activities, 

long term strategic problem solving, active business and do not avoid "dirty" equip

ment. Females tend to choose activities involving contact with people and occupations 

related to aesthetic and humanitarian activities. (This does not preclude either gender 

from choosing any categories.) It is hypothesised that choices made by the two 

genders retlects an aspect of the perceived occupational structure, in other words that 

more males tend to choose categories perceived as male/hard. It is also hypothesised 

that access between hard fields and soft environments and duties is restricted, but hard 

fields may combine with soft duties through a neutral environment. Using computer 

science concepts, permission for access to a category must be given by the existing 

authorised user or system manager Uob incumbents). This may explain why some jobs 

are considered as male preserves, despite the best efforts ofthe women's movement. 
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Some categories, indicated by dashed lines, appear to be synonymous except that 

labels names are preferred by either males, females, or are neutral. They may indicate 

occupations in transformation, or that describe currently "popular" jobs. This shows 

that the system is dynamic. Categories can move between levels, be combined as 

subsets or change nature with technology as the real structure of work changes. An. 

examination of the categories, however, suggests that occupational structure is mainly 

constant. There may, however, be different classifications of the categories into fields, 

environments and duties in countries and communities with different socio-economic 

priorities. lt is hypothesised that changed perceptions precede actual changes. It is also 

hypothesised that new occupational directions arise first in environments, then develop 

matching fields when dedicated education is available at degree, diploma and informal 

training course levels. This reflects the situs nature of the system by repr~senting all 

educational levels in each field. 

The system has a strong scientific basis. It fits the description of a network access 

model and is an example of many-to-many correspondence in set theo1y mathematics. 

It was conceptualised and developed according to scientific criteria. It succeeds in 

depicting the inter-relationships of occupations, was based on existing knowledge 

about occupations, and generates hypotheses about the relationships between categor

ies and units. Compared with other occupational classification models (including 

interest tests), its main advantage is that it is dynamic. It is also flexible with easy 

classification of occupations which does not involve extensive ongoing research as for 

the DOT. This results in rationality and comprehensiveness. 
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More than '1200 jobs are classified within the system, which is a larger number than for 

any other system except Holland's types (which have been researched for 30 years) 

and the DOT and ISCO catalogues of job titles. Unlike commerce related systems, it is 

global and not dependent on one individual nor a particular job. lt is closest in nature 

to sociological situs systems and Gati's structure, but has more practical applications 

than either. 

A major implication of the FED model is the explanation of different processes that 

can be followed in making a career choice. These are that an individual may: 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

decide on an educational spec;ialisation (a degree course), then choose where to 

work, .and according to ability, eventually specialising in a particular duty (field -

environment - duty process), 

learn about a field, specialise in a duty (such as organising) and then choose an 

environment for practising the duty (field -duty- environment process), 

choose to work in a pa11icular environment (say, a laboratory), qualify as 

required and then do the work involved (environment- field- duty process), 

choose an environment (like working from home), find a duty that can be done 

in the environment (for example clerical work) and accept any field that otTers 

suitable work (environment - duty - field process), 

identify a skill and the best suited duty (for example book keeping), find a work 

environment to apply the skill and, through work experience within an industry, 

be tied to particular field (duty - environment - tield process), 

choose a tield because a panicular skill (working with people) combines with an 

interest of the individual (medicine), and find the most suitable environment by 

trial and error (duty - field - environment). 
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Work is needed to popularise the FED system so that it becomes a standard classifica-

tion for jobs with the categories included (together with Holland's six types) in career 

related reference books. 

The FED interest test 

The interest test has been designed to measure vocational interest 111 terms of the 

following definition: 

l'OCA TJONAL iNTEREST is a dynamic, subjective, positive attmction 

tmvards a job, occupatiqn or oc;ct/pationa/.field, based on the indjvid

JICII's perception of the stmctia·~,,o./,qccupations andsituqtions a/ready 
I 

experienced or expected to pr'o~~tf(!JJJ¢asm·ab!efeelings. ,.' ; 
'-.!::!..!;/)!:·: ::·· 

The main difference between previous and the new tests is that the FED measures 

interests in categories related to occupations rather than assuming that individual 

interests detlne the occupational structure. The starting point for developing the test 

was the description of occupational structure. 

Testees are presented with categories instead of an inventory of items. People under-

stand the constructs without items and they may not be needed. However, the test is 

totally transparent and no attempt is made to control faking. Testers will obviously feel 

more comfortable and confident if the test is used with a measuring instrument which 

examine hidden psychological characteristics. There is no test with similar dimensions 

and a new battery will have to be developed. 

It is suggested that it will be equally effective to ask testees to indicate their three 

choices of tlelds, environments and duties directly onto the model (with the headings 

"soft", "hard" and "neutral" excluded), the only restriction being that they cannot 

choose two categories joined by a dashed line. (In this application testers can read the 

definitions.) 
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Research has shown the adequacy of the measur~ment instrument. lt takes less than 

ten minutes to administer and is easy to use. Interpretation is immediate, pa11icularly as 

no standardisation procedures are involved. This will simplify interpretation even 

further, giving career counsellors immediate information on envisaged career direc

tions. Discussion about anomalies and suggestiuns of jobs from an inventory of 

occupations will be facilitated. Th~ model should be particularly relevant for disadvan-

taged sections of the South Afhcan population who have not had access to career 

guidance or have have been restricted by biased or inappropriate interest test measure

. ments. 

Changes to the FED categories and definitions are g1ven as appendix 6. 

FlJTlJilE nESEARCH 

Taking into account synonymous categories, fields have reduced from 27 to 19, 

environments fi·om 23 to 13, and duties from 3 2 to I 7. This is 49 as against the 

original 81 categories. The number of possible cell permutations has dropped fi·om 

27 X 23 X 32 = 19 872 tO 19 X ]3 X 17 = 4199. 

The existing inventory of 1200 occupations has been reclassified 111 terms of the 

revised model. New jobs will have to be added as they are identified. 

Cont1rmation is needed that the research findings of this study apply to the revised 

model. With 1 he reduced number of categories and resultant strengthening of inter

relationships, smaller samples can be used. With the co-operation of guidance teachers 

in Gauteng, ±600 test results can be obtained annually to monitor changes in percep

tion of the occupational structure. Better demographic data is needed to draw conclu

sions about occupational perceptions of students at ditl.'erent ages, educational stan

dards, in different language groups and on different socio-economic levels. 
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If concurrent validity studies with other interest tests are to be repeated, they must be 

based on larger samples than were used in this study for the V!Q and SDS. It is vital 

that the tields, environments and duties be linked to the popular Holland types, 

perhaps providing subtypes and clarifying anomalies within the Holland hexagon, 

without entering into debate about the respective merits of the two systems. 

Research should also spread beyond Gauteng into other urban and rural areas in South 

Africa. 

The system should also be researched with a stratified sample of working adults drawn 

from all categories to identify their perception of the occupational structure. This may 

reveal the actual structure of occupations, because their perceptions will reflect their 

experience withwork. 

A battery of tests to complement the FED should be developed, to consist of: 

• 

• 

• 

an interest test for the fields, based on educational/training content. Items can be 

drawn from syllabi for relevant degrees, diplomas and training courses, and 

presented with the question, "would you like to know more about .... ?". An 

educational level scale can be built in to identify whether theoretical or practical 

training would be of more interest to a testee. 

a personality test to identity factors which affect adaptation to various environ

ments. Orientations towards work with people, decision making, need for 

fl·eedom or rules. and work with ideas or things/data have been identified as 

being important (Holman, 1992). 

a test of abilities related to the duties could initially be presented as a self 

assessment of work related activities, with the question, "how well would you be 

able to ..... ?" 
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This battery, based around the FED system, will achieve Parson's (1909) conceptuali-

sation of an ideal career guidance system which provides: 

o information about jobs 

o information about the individual, and 

o a matching of the two. 

An ongoing plan is in hand to continue research and provide career guidance which 

meets the unique requirements of the South African situation, with the FED occupa

tional classification system and interest test. 

CONCLUDING REMARK 

This study set out to devise, operationalise and validate an occupational classification 

system as an interest test for career guidance. It has succeeded in achieving this with 

the introduction of the network access classification model, the FED occupational 

classification system and the FED interest test. 
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466 241 

079 105 
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Ad\'i?""ll...J:e 

Ammia!s. 

!;;~aCily 

f',u!::tne~!" 

Che:nis,!'')' 

Ctuldre:t 

Cre:a:ive 

E!ect•onics 

Food 

lrnag1nz!ive 

La!"tg:.Jage 

Le9a1 

Markelmg 

MWu:·a! 

Mo...rement 

Natural Forces 

Numbetl 

People 

Pt;ysics 

Plants 

Poll:tcs 

Property 

Service 

Sysle:ns 

Tradtng 

Tra•el 

Work w hands 
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15~ 176 

121 13< 

032 17E. 

3!-~ 532 

249- 061 

257 oor. 
1 6<1 0:?~ 

150 103 

055 19ft 

19~ 092 

27E 0::3 

1!:.7 075 

167 25f, 

223 067 

~5 058 

030 0 

442 1l5 

19:- 265 

182 033 

14\:>' 042 

221: 033 

062 ..,46 

162 176 

159 0 

192 438 

279 39• 

075 222 

2<S 

()5.1 

225 

5!1: 

04_2 

212 

125 

130 

217 

173 

067 

16<1 

44~ 

165 

059 

027 

060 

316• 

072 

0 

095 

2~2· 

124 

190 

373 

384 

113 

301 19:J 

~3 093 

417' 197 

5:0£- 718 

2'&7 

285 

461 

213 

216 

085 

105 

621 

2eY 16<1 1os 213' 

509 273 274 117 

418 193 665 133 

275 336 25!1 £>4-J 

387' 145' 189" 052 

4~3 177 5!13 238 

414' 175 248' 069 

480' 363 120 083 

568 563 213 300 

500 159 193 135 

2'&5' 225 372 021 

308' 091' . ~7· 083 

389' 400" ~9 329 

63-4 384 283 013 

233' 197' 182' ()5.1 

1 88' 029 25B' o~· 

448' 322' 121 050 

509' 1 89' 305' 142 

418' 199 104 0 

307' 312' 184' 492' 

387' ~7· 079 251 

489 431 400 267 

251 190 474 231 

28<: 

145 

no 
351 

223 
276 

570 

235 

148' 

49:. 

2132' 

235 

240 

244 

304 

116' 

114 

430 

221' 

030' 

237' 

261' 

105 

243" 

110 

452 

186 

3<;7 18~ 

08E 04c• 

0 05'2 

235 47~ 

0 (; 

056 19e 

030 179 

35.< ~6 

071 032 

25: 13<' 

03~ 13S 

0::3 531' 

196 151 

029 168 

139 02'& 

043 0 

174 053 

055 292 

OS~ 131 

04~ 0 

04J 69:1 

24? 0~ 

037 1~ 

119 061 

138 12'€ 

100 3-47 

73-4 023 

232 

333 

37• 

414 

13< 

463 

246 

210 

3-¢t' 

332 

19-2 

210 

235 

376 

259 

326' 

190 

332 

14? 

2'85' 

101 

14l.' 

282" 

123' 

228 

270 

2'8!' 

09~ 3eS 153 ~ 721 603 

42&' B77 122 352 219 32• 

287 

3Ct:1 

025 293 120 0 :;>47 

1& 137 19:. 0 :;u:. 
021 

544 

320 

132 

211" 

201 

03:1 03:) 72•' 0 295' 

143 a.:s 2~ 145 410 

0 255 

295 231 

260 137 061 

217 051 312 

066 733 073 0 252' 

276 04S 202 0 275 

15:> 09< 0 1D5 ·0 323' 

080 049 025 1D5 0 217 

2'27 145 109 062 0 15& 

293 167 129 555 147 323 

136 066 065 131 0 265' 

054 235 140 276' 461 751' 

061 192 029 152 0 116 

422 100 319 151 0 324 

049 189 033 568' 0 206' 

o~· 062 239 309' 1 &4 750' 

049 127 033 047 0 131° 

06<1 142 037 028 0 290' 

262 030 118 041 0 321' 

122 097 033 229 0 115' 

154 063 085 0 0 100 

30? 249 38S 22~ 290 523 

177 307 149 168 443 403 
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19~ 

143 

367 

1)1. 

2-=l":!l· 

262 

251 

269 

194' 

217 

305' 

433 

6<.1 
259 

222' 

213' 

526' 

410 

293' 

063' 

375' 

267' 
3.16' 

315' 

576' 

473 

077 

65t 320 

615 323 

357' 270 

44~ 591 

202' ~71' 

500 46<\ 

4D5 29'S 

310 ~1 

295' 154' 

4E.£ 319 

358' 332' 

359 56<.' 

35E 374 

409 736 

621' 380' 

594' 127' 

232' 383' 

601 506 

266' 29:J' 

571' 110' 

263' 371' 

217' 307' 

388' 328' 

270' ~7· 

286' 256' 

664 ~5 

482' 248 

411 

2:37 

0€7 

235 

1l"3 

272 

097 

151 

031 

132 

10e 
165 

073 

222 

123 

096 

051 

295 

144 

039 

087 

099 

297 

146 

099 

289 

2'68 

122 

14e 

oes 
132 

0 

529 

175 

111 

073 

075 

162 

109 

024 

32'6 

152 

039 

094 

440 

0 

130 

138 

0 

411 

035 

062 

28e 

063 

v 
0 

0 

5Clc 

0 

0 

0 
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FIELD! ENV Judge Meas Micr Motiv Organ Pe1 Prac Pred Prot RiskT Sell Teach Tools Walk Weap Write ------ ----------------------------------------------
Adventure 

Amimals 

!3eauty 

Business 

Chemistry 

Children 

Creative 

Electronics 

Food 

Imaginative 

Language 

Legal 

Marketing 

Med1cal 

Movement 

Natural Forces 

Numbers 

People 

Physics 

Plants 

Politics 

Property 

Serv•ce 

Systems 

Trading 

Travel 

Work w hands 

224 

171 

114 

456 

071 

226 

098 

166 

771 

188 

097 

. 521 

304 

206 

087 

087 

111 

178 

105 

105• 

384 

149' 

093 

106 

044 

262 

056 

212 

087 

047 

241 

245 

084 

216 

270 

055 

215 

0 

0 

086 

169 

049 

112 

099 

042 

257 

123 

0 

323 

051 

107 

0 

204 

311 

286 148 

060 077 

195 204 

162 471 

0 062 

143 235 

267 209 

193 080 

122 097 

120 179 

114 167 

065 206 

202 364 

088 340 

175 319 

043 079 

037 115 

302 415 

0 048 

0 065° 

231 225 

0 109 

038 235 

232 095 

106 166 

504 347 

097 110 

277 

193 

283 

579 

134 

237 

373 

155 

279' 

411 

239° 

292 

477 

245 

150 

156' 

169 

501 

118° 

114' 

301' 

320. 

196 

410 

315• 

467 

219 

277 270 113 341 666 

154 289 023 363 336 

235 220 027 191 086 

254 388 718 259 456 

130 268 121 078 112 

250 266 087 344 1 34 

418 243 118 095 170 

137 241 129 168 266 

152" 218 035 060 155 

288 265 205 075 206 

198 134 032 106 039 

162 131 174 221 277 

174 181 324 089 284 

185 390 089 305 170 

452 291 059 159 190 

11 0 259° 073 095 097° 

0 220 379 050 087 

402 274 168 227 267 

025 231° 226 087 191 

o 1ao· 043 149• tao· 

098 086 224 114 229' 

029 151° 075 098 200° 

022 128 091 128 181 

026 044 101 198 213° 

021 166 143 025 259 

402 416 185 327 404 

183 322 128 043 251 

144 152 

075 289 

144 266 

730 271 

068 080 

122 686 

078 223 

209 046 

156 141 

076 206 

0 276 

.687 073 

566 116 

072 264 

125 262 

057 152" 

022 165 

241 443 

0 023 

0 159' 

051 068 

227" 067 

068 347 

152 093 

539 055 

360 329 

157 091 

285 

136 

0 

197 

149 

0 

139 

465 

134 

245 

031 

051 

067 

088 

114 

142 

115 

125 

143 

0 

0 

214 

061 

100 

086 

182 

779 

340 712 

607 281 

109 0 

085 194 

126 148 

159 085 

123 115 

082 290 

173 068 

025 242 

033 092 

053 123 

071 044 

185 108 

030 113 

617 071 

0 0 

155 163 

0 222 

462" 124 

035 033 

039 .110 

094 118 

0 131 

030 028 

319 257 

184 288 

176 

199 

071 

173 

029 

206 

459 

023 

032 

384 
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212 
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ENVIRONf,~ENT 

A:ademic 

6ehi:od counter 

Client premise 

Co:osvltancy 

Corporate -

Craft w:.>rkshop 

Da:a Process 

Dyna:-nic 

Factory 

Government 

Home 

Indoors 

fs:.iaHon 

Krtchen 

Laboratory 

Mining 

Nature 

Otf•ce 

Outdoors 

Pro!essional 

Regi-nenta! 

Religion 

Storeroom 

Acad 

057 

057 

195 

235 

053 
304 

184 

139 

150 

108 

116 

163 

0 

199 
135 

180 

345 

169 

328 

169 

122 

0 

ECo:.n CPrerc· 

057 057 

250 

250 

'178 334 

255 2;>1 

111 165 

OBD 070 

067 053 

278 064 

OS4 157 

217 151 

104 100 

069 075 

204 051 

076 156 

0 0 

144 124 

434 4~ 

367 339 

102 343 

031 088 

036 064 
0 0 

Co'1S 

196 

178 

334 

451 

331 

268 

400 

313 

312 

361 

321 

152 

271 

297 

0 

329 

532 

426 

539 

252 

273 

0 

Corr 

235 

255 

251 

451 

09G 

305 

262 

223 

18<: 

120 

136 

104 

086 

106 

0 

115 

595 

346 

335 

107 

367 

69~ 
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063 

1 11 

165 

331 

096 

124 

422 

308 

0 

309 

264 

189 

173 

134 

274 

285 

218 

492 

231 

128 

262 

0 

304 

oso 
070 

268 

305 

124 

124 

132 

095 

226 

035 

178 

053 

273 

281 

122 

346 

190 

286 

114 

~15 

0 

184 

067 

053 

40:J 

262 

422 

124 

0 

2~3 

18D 

168 

170 

110 

'158 

0 

288 

172 

493 

280 

128 

122 

0 

139 150 

278 064 

06~ 157 

313 312 

223 184 

301'. 0 

132 095 

0 2~3 

0 
. 0 

028 057 

065 069 

253 097 

080 063 

126 ·067 

306 0 

268 174 

135 337 

412 294 

134 285 

149 244 

130 102 

0 0 

108 

217 

151 

361 

120 

309 

22G 
18Q 
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057 

273 

228 

316 

133 

273 

347 

229 

426 

417 

018 

145 

0 

116 

10~ 

100 

321 

.. 138 

254 

03:. 

168 

06S 

069 

273 

125 

177 

081 

0 
171 

326 

278 

349 

089 

167 

450 

163 0 

069 204 

075 051 

152 271 

104 OS'S 

189 173 

176 053 

170 110 

041 080 

093 063 

225 316 

125 177 

058 

068 · .. 

121 099 

294 0 

382 375 

079 141 

315 362 

303 159 

120 123 

07? 07~ 

0 463 

100 

076 

156 

297 

106 

134 

273 

158 

126 

067 

133 

081 

121 

099 

0 

336 

197 

312 

370 

064 

055 

449 

135 180 

0 14.: 

0 12~ 

0 329 

0 115 

274 285 

281 122 

0 288 

306 268 

.0 174 

273 3<17 

0 171 

294 382 

0 375 

0 336 

933 

933 -

0 164 

410 661 

0 301 

0 385 

299 460 

0 442 

3~5 169 

~34 367 

426 339 

532 426 

595 346 

218 ~92 

346 190 

172 493 

135 412 

337 294 

229 426 

326 278 

079 315 

141 362 

197 312 

0 410 

164 681 

267 

267 

440 331 

181 427 

045 405 

442 441 

32f 169 

102 031 

30 08?. 

539 252 

335 107 

231 125 

28G 114 

280 128 

1~ 149 

285 24~ 

417 018 

349 089 

303 120 

159 123 

370 064 

0 0 
301 385 

440 181 

331 427 

194 

,~ 

178 133 

0 211 

122 

035 

06~ 

2c~ w 

367 

L€2 

115 

12:? 

130 

102 

145 

167 

072 

074 

055 

299 
460 

~5 

405 
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133 
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0 
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0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 
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0 
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ENV /DUTY 
------· 
Academic 

Behind counter 

Client premise 

Consultancy 

Corporate 

Craft workshop 

Data Process 

Dynamic 

Factory 

Government 

Home 

Indoors 

Isolation 

Kitchen 

Laboratory 

MininQ 

Nature 

Office 

Outdoors 

Professional 

Regimental 

Religion 

Storeroom 

Advis BKeep Buy 

201 326 147 

190. 195 431 ° 
318 268 362 

664 395 335 

401 404 480 

292 049 076 

238 339 227 

324 037 035 

056. 0 069 

299. 172 099 

424 220 233 

323 156 095 

182" 048 185 

167° 098 056 

179 061 019 

146° 0 0 

254 216 136 

456 660 553 

409 296 297 

504 414 342 

122 185 024 

340' 055 0 

0 256" 258" 

Calc Carin 

387 204 

054 203" 

105 228 

346 460 

400 205 

097 362 

416 156 

192 262 

100" 054. 

095 156° 

176 486 

157 404 

128 251" 

054 516° 

317 456 

0 145" 

136 677 

515 320 

247 616 

354 510 

069° 440" 

029 557' 

257" 0 

CashH Clean Cler Comp Couns Disag 

158 

307 

179 

339 

467 

101 

373 

135 

143° 

106 

068 

083 

114 

117 

040 

0 

211" 

559 

255 

276 

052 

064 

0 

045 

102 

043 

360 

264 

116 

129 

0 

0 

0 

266 

208 

0 

245 

205 

0 

366 

112 

429 

220 

273 

0 

276" 

078 246 

260 053 

346 119 

534 396 

435 216 

033 400 

075 210 

066 380 

0 131° 

126 116 

163 185 

109 170 

0 115 

046 053 

0 193 

0 0 

194 190 

681 340 

122 332 

124 344 

042 112 

0 142 

0 0 

236 

146" 

182" 

622 

314 

272 

088 

337 

083" 

310" 

484 

434 

120° 

376° 

224 

0 

371 

351 

551 

551 

296" 

582" 

0 

245 

051 

267 

442 

354 

212" 

131 

400 

155° 

212 

219· 

200 

143 

122 

134 

0 

205 

377 

430 

325 

084 

054 

0 

Draw Drive Equip lntrp lnvst 

196 055 084 230 308 

088" 165 103 031 088" 

198 169 076 127 187 

354 204 118 510 437 

161 182 230 153 232 

735 064 235 191 260 

274 198 344 174 212 

472 146 236 258 279 

252° 158 410° 075 252" 

095 224 032 136 222" 

327 283 130 223 249 

225 146 223 086 190 

287" 130 034 118 208° 

193° 100 035 . 061 193° 

201 254 284 294 566 

147" 0 459" 0 0 

389 375 240 222 449 

261 154 258 281 363 

478 599 324 298 524 

358 189 236 406 433 

209 230 122 054 230" 

049° 072 110 033 097° 

0 0 263" 0 0 
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DUTY 

Advising 

Bookkeeping 

Buying 

Calculating 

Caring 

Cash handiing 

Cleaning 

Clerical 

Composition 

Counselling 

Disagreeing 

Drawing 

Driving 

Equipment 

Interpreting 

Investigation 

Judgement 

Measurement 

Microphone 

Motivation 

Organising 

Performing 

Practicing 

Prediction 

Protection 

Risk taking 

Selling 

Teaching 

Tools 

Walking 

Weapons 

Writing 

Ad vis 

112 

237 

218 

291 

097 

113 

0 

188 

488 

337 

186 

121 

084 

216 

216 

305 

125 

225 

336 

390 

249 

132 

276 

202 

187 

174 

232 

149 

136 

042 

205 

BKeep Buy Calc Carin CashH --- --- --- ---
112 237 218 291 097 

194 427 214 523 

194 138 081 242 

427 1 38 - 086 190 

214 081 086 225 

523 242 190 225 

244 089 086 505 0 

407 153 185 186 236 

131 098 230 084 043 

181 070 077 631 063 

119 193 165 154 099 

131 120 203 394 068 

072 054 052 229 0 

074 083 208 161 118 

083 071 134 160 150 

165 091 254 327 166 

073 064 100 149 092 

044 0 276 081 0 

128 173 068 110 073 

031 213 069 209 040 

189 212 195 247 281 

067 060 037 1 78 065 

181 145 206 313 126 

126 168 287 042 090 

083 095 068 503 1 02 

132 296 121 212 212 

295 615 151 102 255 

172 035 083 530 059 

0 056 081 243 090 

080 029 028 617 062 

07~ 056 080 239 118 

091 0 0 316 055 

Clean Cler Comp Couns Disag Draw Drive Equip lntrp lnvst 

113 

244 

089 

086 

505 

0 

182 

086 

149 

0 

153 

100 

101 

0 

191 

088 

0 

0 

0 

189 

043° 

274 

0 

048° 

040° 

044° 

203 

152 

105 

0 

0 

0 188 

407 131 

153 098 

185 230 

186 084 

236 043 

182 086 

074 

074 

188 111 

071 177 

065 444 

088 076 

090 131 

123 235 

698 260 

077 136 

0 140 

104 101 

177 051 

315 225 

074 227 

068 201 

0 134 

123 067 

068 160 

150 057 

140 065 

0 106 

0 056 

0 079 

086 066 

488 

181 

070 

077 

631 

064 

149 

188 
111 

129 

191 

138 

041 

226 

262 

194 

082 

222 

345 

323 

310 

237 

085 

149 

127 

105 

473 

084 
. 134 

124 

289 

337 

119 

193 

165 

154 

099 

0 

071 

177 

129 

176 

0 

074 

143 

165 

244 

090 

220 

192 

281 

208 

093 

222 

143 

169 

186 

130 

072 

0 

074 

099 

186 

131 

120 

203 

294 

068 

153 

065 

444 

191 

176 

186 

193 

123 

259 

136 

452 

174 

098 

285 

310 

344 

112 

107 

181 

100 

182 

320 

208 

194 

267 

121 

072 

054 

052 

229 

0 

100 

088 

076 
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0 

186 

228 

059 

206 

160 

0 

121 

072 

141° 

150 

110 

0 

089 

237° 
154 

094 

101 

171 

225 

063 

084 

074 

083 

208 

161 

118 

101 

090 

131 

041 

074 

193 

228 

0 

1ogo 

084 

216 

0 

025 

127° 

027 

202" 

0 

091 

137° 

134 

049 
434 

107 

103 

033 

216 

083 

071 
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160 

150 

0 

123 

235 

226 

143 

123 

059 

0 

303° 

140 

051 

0 

063 
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131 

113 

181 

053 

149 

023 

081 

090 

033 

031 

139 

216 

165 

091 

254 

327 

166 

191 

098 

260 

262 

165 

259 

206 

109° 

303° 

135 

252 

088 

085 

218 

095 

208 

241 

225 

273 

075 

137 

088 

229 
233 • 
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DUTY 

Advising 

Bookkeeping 

Buying 

Calculating 

Caring 

Cash handling 

Cleaning 

Clerical 

Composition 

Counselling 

Disagreeing 

Drawing 

Driving 

Equipment 

Interpreting 

Investigation 

Judgement 

Measurement 

Microphone 

Motivation 

Organising 

Performing 

Practicing 

P·rediction 

Protection 

Risk taking 

Selling 

Teaching 

Tools 

Walking 

Weapons 

Writing 

Judge Meas Micr Motiv Organ Perf Prac Pred Prot RiskT Sell Teach Tools Walk Weap Write 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
305 

073 

064 

100 

149 

092 

088 

077 

136 

194 

244 

136 

160 

084 

140 

135 

049 

036 

127 

279 

020 

145 

140 

024 

238 

041 

054 

0 

030 

.084 

052 

125 225 336 390 

0 128 031 189 

0 173 213 212 

276 068 069 195 

081 110 209 247 

0 073 040 281 

0 0 0 189 

0 104 177 315 

140 101 051 225 

082 222 345 323 

090 220 192 281 

452 174 098 285 

0 121 072 141 ° 

213 0 025 127" 

051 0 063 135 

252 088 085 218 

049 036 127 279 

0 046° 042° 

0 - 033° 114° 

046° 033° 394 

042° 114° 394 

047" 197" 100 190 

174° 061° 183 214 

111 ° 0 269 172 

0 113 022 069 

044° 267° 171 161 

048° 069° 203 213 

0 095" 156 130 

214° 0 076 128 

057° 0 027 114 

0 124 075 085 

0 040 023 169 

249 132 276 202 187 

067 181 126 083 132 

060 145 168 095 296 

037 206 287 068 121 

178 313 042 503 212 

065 126 090 102 212 

043° 27 4 o 048" o4oo 
074 068 0 123 068 

227 201 134 067 160 

310 237 085 149 127 

208 093 222 164 169 

310 344 112 107 181 

150 110 0 089 237" 

027 202" 0 091 137° 

131 "113 181 053 149 

095 208 241 225 273 

020 145 140 024 338 

047" 174° 111" 0 044° 

197° 061° 0 113 267" 

100 183 269 022 171 

190 214 172 069 161 

215 0 153 160 

215 071 113 191 

0 071 0 186° 

153 113 '0 186 

160 191 1 86° 1 86 

057 078 083. 047 168 

174 115 0 081 052 

054 1 39 0 031 139 

056 123. 0 157 171 

079 092 035 260 369 

166 063 034 029 063 

174 232 

295 172 

615 035 

151 083 

102 530 

255 059 

044° 203 

150 140 

057 065 

105 473 

186 130 

100 182 

·154 094 

134 049 

023 081 

086 137 

041 054 

048° 0 

069° 095 

203 145 

213 130 

057 174 

078 115 

083 0 

047 081 

168 052 

101 

101 

082 049 

029 104 

0 0 

025 153 

149 136 042 

0 080 074 

056 0 056 

081 028 080 

243 596 239 

090 062 118 

152 105 0 

0 0 0 

106 056 079 

084 134 124 

075 0 074 

320 208 194 

101 171 225 

434 107 - 103 

090 033 031 

088 229 233 

0 030 084 

214° 057" 0 

095° 0 124 

076 027 075 

128 114 085 

054 056 079 

139 123 092 

0 0 035 

031 157 260 

139 171 369 

082 029 0 

049 104 0 

143 137 

143 072 

137 072 

033 0 065 

205 

091 

0 

0 

316 

055 

0 

086 

166 

289 

199 

267 

063 

033 

139 

193 

052 

0 

040 

023 

169 

166 

063 

034 

029 

063 

025 

153 

033 

0 

065 
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fed FiceArls PerlArts language 

Adventu:re 

.tvr,imafs 

Beauty 

Busmess 

C~err:istry 

C!":!ldren 

Crt:Qtive 

Electronics 

Food 

lmagmative 

language 

l09al 

\1an<et1ng 

Med.cal 

Movement 

~Jarural F oren 

i"'h..;rr.bers 

Pe<Jple 

Physics 

Plants 

Pohtics 

P<ope<ty 

Service 

Ststems 

Tracing 

r,,,.,. 
\iVcrk ·N hards 

021 011 .()40 

-018 -030 -051 

-014 -057 004 

-102' -198'' -039 

-049 o29 ooa 
.()69 .()30 025 

283"' 093' 146"' 

042 C-66 003 

009 012 -059 
2J 1" 075 092" 

017 028 252'' 

.038 031 100" 

-051 -096' .038 

.025 038 C43 

C92' 078 031 

042 014 -019 

-120'' -032 -111' 

-192.. .079 -059 

.QJ6 053 .014 

066 OJS -022 

-028 .Q27 050 

134'' 011 -071 

-107' -~."'58 -035 

025 048 .037 

·::OS -024 -099' 

012 -037 025 

051 011 -113' 

His:ory 

037 

-037 

-091' 

:oss 
028 

-016 

012 

054 

.037 

040 

065" 

051 

-055 

039 

-043 

114" 

.010 

-066 

058 

. 024 

092" 

-046 
.Q39 

041 

-064 

022 

-033 

Se<V>ee SocWo Soc1abot PubSpeak 

.Q20 

-036 

085 

-OC9 

-057 

066 

-007 

013 

133" 

.()41 

.017 

·'06' 

.028 

-014 

011 

051 

.032 

054 

-070 

019 

-098' 

021 

-010 

-054 

086" 

156' 

-016 

-04a 

-004 

-035 

-102' 

-055 

281" 

.Q50 

-034 

008 

-017 

.022 

039 

.Q-66' 

170 .. 

029 

-108' 

-052 

160'' 

-039 

-000 

-034 

.007 

156'' 

-048 

-099' 

-058 

-047 

-001 

-123'' 

-021 

077 

-057 

.036 

008 

-008 

052 

021 

-062 

-015 

081 

031 

002 

.oss 
-053 
182 .. 

010 
.ns·· 
-089" 

022 

-047 

-001 

108' 

101' 

-029 

-136'' 

-139'' 

009 

110' 

-000 

009 

.000 

-120 .. 

-079 

005 

133"' 

194'' 

149' 

C44 

-048 

·127'' 

-067 

156 .. 

-064 

-048 

198" 

.08Q 

-033 

003 

011 

001 

·187" 

law 

-009 

.039 

010 

128" 

-09()' 

062 

.ceo 
106' 

-071 

-029 

050 

383" 

·58 

059 

.034 

-105' 

-116" 

096' 

-082 

-080 
124" 

-043 

.013 

-027 

.014 

.()25 

-147" 

.Q40 

·111' 

-039 

071 

060 

.073 

.035 

092' 

-111' 

065 

.010 

071 

063 

065 

-053 

.037 

140 .. 

-004 

092" 

-101' 

019 

033 

-"€9 

099' 

005 

.()93" 

·039 

Scler.ce PracMa!e PracFem Numbers Busines.s Clerical Travel Nature .Work Active 

-006 

115"" 

-019 

-165" 

274'" 

.033 

-019 

082 

-078 

019 

.Q56 

.071 

-145'" 

222" 

041 

139"" 

051 

-099" 
158'" 

145" 

-090" 

-027 

.Q44 

045 

·128" 

.033 

-042 

057 

037 

.029 

-088 

015 

-0052 

002 

142"" 

-052 

044 

-084 

-042 

-114" 

-001 

024 

015 

018 

-082 

056 

007 

-107' 

070 

.035 

.020 

010 

.003 

23<r" 

106" 

.002 

0609 

062 

.007 

-156"' 

-044 

201'" 

163"' 

osa· 
.077 

-107" 

-005 

-088' 

.030 

058 

.020 

-221'" 

015 

021 

-1 t8'" 

163" 

-046 
053 

091' 

«-8 
134"' 

-149" 

.077 

-037 

~86 ... 

079 

-093' 

-157 .. 

098' 

-090' 

-051 

·106' 

022 

025 

036 
-078 

.027 

333" 

-142"' 

076 

.024 

.015 

119'' 

-047 

124" 

154" 

-003 

-081 

-083 

·127" 

-023 

377" 

.()84 

-099 

-111" 

.()40 

-069 

.OQJ 

-009 

072 

225"' 

-001 

-e.a 
-133" 

060 

-068 

-003 

·123" 

040 

080 

-090' 

004 

232'" 

004 

-047 

-163 .. 

-067 

027 

2S2" 

.OQ9 

.049 

-135"" 

063 

.036 

.037 

003 

037 

120" 

-091" 

.023 

.078 

140" 

-118 .. 

-005 

-025 

-003 

033 

-023 

071 

ISS" 
.(X)6 

016 

133" 

-015 

165 145" 056 

015 

-049 -014 

317.. 070 

-069 -037 

015 

.C93 

-122" -iJJ6 ·117"" 

084 .026 ceo 
.(198' .Q04 016 044 

.030 .014 -017 .024 

.022 OC5 .QSS .003 

084 036 .Q4S -002 

084 036 .022 035 

-041 -105' -116" -019' 

-068 075 .034 -07 4 

015 -133" -031 .055 

-too· at4 062 . 009 

-022 -001 1 OS' : -023 

.001 1eo·· 093' 052 
.QSS -068 .047 .030 

002 • -124"" .079 117"' 

..()9()' 007 .Q56 .021 

.Q44 283.. 033 060 

-089' -088' 

.001 033 

-090' -052 

c•5 .028 
031 025 

-007 . .001 

058 .032 

-043 C90' 

-022 .029 

-015 .071 

079 .035 

-012 

-004 

063 

016 

005 

.Q:l6 

020 

.010 

039 

·022 

030 

-069 

037 

·112' 

-078 

.033 

084 

.002 

025 

-010 

004 

.021 

001 

.042 

037 

02f 395" 000 

-020 CGO 029 .023 032 
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Ac;;de:-n>e 

Bel"ur'\dC'Q<J:"He: 

Clteit p•em1s.t: 

Cons.;;ttar'lCy 

Corpo'a~e 

-0::"0 

.()33 

.(i31 

.(;!':9 

-157•• 

Cron wor\..shop 355 .. 

Data Proces.s. 

Dynami~ 

facto:r 

Go\•e;-;.;mp:"': 

HO<'Wt 

Jnd~:s. 

l1.~a:10" 

K.nc~n 

labo~a:o~, 

rwkung 

Natute 

Off>Ce 

Outdoors 

P.-ofe"ional 

Regnnentai 

Rehgioo 

St'::JI'efoom 

.013 

23]• 

01€ 

-075 

.024 

.003 

01€ 

.019 

-()23 

0::'1 

035 

-130-· 

.017 

032 

-055 

oz:; 
003 

-OC6 

01S 

.003 

.ws· 

.()59 

C9z· 
cro 
163 .. 

017 

-007 

.03? 

Oi7 

02< 

.032 

019 

012 

.011 

·102 ... 

OS< 

021 

.014 

063 

-007 

041 

..C-5-J 

.016 

014 

~22 

053 

-001 

177'" 

.()51 

OC1 

00!? 

OS1 

.027 

.()93• 

.007 

.03!' 

-035 

.072 

016 

033 

.()56 

031 

.()4() 

(1?5• 

-0$;) 

.Q:l<S 

.(160) 

.014 

.()48 

.021 

OJ7 

145 

070 

.()4/ 

-012 

057 

-005 

().<4 

00€· 

005 

.035 

029 

006 

OS< 

020 

012 

..o::s 
12"~· 

em 
.Q€3 

.001 

013 

·Of/ 

013 

559 

-111: .. 

047 

077 

-06~ 

071 

-059 

..a;;2 

.()43 

-065 

133 .. 

-003 

DO« 

005 

011 

.QS<• 

i)15 

.()6:> 

037 

.()72 

043 

.m;· 

021 

163 

-Ct12 

0«0 

083 

.OS1 

023 

.()77 

.015 

.0:5 

-068 

052 

074 

045 

199·· 

-041 

179 .. 

042 
049 

no· 
066 

-041 

.076 

004 

052 

.01~ 

oo::; 

-015 

-1;>6•• 

654 

-oos· 
022 

-135 •• 

024 

07 

056 

-047 

-053 

060 

049 

009 

034 

127 .. 

108 . 

.00.~ 

-091' 

14?-

-066 

177"' 

-OOJ' 

028 

~· 

-1U" 

.os~· 

.OS2 

-205-· 

017 

032 

068 

-029 

020 

011 

-0:'1 

-G3? 

.016 

062 

-83 

-10«' 

.oss 
()6.5 

-06E 
1e;·· 

.()10 

.ox 

..077 

-OS':• 

.OS2 

.070 

-141" 

-18 

OZ2 
163 .. 

003 

.025 

.010 

()5.5 

-044 

016 

001 

074 

.020 

OS< 
093. 

02E 

.027 

.()45 

..Qi5 

-051 

-135" 

072 

-05l! 

-131" 

056 

-064 

041 

.071 

-06E 

002 

019 

-100· 

.ose· 
-062 

.033 

365 

o.~s 

052 

015 

~,13 

.03S 

.035 

061 

.073 

3;>6'• 

.027 
()66• 

-087' 

023 

055 

.018 

.026 

021 

.()53 

005 

.()()6 

..085" 

0.03 

·140 .. 

-010 

.012 

165"' 

-11•·· 

.()51 

.O::K.-

060 

.079 

OS< 

04< 

062 
-081 

084 

-061 

025 

.035 

012 

.{;65 

OE'l 

-004 
-110. 

<159 

0'..6 

oes· 
005 

13Y' 

·11:?· 

043 
.()63 

052 
135" 

.027 

060 

qes· 
'-821 

026 

-062 

011 

005 

03<: 

,, ... 
0582 

027 

055 

j]S•• 

-138 •. 

148" 

-071 

055 

024 

-040 

.o.oc. 

.()04 

-117" 

06€ 
.071 

·167" 
220 .. 
-131 .. 

042 

.024 

-096' 

.()()6 

.002 

1i~·· 

128" 

oc..: 
1SO" 

-044 

.()04 

039 

!Y.JS 

0!:'1 

018 

.032 

-055 

-1;>0'• 

-113' 

-110. 

.2()9 .. 

164•• 

-063 

079 

-101" 

-171'' 

009 

077 

120"• 

06, 

(l('j 

090' 

-051 

107' 

.078 

OS< 

016 

-054 

012 

-053 

-004 

-OC7 

.036 

-13Q•• 

193 .. 

-105. 

031 

.014 

-003 

011 

-ll6S 

05, 

000 

.()49 

006 

O:le 

.()4:; 

036 

011 

..0~7 

-04!: 

.()47 

.012 

056 

.071 

..0!2 

020 

-047 

152' 

.()58 

022 

-04E 

055 

.019 

..028 

.078 

~137"" 

103· 

-027 

.()6~ 

.024 

-060 
.(JOB 

.035 

009 

-0.35 ..()70 

001 058 

Ot~ 057 

-117" .()9<• 

06: 040 

-05-5 -055 

140" o2o 

01~ -0!:3 

092· .01L 

065 024 

31e·· 084 

-1&"• -087" 

128" 198" 

.()58 013 

-052 063 

026 060 

027 -019 

-----
.032 

-053 

.035 

-045 

.039 

.025 

.()57 

-072 

-097' 
.()75 

-OO·J 

OOf. 

011 

035 

02£ 

080 
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-003 

055 

046 

033 

125" 

028 
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.ceo 
036 

.()44 
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.011 

0.07 

.os: 
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Ad.tJS!!"\gl 

Boo-..l.,.t>ep~~ 

6Ut'"'!2 
Cal;.;:a:n; 

Carin:; 

Cas.!! l"\a1"'1dhng 

C~a-ung 

C!E"f1Ca: 

Com~rttOr. 

Cour'ls.e-Hm; 

o~sa~·~ii'lg 

Oravvmg: 

Orh"lng 

Equipment 

Interpreting 

fn¥Kiigation 

Judgement 

Measutert'lent 

M;cropho<>e 

Mot1 ~~oration 

Organis•ng 

Performi:"~g 

Prae1'1C>ng 

Prechct•on 

Pr()(echOI"'' 

Rtsk ta~"'9 

Selling 

Teachif'g 

Tools 

Wafkin; 

Weapons 

Wrtt•ng 

f.'::;e!,~s Per!Ar.s. 

-0::7 0<2 

•17.iH -15?.0 

~=- 04t 

~- .0.0? 

.(l75 -0':?2' 

.00? .()63 
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FED fields and definitions 

Field of work 

Adventure 

Business 

Chemistry 

Creative 

'Electronics 

Education 

Food 

Imaginative 

Language 

Legal 

'Natural Forces 
Living things 

Manufacturing 

Medical 

Numbers 

People 

Politics 

Property 

Religion 

'Travel & tourism 

Definition- wllat you llave to know about 

Danger, survival and physical effort 

Money, Marketing, Trading 

Properties and reactions of substances 

Putting thoughts into practice 

Transistors, circuit diagrams and boards 

Furthering knowledge and skills of others 

Planning and preparing meals 

Thinking up and organising new ideas 

Communication and storage of information and thoughts 

Interpreting and putting into practice society's rules 

: Climate and use of the Earth's resources 
; Plants, Animals and the environment 

Processing raw materials into finished goods 

Treatment and advice on health matters 

Applying formulae, manipulating figures 

Human behaviour and social interaction 

Making and administering decisions that affect society 

Buildings, construction works, building materials 

Ministry, spiritual growth and beliefs 

Hospitality. Different places and cultures 

* Not supported by all levels of education 

APPENDIX 6.1 
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APPENDIX 6.2 
FED environments and definitions 

Environment ! Main people contact I Definition· surrounded by 

Isolation Nil Seeing no other people 

Data processing 

Mining 

Storeroom 

Academic 

Consultancy 

Dynamic 

Factory 
Craft workshop 

Government 

Laboratory 

Office 

Outdoors 
----- .. -· 

Client sales 

Home 

Professional 

Minimum 

Work team 

I 
I 
! 

' 
Clienr centred. 

Computer hardware and VDU screens 

Rock faces, dust 

Shelves, boxes, crates 

Learning, books and papers 

Other peoples' employees and staff 

Temperamental people, many changes 

Machines, noise, grease 
Designs, hand held tools 

Bureaucracy, rules and regulations 

Laboratory equipment 

Office equipment, management, procedures 

Open space, fresh air 

Samples, quotes, goods for sale or rent 

Your own possessions, family and pets 

Certificates of education, confidentiality, facts to 
interpret, perfect work 
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FED duties and definitions 

Duty 

Bookkeeping 
Calculations 
Cash handling 
Clerical 

Drawing 
Measurement 

Advising 
Counselling 
Teaching 

Buying & selling 

Disagreeing 

Microphone 

Motivation 
Organising 

j Related to I Definition 

Paper 

Talking 

Adding up figures, balancing totals 
Doing complicated sums 
Counting money, giving change 
Filing, filling in forms, solving queries 

Art, design and composition 
Using rulers and tapes, drawing angles and 
distances 

Making suggestions and giving instructions 
Helping people with their personal problems 
Passing on knowledge 

j Negotiating prices, doing deals 

1 Stating your own opinions 

i Talking to strangers at a distance 

, Delegating, influencing others to work for you 
! Co-ordinating people, resources and activities 

-·-- ------- ·-··.I ~----~--- -- --·--r·-------------------------
1 

Investigating I Thinking 

I 

Judgment 

Prediction 

i Research, analysing, presenting results 

I 
I Choosing between options. Deciding on a 
J course of action 

I 
Working out strategies and trends for the future 

I 
I-D-ri-v-in_g _______ ~:-A-c_l_w_n ______ +-C-o-n-tr_o_lli-ng __ a_v_e_h-ic-le---------------------l 

I 

Equipment 

Tools 

Weapons 
I 

Watching gauges, using levers and pressing 
keys to control a machine 

Using hand-held instruments to change the 
shape of something 

! Aiming at targets, killing 

---------·--- -+-- ------··- -- ·- ----··i-·------ ---·-·-·-·--···- -·-- ·----·--- ··---··- ---- ·---· 

Looking after 

Performing 

Taking risks 

I F 1 ' Caring, nurturing, cleaning, protecting others 
ee mg and what is important to them 

Showing emotion, physical strength or skill in 
1 front of an audience 
I 

i l Playing the odds, "Gut-feel" decisions 

APPENDIX 6.3 
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